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Front cover:
Photo from 1968, 
showing the first premises of the newly started 
Postiljonen mail order business and retail shop.

Lot # 744 & 745

Parma “Heart Blocks”  

Did you know?

The first stamps of the Duchy of Parma were
issued in 1852 and printed in sheets of 80
stamps. However the printing plate was made
up of groups of 20 stamps (5 x 4) resulting in
small panes with larger margins between the
panes.

The full sheets were normally cut in the larger
margins to separate the panes before the
stamps were sold to the public. Therefore used

examples of so-called gutter pairs with large
margins in between are very rare and the
“heart blocks” with four stamps from the 
centre of the sheets are not even priced in the
Sassone specialized catalogue. It is doubtful if
any used examples exist.

Some unused “heart blocks” have survived and
they are of course very rare.
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It is very hard not to mention anything about the hot
and dry summer that we have had in Europe this year
with extensive forest fires and minimal harvests as an
unfortunate consequence. Many people from the sout-
hern parts of Europe think it’s funny that we Scan di na -
vians are always talking about the weather, this year
though it must be seen as justifiable. July has been called
“the month of brown fields”! Luckily we are now back to
normal temperatures with occasional rain and hopefully
we will soon be allowed to barbecue in our own gardens
again.

However, we are sure that it will be really hot again when
our auction weekend starts in the afternoon Friday the
21 September. We will be starting with Denmark inclu-
ding some classic rarities such as an excellent pair of 
2 RBS, a block of six of 4 RBS Thiele and a spectacular
copy of the extremely rare 48 skilling inverted frame vari-
ety. We are very proud to have been entrusted a Gold
Medal Collection “Pakke-Porto” from Greenland, which
has been supplemented with another small but exquisite
collection. Once again we can offer extraordinary rarities
from Iceland, just to mention one, the spectacular new
find of a larger part of an official 4 skilling cover.

Moving outside of Scandinavia you will find interesting
collections from various countries as for example China,
British Commonwealth and Japan. Also this time we are
happy to present nice sections of Poland and Russia.
Talking about classic gems you also have the possibility
of becoming the owner of a very nice copy of the Swiss
Basel Dove, considered by many to be the most beautiful
stamp ever to have been issued!

During the last decade, often in the final weeks of our
catalogue preparations, we have repeatedly been amazed
by the extraordinary contents of the consignments of
high quality Swedish single stamps and covers continu-
ously being entrusted us, and this time is no ex cep tion.
Besides the two outstanding 3 Skilling Banco covers and
a unique pair of 4 Skilling Banco in double print there is
once again a number of stamps rated 5,5,5. We would
like to emphasize the rarity of this high quality rating.
Most often when such stamps come onto the market it is
due to an astute quality focused collector having decided
to dispose of his collection, as is the case with those that
we are happy to offer at this auction. The sale of The
Gummesson Collection continues and the fifth part you
will find in a separate catalogue as usual, this time # 223.

Hopefully you will have received our catalogues before
the bilateral exhibition MALMEX 2018 opens on Friday
31 August and we wish you most welcome to visit us there!

POSTILJONEN
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Preface 

Lars-Olow Carlsson       Claes Arnrup
Managing Director          Chairman of the board

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö



Auction FRIDAY 21 SEPTEMBER
12.00    A light lunch will be served!
13.00    DENMARK .............................................................................................. 1 -   81
             FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI................................................ 82 -  190
             - including Gold Medal Collection Pakke-Porto
             ICELAND................................................................................................. 191 -  416
             NORWAY................................................................................................. 417 -  431
             SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots ................................................ 432 -  439
15.00    NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order................. 440 -  627
             EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections and mixed lots.............................. 628 -  650

Auction SATURDAY 22 SEPTEMBER
10.00    SWEDEN single items............................................................................... 651 - 1102
             SWEDEN sheets & booklets ..................................................................... 1103 - 1146
12.30    SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ........................................................... 1147 - 1209
             LUNCH ca. 13.00 (A light lunch will be served!)
14.00    FINLAND................................................................................................. 1210 - 1249
14.15    The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection of Finland, Part 5 .......... 2001 - 2340

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9

Monday 17 – Tuesday 18 September
9.00-17.00

Wednesday 19 – Friday 21 September
9.00-18.00

Saturday 22 September
9.00-
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Programme

In Helsinki
At Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2
Friday 14 September 12.00-18.00

In Hämeenlinna
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan
Verkatehdas, Verkatehtaan osoite on Paasikiventie 2
Saturday 15 September
10:00 – 13:30

All single items from The Gummesson Collection.

Lisätietoja löydät sivulta 15

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB

Onsdag den 12 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med und-
tagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker). 
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen. 
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6

Wednesday 5 September 11.00–18.30

Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections. (other
lots might be brought upon request).

Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyr-
bara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier.(i mån av
utrymme kan andra objekt medtagas på begäran).
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Calendar

2018 Postiljonen Anniversary Year
MALMEX 2018
Malmö, Sweden 31 August-2 September 2018 
Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch

VIEWING
Stockholm 5 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Copenhagen 12 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Helsinki 14 September at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna (The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Hämeenlinna 15 September at Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma (The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Malmö 17-22 September at our office

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 21-22 September 2018

FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2018
Copenhagen, Denmark 3-4 November 2018. Stand holder

VERONAFIL
Verona, Italy 23-25 November 2018. International exhibition of philatelic literature. Visiting

2019
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 29-30 March 2019

STOCKHOLMIA 2019
Stockholm, Sweden 29 May – 2 June 2019. Stand holder

NORDIA 2019
Sarpsborg, Norway 23-25 August 2019. Stand holder and sponsor

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden, 27-28 September 2019

FILATELISTISK SELSKAB 100 ÅR
Copenhagen, Denmark 18-20 October 2019. National exhibition. Stand holder

MONACOPHIL 2019
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco December 2019. Stand holder

Conditions of sale see page 272-273

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
The auction will take place in our office building: 

Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
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Postiljonen AB will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2018, as part of
a larger partner agreement, by being the Main Commercial Partner in
the organization of the binational exhibition MALMEX 2018.

Meet Postiljonen at the bilateral exhibition
MALMEX 2018 in Malmö Sweden,
31 August - 2 September,
with both Swedish and Danish national status.

As usual Facit will have representation at our stand
where their catalogues will be offered for sale.

We are bringing all single items from the autumn
auction with us to the exhibition.
Lots & collections are available at our office,
a 5 minute train ride from the exhibition.
Welcome to make reservations.

Auction viewing in our stand No. 26!
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Mail Bidders!
We always endeavour to simulate the actual 
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maxi-
mum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded. 
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10. 
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding 
on many items but limit your total purchase to 
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1000 or any amount
you wish.    

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.

Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.

Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please sub-
mit your bids as early as possible.

To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

V.A.T.
Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

MOMS 
Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare, 
se ovan.

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot 
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12% 
will be added to the auction price except for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset 
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g. 
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regard-
ing this, don’t hesitate to contact us! 
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro. 
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs. 

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988
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Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:                               MasterCard/Eurocard q         VISAq

Card number:       

Exp. date:                        CVV2/CVC2                 (3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________

Your signature: ___________________________________________

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. 
No private cheques please!

Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:    SEB, Malmö
                                            IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
                                            Bic: ESSESESS
If transfer in SEK:                IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:    PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
                                                   Bic: NDEASESS
                                                   IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash depo-
sits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!

Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. 
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use 
for sending your credit card information.
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Facit Förlags AB
is proud partner to:

With English text!

Facit Norden 2019
All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with
varieties, the period before 1951 is
described with issue and denomination,
without varieties. Also complete list of
booklets from all Nordic countries

News!
Sweden:
• Single frankings, including BB/SX on covers,
  postcards and printed matters after 1951.
• Summary of Anniversary Editions.
• Self-adhesive stamps in covers (SH). Rev.

Norway:
• Affixing roll stamps from 2007 to april 2018.

Greenland:
• Summary of the franking machines´
  unique code numbers.

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Release at
MALMEX 2018

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:

Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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Welcome to

www.malmex2018.se

A Bilateral Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a Stamp and Postcard exhibi on with both Swedish and Danish na onal status.

The exhibi on is organized by a number of philatelic clubs, the Danish and Swedish 
Philatelic Associa ons and will take place at MalmöMässan conven on center.

The exhibi on is supported by:

Main Commercial Partner
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Fifty Years of Experience in the 
International Stamp Auction Business!

Postiljonen will also be celebrating the 150th  
anniversary of the Royal Philatelic Society London by 

participating at STOCKHOLMIA 2019, 29 May - 2 June.  

We welcome all clients and friends to visit us at 
our stand, No. 20, and join us in this great celebration!
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NORDIC STAMP SHOW, 23. – 25. AUGUST 2019 

JOIN US IN NORWAY 
NORDIA 2019 IS A NORDIC STAMP SHOW AND WITHOUT DOUBT THE LARGEST STAMP EXHIBTION IN 
THE NORDIC COUNTRIES, NEXT TO STOCKHOLMIA 2019. THE 2019 SHOW WILL BE HELD IN GRÅLUM 

NEAR SARPSBORG AND NOT SO FAR FROM FREDRIKSTAD IN SOUTH OF NORWAY. 
ONE HOUR DRIVE FROM OSLO AND HALF FROM SWEDISH BOARDER. 

 
QUALITY HOTEL, SARPSBORG. BJØRNSTADVEIEN 20, N-1713 GRÅLUM 

 
 

CONTACT ADDRESS;  
NORDIA 2019, P.O. BOX 2700 St. Hanshaugen, NO-0131 Oslo. NORWAY 

 

Epost; mail@nordia2019.no 
 

WWW.NORDIA2019.NO 
 

          NORWEGIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION 
 



An invitation to consign to the  
Postiljonen Spring Auction

We are looking for better single 
items and collections for our 

International Auction 
29-30 March 2019

Please book a meeting with us: 

Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50 
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00

We look forward  
to your call!
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The Gummesson Collection, Part 5
at Öresundshuset, Malmö 22 September 2018 at 14.15

Viewing - Näyttö
In Helsinki

At Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2
Friday 14 September 12.00-18.00

In Hämeenlinna
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Verkatehtaan osoite on Paasikiventie 2

Saturday 15 September 10:00 – 13:30

All single items from The Gummesson Collection. In addition we will also take with us all Finnish single items and
chosen lots & collections from the general auction # 222. Other non-bulky lots can be brought upon request.

In connection with our special viewing at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna in Helsinki and at the stamp bourse “Oval Point
– keräilytapahtuma” in Hämeenlinna you also have the possibility to hand in consignments for our future international
auctions. Or just use this opportunity to meet our team for a friendly chat. We will also bring some literature, as the FFE

Journals and FACIT Special Classic 2018 which contains a very interesting article about collecting classic Finland (1856)
in Finnish and English, by Esa Kärkäs.

Kaikki Gummesson kokoelman yksittäiskohteet. Lisäksi tuomme kaikki yksittäiset Suomi –kohteet sekä osan eristä ja
kokoelmista, jotka ovat mukana huutokaupassamme numero 222. Voimme ottaa mukaan myös muitakin kohteita, ota

yhteyttä niin sovitaan asiasta.

Molempien Suomen näyttöjemme yhteydessä (Sokos Hotelli Vaakuna Helsinki ja Oval Point –keräilytapahtuma
Hämeenlinna) sinulla on mahdollisuus myös jättää kohteita tuleviin kansainvälisiin huutokauppoihimme. Voit myös

käytää tilaisuuden hyväksesi ja tulla tapaamaan tiimiämme. Meillä on mukanammme myös mielenkiintoista luettavaa,
kuten FFE lehtiä ja FACIT Classic 2018 luetteloita, jossa on mukana erittäin mielenkiintoinen artikkeli klassisen

Suomen (1856) keräilystä sekä suomeksi että englanniksi. Artikkelin on kirjoittanut Esa Kärkäs.

We look forward to seeing you there!
Nähdään Suomessa!
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Oval Point Oy ja Hämeenlinnan Postimerkkikerho ry
Tiedustelut: Raimo Lehto 044-9902299   raimolehto99@gmail.com  tai Esa Kärkäs 0400-484 737 

esa.karkas@luukku.com

Tilaisuuteen on vapaa sisäänpääsy.

Merkitse päivä kalenteriin ja kokoonnutaan joukolla Hämeenlinnassa 15.9.

Vietetään hieno päivä keräilyn merkeissä! Tehdään yhdessä keräilystä helpompaa!

Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma

Hämeenlinnan Verkatehtaalla, lauantaina 15.9.2018 klo 10–16

Järjestämme toisen Oval Point -keräilytapahtuman Hämeenlinnassa lauantaina 15.9.2018. Tapahtuma 
järjestetään tällä kertaa Verkatehtaalla omana osastonaan yhteistyössä Korttien tarinat – tapahtuman kanssa. 

( www.korttientarinat.  )

(Verkatehtaan osoite on Paasikiventie 2, 13200 Hämeenlinna ja se on lyhyen matkan päässä sekä rauta-
tieasemalta että linja-autoasemalta.)

Tarjolla lateliaa, kortteja, numismatiikkaa ja muuta keräilyyn liittyvää!

Paikan päällä on myös mahdollisuus tutustua keräilijän tärkeisiin apuvälineisiin: PhilaSearch, Philabid, Systeemi ja OvalPoint.

Kaikki 12 osastoa on varattu ja mukana ovat Aarno Aspbäck, Tommi Pehkonen, Oy Kaj Hellman Ltd, Merkki-Albert, 
Lauri Peltonen Oy, Vesa’s Worldwide stamps ja Philea AB. 

Kerhoista mukana ovat Suomen Filatelistiseura, Hämeenlinnan Postimerkkikerho sekä Etelä-Hämeen numismaatikot.

Verkatehdas on hyvin tavoitettavissa aivan Hämeenlinnan keskustassa rautatie- ja linja-autoasemien välissä.

Postiljonen: Gummesson Suomi – kokoelman V osa: 1856, 1860, 1866, 1875-82, 1885, 1889,1891 ja 1901-15 julkaisut.
(Näyttöaika 10:00-13:30)
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Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatel-
ic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and pre-
sent them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.

An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.

An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addi-
tion to any collection in its area.

“Postiljonen Horses”

Extra scans on the web!
For every auction we publish thousands of extra scans on our website
www.postiljonen.com including more or less all certificates of single items
and a very large number of collections and lots are scanned in their entirety,
further many others with selected pages/scans.
In most cases these lots are marked with a picture of a camera µ in front of
the lot #. However, sometimes there may also be scans of lots that do not bear
the sign. Please check our website for updates.

More scans at cost

We often get requests for additional scans and sometimes in higher resolu-
tions, sometimes for research or documentation purposes.
Due to time restrictions and limited availability of the lots due to ongoing
viewings, we must restrict this service of making further scans on individual
requests. In the cases time allows us to supply more scans we will charge for
the costs of € 10 for each request (maximum 10 scans or photos)

If more than 10 scans are requested, € 1 per scan will be added. Must be paid
beforehand by credit card, please go to “Payments” on our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
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Unused Denmark 1851 – 1862 * & **
Through debates in various philatelic press, it has been made clear that due to the hard and insoluble gum used
on early Danish stamps during the years 1851 – 1862 (Facit Nos 1-8), light hinges or traces of hinges can
sometimes be removed by using only water. This might not leave any trace of the hinge and might not in any
way change the consistency or structure of the original gum.

Established experts are unified in the opinion that in many cases it is impossible to determine if a stamp
has previously been hinged or not, when showing no marks of any hinge. 

The conclusion we have made regarding our descriptions from now on, for Danish unused stamps Facit Nos
1-8, is as follows:

1. We will no longer use the terms “NH” or “never hinged”.
2. We will still use the signs “*” for hinged stamps with original gum.
3. and “**” for stamps with original gum with no visible trace of hinge(s) and described as such.

We believe that most specialized experts also will use this “modus operandi” for these issues.

At the same time we wish to refer to the Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Expert Advisory Group (Expertrådet).
It has published norms of allowed methods for light cleaning of stamps and covers. These norms have been
adopted also by other Nordic Federations. Reversing of light oxidation, sometimes caused by use of modern
plastic, without leaving any traces is also an allowed method accepted among national and international
experts.

Important Information 

Take this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen. We will be happy to
discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions. We will of
course also have our latest books for sale in the stand.

Frimærke, Brev & Postkort Messe 2018
Scandic Copenhagen, Vester Søgade 6, 1601 København V
3 - 4 November 2018

...in Copenhagen
Meet Postiljonen

                              will as usual also be represented in
our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.

Welcome!



P 1 � Official circular from “Nueva Granada” printed and dated Bogota
(Colombia) 6.2 1857, postmarked “CARTHAGENA FE 25 1857”,
British ship canc. and Hamburg transit pmk on back. Sent to the
Consul in Copenhagen. Bid

Bornholm

Denmark
Friday 21 September

13.00 hrs

Postal History

€uro
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P 3 � Official cover from the Swedish & Norwegian consulate on Bornholm,
sent to Sweden directly by boat to “CIMBRITSHAMN 3.2 1836” (arc canc.
type 2). Consulate wax seal on back. Postal 1.800++. 
VERY RARE POSTAL ROUTE. 100

P 4 � Consular letter dated “Rønne 17 Juli 1846” sent to Stockholm with full
content. Endorsed “Pr Helsingborg” with boxed “OBETALT FR DAN-
NEMARK H BORG 25 JULI 46” on front, consular cachet on the reverse. Bid

P 5 � Very rare franked lettercard sent from “Bornholm to Sweden by boat
directly to “SIMRISHAMN 29.7 62”. Mail sent directly to Sweden is scarce. 100

3 4 5

P 2 � Official cover with full content from the Swedish & Norwegian consu-
late on Bornholm, sent directly by boat to “CARLS HAMN 6.11 1834”. (arc
canc. type 2). Postal 2.000++. 
VERY RARE POSTAL ROUTE. 100



P 7 1 I � Beautiful 2 RBS Ferslew plate I type 7. Fine used and faultless copy
with full to wide margins and circular mute cancellation. 300

2 RBS Thiele
P µ 8 1 II * A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 23 type 5 with much ori-

ginal gum. Small brownish gum spot in “O” in “POST”. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 9 1 II � SPECIAL SHADE of 2 RBS in greenish blue without ultramarine as
described in “2 Rigsbankskilling 1851 og 1852” by Svend Grønlund
on page 62. A very fine copy from plate I, No. 97 type 9 of this scarce
shade appearing in the very first part of the printing. Cert. Møller. 500
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2 RBS Ferslew

7 8 9

Unique Use of Black Foot Post

Lot # 6 µ
1 I �

A very beautiful piece with 2 RBS plate I No 68, type 4, the only
recorded use of any 2 RBS with the black foot postmark “F P 14.1 62”.
Certs Lasse Nielsen & Møller. 

LATEST RECORDED USE OF 2 RBS FERSLEW

€uro 3.000



Excellent Pair 2 RBS

Lot # 10 µ
1 II **

A fantastic and famous pair of 2 RBS Thiele, plate I
pos. 64-65, type 3 & 4. Perfect with extreme margins
and no trace of hinge, minor gum crackling as usual.
ONLY THREE UNUSED PAIRS RECORDED.
Pictured in “The Classic Stamps of Denmark”. Cert.
Møller.

Provenance:
Karl-Erik Reddersen

Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix

€uro 25.000



€uro
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P µ 11 1 IIv2 � Beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 84 type 8 with mute canc. F=14.000.
Sign. Møller & cert. Lundegaard Nielsen. 300

P 12 1II � Very fine 2 RBS Thiele with good margins canc. numeral “1”, type 3.
F=11.000. 250

P µ 13 1 II � Beautiful 2 RBS Thiele with very good margins. Cert. Lundegaard
Nielsen. VERY FINE. 250

11 12 13

Substituted Cliché in Unique Pair

Lot # 15 µ
1IIv5 �

A beautiful and lightly cancelled pair of 2 RBS plate I Nos 7+8,
type 1 & 8 with the substituted cliché in pos. 8 (thin spot) being
the only pair recorded with these positions. Only three pairs with
substituted cliché recorded. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: 
F.T.K. Caröe, Gene Scott & Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix

€uro 3.000

P µ 14 1 IIv4 � LARGE RETOUCH. Beautiful 2 RBS plate II No. 98 type 10 with
superb numeral “1”. F=13.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 500



P 17 2I � April cover sent to Saxkjøbing with 4 RBS Ferslew tied by mute canc.
and with footpost canc. dated 10.4 1851 alongside. The cover some-
what worn. 100

25

4 RBS Ferslew

Second Day of Use

Lot # 16 µ
2 I �

A wonderful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 97 from “NAK-
SKOV 2.4 1851” sent to Copenhagen. Only few such covers known.
Certs Grønlund & Møller. 

EXCELLENT & VERY RARE

€uro 1.500



P µ 22 2 II * A very fresh unused copy of 4 RBS Thiele I plate I, No. 82 with full ori-
ginal gum. F=6.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150

€uro

26

P µ 19 2 I * A very fresh and beautiful 4 RBS Ferslew plate II, No. 92 with full ori-
ginal gum. F=10.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300

P µ 20 2 I � FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 56 in a wonderful copy with large margins
and well placed mute canc. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 21 2 I � Exceptional copy 4 RBS plate II, No. 48 with a perfect canc. “16”
FLENSBURG. Numeral canc. are unusual on Ferslew. Cert. Arctander.
EXCELLENT. Bid

4 RBS Thiele I

19 20 21

P µ 18 2 I * A fantastic margin copy of 4 RBS Ferslew plate I, No. 41 with full
original gum. Wide margins all around. F=10.000+. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT. 400

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 12 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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Largest Multiple Recorded

Lot # 23 µ
2 II �

A fantastic block of six of 4 RBS Thiele I, plate I Nos 41-
43/51-53 with light mute canc. and good - wide margins
all around. Pos. 53 with a negligible small thin of no
importance for this outstanding unit, largest recorded of
Thiele I. Certs Debo & Lasse Nielsen.

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

Provenance:
John Jacob Engellau, Grand Prix

Gene Scott, Large Gold
Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix

Jussi Tuori, Large Gold

€uro 10.000



• P µ 27 2IVa * Fresh 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with full margins, plate IV, no.
51, with variety “split left frameline”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Gene
Scott. 200

P µ 28 2IVa � A fantastic horizontal strip of four 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown
plate IV Nos 61-64,each with a light and clear numeral “47” NYKØ-
BING. DAKA 1999 DKK 12.000. Cert. Møller. 500

€uro
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P 29 2 IVa � A wonderful C.O.D. letter 1854 with 4 RBS Thiele III canc. “1”.
Endorsed “4/4 which was the money order fee (2 RBS for the receipt
and 2 RBS for the form). SUPERB & RARE. 250

P 30 2 IVb � Extremely beautiful 4 RBS Thiele III in the scarce chestnut brown sha-
de “16” FLENSBURG. EXCELLENT COPY. Bid

P µ 24 2III * An extremely fresh 4 RBS Thiele II plate II, No. 100 with wide mar-
gins. F=9.500. Certs. Paaskesen & Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 400

P µ 25 2 IIIAv4 � “Kranholds Retouch” on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II, No. 5.
F=3.600. Certs Lars Svendsen & Møller. VERY FINE. 100

P 26 2 IIIA � A wonderful cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II with
numeral “67” sent from “SOROE 6.12 1853” to Nykøbing Falster. Sign
Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

4 RBS Thiele III

4 RBS Thiele II

24 25 26

27 28

29 30



P µ 33 4c � Very beautiful and rare shipletter sent to Copenhagen with 4 sk, 2nd
printing. Octangular “FRA KIEL” and well placed mute canc. on the
stamp. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 300

€uro
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Skilling Issues 1854-57

31 32

P µ 31 3 � Very beautiful local footpost letter 1856 with single 2 sk. and full
contents. Bid

P 32 4a � A wonderful 4 sk. 1st printing with numeral “67”. Sign. Møller.
EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 34 6+8 � Beautiful cover to England 1862 with rare 40 sk. franking, 16 sk. in
pair from the 1854 issue and 8 sk. from the 1857 issue. The latter plate
II, No. 30 with double strike in the lower left Mercury. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen & Møller. VERY FINE. 750



P 37 12b � A wonderful cover with 3 sk. as single franking on printed matter to
Sweden. Canc. with Swedish railway pmk “SÖDRA ST.BANAN 5.10
1867”. Only a few such known! Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 300

P µ 35 7i � A fantastic cover with 4 sk. in a block of four + a single, all with full
margins sent to Bad Ems, Herzugthum Nassau from Skanderborg
where the  the 2 sk. stamps were not available. Paid by 2 sk. in cash
“fr. 2/” noted making up for the 22 sk. rate. Thus the only recorded!
All explained in the cert. by Møller. 
GREAT RARITY IN PERFECT QUALITY. 500

€uro

30

Skilling Issues 1858-63

P µ 36 10 * Very beautiful 16 sk. roulette in strong colour with full original gum,
lightly hinged. F=12.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 250

Large Oval Type
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Experimental “14” on Cover

Lot # 38 µ
13 �

This unique and beautiful cover from Copenhagen to
Berlin with superb strikes of the French type experimen-
tal canc. “14” on 2 x 4 sk. VIII printing, one slightly
round corner of no importance. Beautiful Copenhagen
side pmk and “FRANCO”, both in blue ink. Transit and
arr. pmks on back. Certs JKE & Lasse Nielsen. 

UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM

Provenance: 
Knud Mohr, Grand Prix

€uro 6.000



P µ 40 18 � LINE PERFORATE 8 sk. in pair + two singles on a beautiful parcel
letter “69” Stubbekjøbing to Copenhagen. Facit 18.000 just for the
single stamps. Ex. Caröe. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 600

Bicoloured Issues

€uro
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P 41 P Die proofs for the ovals of the bicoloured skilling stamps, one wit-
hout denomination and one for 48 skilling, white paper without
wmk. B & N Nos 20/27-MDP(1a). RARE. 200

P 39 16 � LINE PERFORATED 2 sk. 7th printing in pair on a very beautiful
cover with beautiful railway duplex canc. “SJÆLL P.B. 2.4 1 TOG”. F
6.000 just for two single stamps. SUPERB. 200
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The Finest Inverted Frame

Lot # 42 µ
27v1 �

A spectacular copy of the extremely rare 48 skilling inverted frame
variety from pos. 45 with an absolutely perfect numeral “40”
LØGSTØR. Cert. Møller and Lasse Nielsen 1990, 1999 & 2005).
EXCELLENT “With certainty the finest used copy existing”

€uro 3.000

Die Proof for Postal Stationery Øre Issue

Lot # 43
P

A black negative die proof of the mother die without denomination. Printed on
thin laid paper with wmk lines and part of letters at bottom. 

ONLY THREE COPIES RECORDED. EXCELLENT
Provenance: J. Schmidt-Andersen

€uro 2.000



P 44 28v � Missing “A” in Danmark variety on 3 øre perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in pair with
normal stamp on cover canc. “KJØBENHAVN 30.7.91”. Arrival canc.
same day on back. The stamps with a couple of short perfs. 100

Later Issues

€uro
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P 45 E Second prize winner in the 1902 sponsored design competition
made by printer C. Hagen in black on thin paper for 1 kr. This
design was later used for newspaper stamps in slightly altered
design. RARE & INTERESTING. 200

P µ 46 120+153+ Beautiful parcel letter for three packets franked with 5 kr. Central Post 
161 � Office (1912) along with 50 øre and a pair of 1 kr. Christian X canc.

“KJØBENHAVN 22.4.15”. The 5. kr. with one slightly shorter corner
perf. Cert. Svendsen. 100

P µ 47 121+131+ Very beautiful money letter sent to Flensburg franked with 5 kr. 
145 � Central Post Office (1915) as well as 5 øre green and three copies of

30 øre Christian X canc. “KJØBENHAVN 1.10.19”. Arrival canc.
“FLENSBURG 2.10.19” on back. Small tear in the front of the cover
as well as the back flap of limited importance. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SCARCE. 250

P µ 48 122b+ Parcel card for an express parcel from Thisted to Aalborg franked 
123 � with two copies of 35/32 øre as well as a single 80/8 øre overprint

stamps canc. “THISTED 13.8.26”. Vertical center fold of little impor-
tance. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE. 250

45 46

47 48



P 49 174v � “RETOUCHED CIRCLE” variety on 12/15 øre violet Christian X
single on view a postcard from “SLAGELSE 29.11 35”. Facit just as
single stamp 5.500 without price for cover. Sign. Møller. 
SUPERB & POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 300

€uro
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P µ 50 214-16P Plate proofs of 15, 25 and 50 øre Airmail issue of 1925-29 on unwater-
** marked gummed paper. Never hinged, the 50 øre with natural gum

skips and the 15 øre with a faint bend. SCARCE. 100

P µ 51 227 � Two interesting covers with 15 øre red Caravelle, one in combination
with a 35 øre railway stamp canc. “24 MAJ 1939” and the other one
with what is possibly a local post canc. inscribed “UV”. Bid

P µ 52 232 �/ � Cover sent to Horsens franked with 25 øre brown with manuscript canc.
“S/S Agda 4-6-34”, also a single 15 øre with a similar manuscript canc.
included. The S/S Agda sailed the route between Horsens and
Endelave and was sunk by a mine in 1945. Bid

P µ 53 E * Essays by unknown artist for the Cancer Research Fund stamp design
competition 1929. Three copies on different paper, white, pink and brown. 100

P 54 328P Black die proof 1947 J. C. Jacobsen made by engraver Henri Cheffer.
RARE. 100

P 55 P Die proof in black recess print for Frederik IX issue. Stage 1, a prelimi-
nary test engraving without denomination. Pencil notation on back by
engraver Henri Cheffer. 200

Ex 50 Ex 51 Ex 52

Ex 53 54 55



Collections
€uro
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P µ56 **/ * Very beautiful unused collection 1854 - 2009 in four
albums where just about every single stamp has
been picked for it’s superb or excellent centering
and freshness. The collection includes e.g. 1854-62
cpl. *, 16 sk. 1863 imperf (*), Large Oval type perf. 13
x 12 1/2 cpl. */** , 2 & 3 sk. line perf. *, bicoloured sk.
& øre nearly cpl. *, Coat of Arms with small corner
figures 5 øre **, 10 øre very lightly hinged, thereaf-
ter nearly cpl. and with nearly every stamp ** (incl.
both 5 kr. Post Office and 10 kr. Christian X etc.),
Also good back of the book sections as well as some
early issue proofs and reprints. 12 certs and opini-
ons included. PICTURES OF THE EARLY PART
ON OUR WEBSITE. 2.000

µ 57 � Almost complete collection 1851 - ca 1900 on Visir pages incl. nice
copies of 2 RBS and 16 sk. 1863, also an unused copy of 2 sk.
Bicoloured line perf. with cert. L. Nielsen, small tear. Please inspect! 500

µ 58 � Used collection 1851 - 1987 in a Leuchtturm album incl. some back of
the book. The collection seems to include mostly stamps up to medium
values but the collector seems to have made an effort in finding nice
cancellations. 300

µ 59 � Collection used 1851 - ca 1930 on stock pages incl. many good early
stamps, e.g. two copies 2 RBS incl one “nearly disjoined foot of 2”
and many other good stamps in fine quality. Also some DWI and
some skilling stamps from Norway. Please inspect! 300

60 **/ */ � Collection on Visir pages in an album containing e.g. some skilling
stamps as well as a section of ** modern margin number blocks with
considerable face value. 150

µ 61 �/ � 1854-57 ISSUE. Old specialized collection in shades on three album
pages most shades present. Also some loose 2 sk. as well as one 4 sk.
cover. Please see pictures on our website. 200

62 **/ �/ � POSTAL FERRY. Specialized collection of 15 øre red, 30 øre orange and
40 øre blue Caravelle issue with quadrillé background. Emphasis in on
various overprint varieties and flaws. Includes many cpl. ** and used
sheets, blocks, freight letters etc. 150



Mixed Lots & Accumulations
€uro
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P µ 63 2 I � FERSLEW 4 RBS PLATE I, 15 plated copies perfect and very beauti-
ful. Mostly SUPERB or EXCELLENT.  All with the pos. Nos in pen-
cil on back and sign. Möller BPP. Pos. Nos 33, 37, 38, 40, 49, 75, 76, 78,
80, 84, 85, 89, 91, 97 & 100. PLEASE INSPECT. 250

P µ 64 2 I � FERSLEW 4 RBS PLATE II, 24 plated copies perfect and very beauti-
ful. Mostly SUPERB or EXCELLENT. All with the pos. Nos in pencil
on the back and sign. Møller BPP. Pos. Nos 1, 6, 7, 12, 22, 33, 35, 36, 40,
44, 45, 46, 53, 55, 65, 66, 78, 79, 82, 83, 92, 94, 95 & 100. 
PLEASE INSPECT. 400

µ65 2 � 4 RBS, an exceptional selection of 173 copies in
good quality on 4 Visir pages. Various printings
incl. many Ferslew, a lot of shades and many diffe-
rent numeral canc. etc. Also a large number of
superb and excellent copies. On last page below
some scarce shades incl. chestnut and some varieties,
Kranhold, set-off and a large pre-printing fold. All
handpicked from old estate. Please inspect. 1.000

Ex 63 Ex 64

P µ 66 1910 and 1912 patriotic essays by Kristian Kongstad. Five pages
including the original art work for the centre of the 5 øre essay
drawn in black. The lot also includes three black impressions of the
kroner frames only or the portraits only. All scanned on our website. 200

µ 67 1910 and 1912 Patriotic essays by Kristian Kongstad. Specialised
collection in a volume with 16 exhibition pages. A total of 159 essays
in different colours, one page for each denomination. Ex. William
Benfield. All scanned on our website. 250

68 ** Large duplicate stock modern stamps organized with AFA Nos in 4
stockbooks, mostly **. AFA DKK 74.000. Bid

Ex 66



69 � Christian X 80 öre blue green, lot of ca 1.250 used copies in good qua-
lity. AFA No. 84 ca DKK 155.000. 250

70 **/ �/ � Large carton from an estate containing e.g. year sets up to 2014 as
well as a quantity of ** booklets and special folders from ca 1990s-
2014 with very high face value, a couple of used collections in two
albums, a bundle of covers ca 1930s-40s, three expensive Safe Dual
albums up to 2012 (only with a few stamps) etc. 400

µ 71 � Ten skilling covers ca 1865-75 incl. two three colour frankings and one
with Swedish canc. Please inspect. 100

72 � Small lot with 35 covers mostly 1840s - 1870s starting with some pre -
philatelic items and then mostly various 4 skilling issues but also some
2 skilling and officials. 100

Caravelle
73 � BUNDLES. Box containing approx. 135.000 stamps in bundles of 100,

good variety of values incl. many overprinted ones. The lot was
bought by the consignor some decades ago with the intention of going
through the stamps which he never got round to doing so it could con-
tain varieties and canc. 100

74 � Very interesting lot with 35 covers sent to a large variety of foreign as
well as some domestic destinations 1930s-40s, all with return mar-
kings incl. many very decorative items. 150

75 � Group of 34 items all sent to Britain or Ireland with a very good varie-
ty of Caravelle frankings, most are sent by airmail or have censor mar-
kings incl. better. Bid

76 � Interesting lot with 80 items mostly sent to Sweden or Finlandwith a large
variety of diff. censor markings. 150

77 � Collection of various varieties on 25 øre blue as well as 8 fine covers
incl. an interesting single franking with perfin sent to Germany (rate
only in effect 2 months). 100

µ 78 ** Very interesting lot with ** varieties incl. 4 items with paper joints on
the middle of a stamp, 25 øre with overprint in blind print (impression
without ink) etc. 200

79 � Interesting lot with 7 covers from the occupation month of April 1940
sent abroad incl. two covers to England sent on the day before the
occupation (April 8) but returned with violet handstamps
“Postudvekslingen indstillet. - Retur Avsenderen”. Bid

80 � UNUSED STATIONERY. Specialized collection 1926-43 incl. single
cards, reply cards and lettercards in the 15 and 20 øre values. Ca 330
cards on Visir pages, each card with notation about production No.
as well as varieties according to Olof Pedersen and Ringström cata-
logues. 500

µ 81 � Thirteen scarce postal stationery items incl. some with additional fran-
kings. Can be viewed on our website. 200

€uro
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Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 12 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



Faroe Islands
Postal History

€uro
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P 82 � Beautiful little local letter with full three page content dated
“Thorshavn 18 Sept. 1816”. 100

P 83 � Cover with full content sent from Sandevaag to Thorshavn in 1819. 150

82 83 85

P 84 � Official letter with full content sent to the governor, dated August 31
1836. 300

P 85 � Announcement sent locally dated “Thorshavn 21 April 1832”. Red
wax seal on back “FÆRÖE AMTS SEGL”. 100

P 86 � Beautiful cover with 20 øre Christian X with star canc. “SANDE-
VAAG”. Bid

P µ 87 � Exceptional shipletter with 5 & 10 øre “TRANGISVAAG 12.10 33” to
Denmark. On back violet “Inspektionsskibet Nordstjernen” with
crown. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

P 88 � Beautiful cover 1941 with Christian X 20 öre canc. without star “SAN-
DEVAAG”. On back canc. by local censor “OPENED BY MILITARY
CENSOR”. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

86 87 88



P µ 92 3 ** Very beautiful and fresh 2 øre on 5 øre. F=28.000. Cert. Grønlund.
VERY FINE. 500

P 93 5 � Exceptional cover with 20/5 øre canc. without star “ANDEFJORD”.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE. Bid

€uro
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P µ 89 � Red Cross form sent from Thorshavn on October 21 1943 with arrival
in Denmark on January 18 1944. 100

• P µ 90 DK235 Registered postal stationery envelope with added Danish franking 
etc. � sent by airmail to Sweden. The stamps canc. “THORSHAVN 29.7.44”.

British censor label as well as a red “O.A.T.” handstamp from
Prestwick of type XIII. 150

P 91 � Beautiful cover to Denmark 1946 with Christian X 20 öre canc. without
star “SOLMUNDEFJORD”. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

Stamp Issues

89 90 91

92 93

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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• P µ 94 4-8 � Registered airmail cover sent to the United States franked with the
1940-41 provisional set canc. “THORSHAVN 7.5.43”. “O.A.T. hand -
stamp on front, censor marking as well as a label stating the cover to
have been “Found open or damaged”. 150

• P µ 95 4-8 etc. � Very interesting registered airmail cover sent to the United States canc.
“THORSHAVN 12.1.44”. Manuscript “O.A.T.” on front, presumably
from London. Censor strip by Examiner 7260 as well as multiple US
transit and arrival canc. on back. Cert. Debo. SCARCE. 150

Collections

P µ96 **/ �/ Beautiful collection cpl. 1919 - 2015 on Visir pages 
�/ � in three albums. Starts with two covers with bisec-

ted 4 øre perf. 14 plus 5 øre canc. in Thorshavn as
well as a stationery cutout on a similar cover, 2 øre
on 5 øre surcharge plus 5 øre on cover (all of these
used within the correct period, two with certs),
1940-41 set cpl. ** and on cover as well as some used
stamps. The 1975 - 2015 apparently cpl. ** incl.
minisheets and bookets. 500

97 ** Cpl. ** collection 1975 - 2000 in an extremely beautiful SAFE Dual
album. Bid

94 95

Ex 96

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



Greenland
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Sketches for “Pakke-Porto”

Lot # 99
Original essay by the artist Gerhardt Heilmann with a polar bear in a
shield and a sailing ship, ca 15 x 19 cm. 

UNIQUE

€uro 1.000

Lot # 98
Original essay by the artist Gerhardt Heilmann with a polar bear in a
shield and dolphins, ca 15 x 18 cm. 

UNIQUE

€uro 1.000

98 99

Gold Medal Collection ”Pakke-Porto”
It is with great pleasure that we introduce this exceptional section of parcel post stamps from
Greenland. This Gold Medal collection was built 30-40 years ago by an ambitious and skilled 
philatelist, who started in 1980 and extensively exhibited it during the period 1986 to 1993 being
awarded many Gold Medals at national level. Since then the collection has rested in the bank vault
and we are sure that current collectors of this exciting area will be enthusiastic about the many high
quality items, rarities and not least the many stunning postal history items including very unusual
usages and rates.
Another reason for the surprisingly high number of single stamps in the highest possible quality
grade is because this exceptional section is supplemented with a small but exquisite collection built
during many years by an astute American collector with an extreme eye for quality. 
You will find numerous examples that would be classified as 5, 5, 5 if the Swedish grading system
would be applied. Experienced collectors, with high ambitions for this grade, know that finding
unusual stamps in this condition is in each and every case a real matter of finding “a needle in a
haystack”.
Please enjoy! 



• P µ100 P 1 ** A fabulous copy of 1 øre in perfect centering never
hinged., pos. 21. Very rare in this quality. F=20.000+.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 600

P 101 P 1 � Very beautiful 1 øre with clear well placed canc. and well centered.
F=11.000. SUPERB 250

P 102 P 1 � Very beautiful 1 øre canc. with polar bear in shield in black. Rare
canc. that is not known on parcel cards. 300

€uro
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• P µ103 P 2I ** A wonderful 5 øre I printing never hinged in per-
fect centering. Very rare in this quality. F=20.000+.
Cert. Debo. EXCELLENT. 600

• P µ104 P 2IIB A fantastic 5 øre II printing imperf. at bottom never 
** hinged in perfect centering, pos. 24. Very rare in

this quality. F=20.000+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
EXCELLENT. 500

• P 105 P2IIB � 5 øre light red brown printing II imperf. on one side with partial violet
oval canc. F=6.000. 150

100 101 102

103 104 105



P µ108 P 3I � Danish parcel envelope type I with 10 øre in I prin-
ting canc. without crown which is very rare on
covers and cards. These envelopes are rare and due
to the low label No. it was used in 1909 or 1910.
Cert. Wowern. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 1.000

€uro
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P 109 P 3I Beautiful parcel card with 10 øre I printing, some perfs cut at right.
Violet straight line canc. with crown. 300

• P µ106 P 2IIC1 Extremely well centered and never hinged 5 øre 
** printing II perf. on 4 sides. Very rare in this quality.

F=20.000+. Opinion Møller. EXCELLENT. 500

• P µ107 P 3I ** Very beautiful 10 øre in the scarcer I printing never
hinged and very well centered, pos. 1. F=26.000+.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 600

106 107



• P µ110 P 3IIB A fantastic copy of 10 øre II printing imperf. at bot-
** tom never hinged and perfectly centered, pos. 22.

Very rare in this quality. F=26.000+. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT. 750

P 111 P 3IIB � Beautiful 10 øre II printing imperf. at top. F=5.000. 100

P 112 P 3IIC1 � Beautiful 10 øre II printing perf. 4 sides. F=5.500. Cert. Maszluch. 100

P 113 P 3IIC1 � Rare straight line canc. without crown on a beautiful piece. Slightly 
uneven perf. at top. 100

• P µ114 P 3IIC2 OFFICIALLY REPERFORATED. A fabulous 10 øre 
** II printing never hinged and perfectly centered,

pos. 23. Officially reperf. 11½ at bottom.
F=26.000++. Cert. Møller. 
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 750

€uro
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111 112 113

114

• P 115 P3IIC2 � 10 øre blue printing II with one side officially reperf. F=6.500. 
VERY FINE. 150

• P 116 P3IID * Very beautiful 10 øre blue printing II imperf. on two sides with an
almost invisible hinge mark. F=10.000. SUPERB. 250

115 116

110



• P 117 P3IID � Beautiful 10 øre blue printing II imperf. on two sides cross canc.
F=10.000. SUPERB. 250

P 118 P3II D+ Very beautiful and well centered pair 10 öre from the lower left corner 
B � of the sheet, imperf. at left and bottom, pos. 21+22. Crosswise cancel-

led. SUPERB & SCARCE. 300

€uro
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P 119 P 4I � Light violet shield canc. on well centered 1 øre I printing 1915. White
spots in the shield and in R in ØRE due to particles in the printing pro-
cess. Rare canc. that is not known on parcel cards. SUPERB. 100

• P µ 120 P 4D * A very fresh 1 øre I printing imperf. on two sides with almost invisible
trace of a hinge. F=3.600+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100

• P µ121 P 5IB A wonderful 2 øre I printing imperf. at bottom, 
** never hinged and perfectly centered, pos. 22. Very

rare in this quality. F=13.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 400

117 118

119 120



• P 122 P5IC1 ** Fresh 2 øre yellow printing I, never hinged. F=11.000. SUPERB. 250

€uro
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• P µ123 P 5ID **A fantastic 2 øre I printing imperforate on two
sides, never hinged and very well centered.
F=14.000++. Cert. Debo. SUPERB & RARE. 400

P 124 P5IB+ CORNER COPIES. A fantastic parcel card with 2 
D+ øre I printing in a corner pair and 20 öre I printing 
P9ID in a corner copy, both imperf. on two sides. The left 
� 2 øre with a few short perfs of little importance.

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 1.000



P 125 P5II+ A spectacular parcel card with two copies 5 øre in 
P6I � the scarce I printing together with two copies 2 øre

in II printing. SUPERB & RARE. 1.000

€uro
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• P µ126 P 5III **A wonderful 2 øre III printing perfectly centered
and never hinged. Very rare in this quality.
F=13.000+. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 400

• P µ 127 P 5III * DOUBLE PRINT in the lower part of 2 øre III printing in a well cen-
tered margin copy with almost invisible trace of a hinge, pos. 16.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & RARE. 200



€uro
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P µ128 P 6Iv2 IMPERFORATE AT LEFT. Exceptional copy 5 öre I 
� printing with large imperf margin and light canc.

Only 6 copies known! Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY RARE. 750

• P µ129 P 6Iv2 IMPERFORATE AT LEFT with full sheet margin. A 
� fantastic copy 5 øre I printing well centered and

lightly canc. Only 6 copies known. From pos. 1 with
variety “broken frame line at top”. Certs Møller &
Lasse Nielsen. EXHIBITION RARITY. 750

• P µ 130 P 6II ** Very beautiful 5 øre II printing well centered and never hinged.
F=6.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P 131 P7I * Very well centered 10 øre dark blue on thick paper (printing I), lightly
hinged. F=7.500+. SUPERB. 200

• P µ 132 P 7IIIv2 IMPERFORATE AT LEFT with full sheet margin. Very fresh never 
** hinged 10 øre III printing, vertical fold in the margin at far left of no

importance. Very rare, Facit without price for **. Cert. Wowern.
EXHIBITION ITEM. 300

128 129

130 131 132

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



• P µ 133 P 8ID ** Very beautiful 15 øre I printing imperforate on two sides, never
hinged. F=12.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 300

• P µ 134 P 8II ** Very beautiful 15 øre II printing never hinged and well centered.
F=12.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 300

• P µ 135 P 8III ** Very beautiful 15 øre III printing well centered and never hinged.
F=12.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300

€uro
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P 136 P8II+ An exceptional parcel card with 15 øre in II printing together with 2 
P5III � øre in III printing. VERY RARE. 500

• P µ 137 P 9IB ** A wonderful 20 øre I printing imperforate at bottom, never hinged
and perfectly centered, pos 23. Very rare in this quality. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT. Bid

133 134 135



• P µ 138 P 9II ** Very beautiful margin copy of 20 øre II printing never hinged and
well centered. F=7.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 200

€uro
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P 139 P 9VII � A wonderful parcel card for a parcel of 2 kilos of printed matters to
a crew member on the inspection ship “Ingolf”. Rare with date canc.
“GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 5 VII 37”. SUPERB. 400

• P µ 140 P 10a Exceptional copy of 70 øre violet on toned thin paper never hinged
and perfectly centered. Very rare in this quality. F=9.000+. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 300

• P µ 141 10b ** Very beautiful 70 öre violet on the more scarce white paper never
hinged and well centered. F=9.000+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 200

P 142 P 11 � NEWSPAPER RATE. A wonderful parcel card with
1 kr. paying for a parcel of 9½ kilo. Corresponding
to the special rate for newspapers during the years
1930 & 1931. SUPERB & RARE. 300

139

140 141

142



P 143 P 12 � An exceptional 3 kr. with date canc. “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 9 IV
37”. SUPERB. 100

€uro
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P µ 144 P 13 ** COMPLETE SHEET of 10 øre Schultz 1937. Exceptional quality with
all stamps excellent or superb. F=17.500+. 300

P µ 145 P 14 � Large part of parcel card with three copies 20 øre Schultz with date
canc. “GRØNLAND 28 IV 38”. Very rare on cards. 200

• P µ 146 P17a-c ** All three shades of 70 øre A & L 1937 in matching corner margin
examples in exceptional centering, never hinged. 200

• P µ 147 P17a-cv1 All three shades of 70 øre A & L 1937 with “arrow” above second gull to 
** the right variety (pos. 7). Each in exceptional centering. 200

P 148 P 17 ** A spectacular corner block of four of 70 øre in the rare deep red violet
shade of the Andreasen & Lachmann printing. All perfectly centered.
F=8.000+++. EXCELLENT. 250

143

144 145

146 147



• P µ152 P17v3- Andreas & Lachmann 1937 set of two in beautiful 
P18v2 and fresh never hinged imperf. pairs. Not priced as 
** such in Facit. VERY RARE. 1.000

P 151 P 18v2 * IMPERFORATE, a very fresh 1 kr. with extreme
margin at left. F=9.000+. Only 25 copies issued!
SUPERB & RARE. 300

P 149 P 17 � An exceptional copy 70 øre Andreasen & Lachmann 1937 with full
date canc. “GRØNLAND 1 XI 37”. Facit 6.000++. SUPERB. 200

P 150 P 17v2 ** IMPERFORATE 70 øre 1937 with a missing corner. Only 25 copies
issued. F=9.000. for *. Bid

€uro
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149 150

Ex 152



P 154 P4IV+ DANISH PARCEL CARD from 1922 with a line at bottom left for 
7II � the date “5-3 1928”. Used for a parcel to Sukkertoppen  with 1 øre IV

printing and 10 øre II printing with light straight line canc., slight
toning. VERY RARE USAGE. 500

P 155 P 10-11 DANISH PARCEL CARD form “Bet. 4 10/30” which
� was used in the period ca 1930-35. In this case for a

parcel up to 3 kilos to Umanak and franked with 70
øre and 1 kr. VERY FINE & VERY RARE USAGE. 750

P µ153 P 17-18 Andreasen & Lachmann 1937. A fabulous set of 
** complete sheets of 25 of 70 øre & 1 kr. Exceptional

quality with all the stamps in more or less perfect
centering. Facit for single superb copies 37.500++.
EXCELLENT & RARE. 1.000

Postal History
Danish Parcel Cards

€uro
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155154



Lot # 156
P 10-11 �

A spectacular Danish parcel card franked with 50 øre Christian X
sent from “BREMMINGE 26.5 1932” with Copenhagen arr. pmk
next day and franked with 70 øre & 1 kr. parcel post paying the
transport to Jakobshavn. A few worn perfs on 70 øre due to the
placement. 

VERY FINE & VERY RARE USAGE

€uro 1.000

P 157 DK256 � DANISH PARCEL CARD franked with Chistian X 50 øre “AALBORG
5.7 37” for a parcel of 2 kilos via the Greenland office in Copenhagen
sent on the inspection ship “Ingolf”. The payment for this transport
noted in red at bottom right “0,60” and paid by the receiver. A crease
on the card well away from the stamp. RARE POSTAGE DUE USAGE. 200

55

Danish Franking on Danish Card



P 160 P 7IIv2 � Very beautiful parcel card with 10 øre II printing. This card was used
1925-27 when 10 øre was the minimum rate. 200

P 161 � FREE POSTAGE. Parcel card around 1932 for two packages canc.
“GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE” with crown sent to the Children’s
Sanatory in Sukkertoppen which was exempt from postage charges.
SCARCE. 200

P µ158 � C. O. D. DANISH PARCEL CARD for a parcel of 7
kilos sent via the KGH to Ivigtut. The Danish pos-
tage 1,40 kr. paid by print from a franking machine
“KÖBENHAVN 15.8 34”. The payment to
Greenland noted in red at right “3,40” kr. to be paid
by the receiver together with the amount of the
goods. ONLY SIX SUCH KNOWN. 500

Parcel Cards with Various Rates
P 159 P 7II � INSURED PARCEL CARD to Sukkertoppen with a

10 øre II printing paying for the parcel of 5 kilos.
Insured value “20 Kroner” should be noted in a red
rectangle and the fee 2 %, 40 øre should be paid in
cash. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500

€uro
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158 159

160 161

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 12 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



P 162 P7II+ A wonderful parcel card from 1927 with 10 and 20 øre paying the mini-
P9III � mum rate 10 øre each for 3 packages. Each stamp with a light canc.

SUPERB. 300

P 163 P7III+ An exceptional parcel card to Egedsminde with 10 øre III printing and 
P11 � 1 kr. paying the rate 1,10 kr. for up to 1 kilo from March 1930. 300

57

162 163

164 165
P 164 P9-11 � A spectacular parcel card with 20 øre VII printing together with 70

øre and 1 kr. Paying 1,90 for a parcel 3-5 kilos. Minor crease on the
card away from stamps of no importance. Beautiful c.d.s. “8.7 36”.
SUPERB & RARE. 500

P 165 P 7+11 � A very interesting parcel card to North Greenland used for two par-
cels 1930-31 with 10 øre and two copies 1 kr. Paying for one parcel of
1 kilo, 1,10 kr and 1 kr. special rate for newspapers or magazines of 4
kilos. SUPERB & SCARCE. 300

P 166 P 9+11 � Very beautiful parcel card with 20 øre VII printing and 1 kr. used 1934
or 1935 for a parcel of 1 kilo, over franked by 10 øre. 200



P 168 P 17+ A spectacular parcel card with 1 kr. together with 70 
11 � øre from the Andreasen & Lachmann printing which

is very rare on card. Light c.d.s. “28 VII 38”. Correct
rate for a 2 kilo parcel. RARE EXHIBITION ITEM. 750

€uro
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P 169 P 9+12 � An exceptional parcel card with two copies 20 øre together with 3 kr.
paying for a 7 kilo parcel (rate 5-10 kilos).The card is from the 1936-
38 period and the label 1934-36, determining this usage to 1936.
BEAUTIFUL & SCARCE. 500

P 167 � An exceptional parcel card used 1930-34 with the correct rate 1,90 kr.
noted in red in Copenhagen, paying for a parcel of 3½ kilos (rate 3-5
kilos). Parcel cards without stamps are very rare! SUPERB. 400



P 170 P 11 NEWSPAPER RATE. A spectacular parcel card  with
1 kr. with an excellent canc. and note in blue “Aviser
1.00” (newspapers). Paying the special rate 1 kr. for
up to 10 kilos. This rate was only used during two
years, 1930-31. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 500

€uro
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P 171 P 7IV � PRINTED MATTER RATE. Very beautiful parcel card with 10 øre IV
printing in a strip of three, which is a rare multiple on cards. One
stamp with a few short perfs. Paying the special rate for 1 kilo of prin-
ted matters, usage ca 1935. 250

P µ 172 P 7+10 � PRINTED MATTER RATE, A spectacular parcel card with 10 øre IV
printing and 70 øre on a parcel card, lightly canc. Paying for a 5 kilo
parcel of printed matters (rate 3-5 kilos), used 1934-35. Cert. Kaiser.
VERY RARE. 500



Collections

60

Four Colour Printed Matter Rate

Lot # 173
P 7+9-11 �

A spectacular parcel card with 10, 20 (3), 70 øre and 1 kr. paying for
two parcels of 8 and 9 kilos (rate 1,20 for 5-10 kilos of printed mat-
ters). Faults on two 20 øre of little importance. 

VERY RARE POSTAL HISTORY ITEM

€uro 750

Parcel Post Stamps 1915 - 1937

Lot # 174 µ
An exceptional remainder collection on 24 pages incl. various
printings, perforations, varieties, blocks and multiples, several
parcel cards, one complete sheet etc. All pictured on our website.
Please inspect!

€uro 1.500



Later Issues

P µ 177 22v2-27v2 1945 “Danmark Befriet” cpl. set of 6 in altered colours. All used except 
*/ � the 10 øre which is *. F=12.100. Cert. Grønlund. 250

• P µ 178 19-27 ** Danmark Befriet 1945 in a very fresh never hinged cpl. set of 9.
F=10.000. SUPERB. 250

61

Cancellations
Lot # 175 µ

�
Very extensive cancellation collection, largely in its original state
incl. many rare cancellations and several parcel cards. Included is
an untouched section of colony cancellations with many superb or
excellent strikes as well as an untouched section "Avane" incl a
few saving books. All on our website. Very beautiful and in high
quality. Please inspect!

€uro 2.000

Varieties
Lot # 176 µ

Exceptional collection varieties, untouched on 12 exhibition pages
incl. many of the known plate flaws as well as a lot of accidental
printing errors. Incl. some blocks and multiples. All well descri-
bed. Avalable on our website. Please inspect!

€uro 1.000

Ex 177 Ex 178



• Lot # 180 µ
19-27v1 **

A well centered complete set (9) of “DANMARK BEFRIET 5 MAJ
1945” with inverted ovpt. F=80.000+. Certs Møller & Lars Svendsen.

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

Inverted Overprint

P µ 179 19-27 ** 1945 Danmark Befriet set cpl. (9) in very fresh never hinged margin
blocks of four in good centering. F=40.000. SUPERB SET. 1.000

€uro
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Collections & Accumulations
• µ181 **/ */ Collection of 115 Pakke-Porto stamps as well as 

�/ � three very fine parcel cards with main emphasis on
cancellations on 1915 issue and forward. Very wide
variety of canc. Also used Thule set as singles and
blocks of four. All pictured on our website. 1.000

Ex 179

Ex 180



P µ182 **/ */ � Fantastic collection 1905 - 2010 on Visir pages in 3
albums. Starts with extremely well centered and
lightly hinged copies of the first set (10 øre with
some gum toning), then all other Pakke-Porto
stamps ** except for 5 øre and 1 kr. Thiele II which
are very lightly hinged, then seemingly cpl. ** 1938
- 2010 incl. both overprint colours of Danmark
Befriet. Also included are used sets of the American
issue and altered colours of Befriet etc. 
PLEASE SEE PICTURES OF THE EARLY PART
ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.000

183 **/ � Two cartons containing e.g. a stockbook with over
170 Pakke-porto stamps incl. ones with nice canc.
etc., collection on pages 1938-81 with singles as well
as corner blocks of four and FDCs of most issues
(the American issue a single ** set as well as on
FDC), three stockbooks with a substantial duplicate
stock ** 1938 up to ca 2000 incl. some America issue
stamps in blocks and “Danmark Befriet” set cpl. *,
later issues often with multiple blocks of four of
each. Also a collection of Greenland cancellations
on hundreds of covers as well as some FDCs in four
smaller boxes. 1.000

€uro
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P µ 184 **/ * PAKKE-PORTO. Group of three better stamps, Thiele I 10 øre printing
II cut perf. on 2 sides (vague fold near one corner), Thiele II 10 øre prin-
ting I on thick paper lightly hinged as well as 3 kr. never hinged in
superb centering with double frame line at top. 250

Ex 184



P 187 � Censored cover to Denmark canc. ST THOMAS 1918 with a 5 c US
stamp. British censor and Copenhagen arr. pmk on back 4.5 18. SCARCE. Bid

Collections & Mixed Lots

P µ188 **/ */ � Very beautiful collection in very high quality on
Visir pages. The collection is cpl. in main numbers,
collected double (unused as well as used) and con-
tains more than one of each stamp (incl. 14 cents
both unused as well as on piece) including plenty
of ** stamps. Even includes some ** blocks of four
as well as covers with bisects etc. 2 certs included.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 750

µ 189 Complete collection on Visir pages incl. a nice 14 cents, though wit-
hout gum. Please inspect. 100

µ 190 * LA GUIARA. Small selection of 14 different unused private ship letter
stamps incl. the rare 4 c. on green paper (Facit LG39) with faults. Bid

185 209-10+ Large modern lot Greenland Politicians 1990, 1.590 
220 ** sets mostly in full sheets and more than 550 sets

Blue Cross 1991. F= 263.500 and just the face value
is DKK 57.850. 500

186 � Small lot of covers incl. some better 1950s parcel cards, an old parcel
card with Pakke Porto stamps (not belonging to the card) etc. Bid

Danish West Indies

€uro

64

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 191 � Folded parcel letter inside dated “Husevig September 15, 1849” sent
to Copenhagen with an endorsement for an accompanying parcel.
Privately carried. Full content, a part of the back flap is missing.
VERY FEW PARCEL LETTERS KNOWN. 300

P 192 � Cover with full extensive contents dated May 12th 1853 sent from the
Iceland Department in Copenhagen to a Danish district doctor in
Iceland, J. Clausen. Red wax seal on back. The cover was likely carried
privately to Iceland, nonetheless a very scarce item. 100

Iceland
€uro
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191 192

Rarities & a Newly Discovered Skilling Cover

This time we are very happy to offer to our advanced clientele of
Iceland collectors a number of great philatelic rarities. Most of these
rarities come from a fantastic collection of Iceland in selected quality
formed by a collector across the Atlantic. The collection among other
things included all of the rarest Í Gildi stamps, the exquisite and uni-
que unused 3 Þrír surcharge on 5 aur perf. 14 x 13 ½, which once was
included in the magnificent collections of Holger Crafoord, Gene Scott
and William Gross. Further this great collection included an extreme-
ly beautiful copy of the 5 aur brown official stamp in perf. 12 ¾, one of
only three recorded examples. To top off this magnificent selection we
have also been entrusted with the sale of a recently discovered official
4 skilling cover (although slightly reduced). Please enjoy!

Prephilately



• P µ 193 DK24a � A wonderful copy of Danish 16 sk. Bicoloured in first printing with a
full and clear Reykjavik canc. “236”. A few shorter perf. tips of little
importance. Well centered and very beautiful. Cert. Møller. 100

Skilling Issue

P µ 194 1v2 (*) Imperf. proof of 2 skilling with sheet margin at bottom, ungummed
paper with watermark. F=5.500. Cert. Møller. 100

P µ 195 1PT (*) Proof of 2 skilling in an imperf. vertical margin pair on carton paper
without watermark as well as a similar single in a very dark shade.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen (for pair). 100

P µ 196 1 � Interesting 2 skilling with Danish numeral “1” and watermark half
crown as well as part of margin letters. F=19.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 300

P 197 1 � 2 skilling blue canc. “HJARÐARHOLT 2.4”. Bend in the upper frame
line. 1.600 copies of 2 skilling sold at Hjarðarholt. F=19.000. One crea-
sed corner perf. 150

P 198 2 (*) Extremely well centered 4 skilling with an almost invisible hinge
mark. SUPERB. 100

Danish Issues
€uro
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194 195

196 197 198

200



P µ 199 2 � Pair of 4 skilling on small piece canc. “HRAUNGERDI 18.8” (c.t.o.).
Certs Beskow, Nielsen & Møller. Bid

P 200 3v2 (*) Imperf. proof of 8 skilling on ungummed paper with watermark. Bid

P µ 201 3 � Extremely well centered 8 skilling with Danish numeral “1”. F=16.000.
Cert. Grønlund. SUPERB. 250

• P µ 203 4 � Fine copy of 16 skilling yellow perf. 14 x 13 1/2 canc. in Reykjavik.
F=22.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 250

P 204 4 � Danish numeral canc. “1” on 16 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Some small
imperfections. SCARCE. 100

P 205 5 � Well centered 3 skilling grey canc. “REYKJAVIK 16.6” with normal
perf. for the issue. F=13.000. 200

€uro
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199 201

Lot # 202
4v1 *

Extremely well centered 16 skilling with inverted watermark.
Possibly the most beautiful copy of this stamp in existence.

SUPERB

€uro 1.000

203 204 205

Exceptional Inverted Watermark



P µ 206 5v3 � Well centered pair of 3 skilling with c.t.o. canc. Reykjavik. F=10.000.
Cert. Strandell. 100

P µ 207 5v3 � Two 3 skilling stamps, one canc. “AKUREYRI 5.9” (c.t.o.) with cert.
Grønlund, the other one canc. in Reykjavik (c.t.o.) with tiny tear, cert.
Lasse Nielsen. Bid

€uro
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P 208 6 � Very beautiful 4 sk. perf. 12 1/2 canc. “REYKJAVIK 6.9” in extremely
good perforation for the issue. F=19.000. VERY FINE. 300

P 209 6v1 � Extremely beautiful copy of 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2 canc. “REYKJAVIK
29.8” (c.t.o.). 150

P 210 7 � Beautiful and well centered 16 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with beautiful
“REYKJAVIK 4.12”. Very good perforation for the issue. F=5.500. 100

Aur Issue Perforation 14 x 13 1/2

P 211 8 � 3 aur with barred numeral “131” of Edinburgh. Bid

P 212 8 � 3 aur canc. “EDINBURGH JY 30 94” as well as part of “PAQUBEOT”,
rare early use of Hosking No. 7. Bid

P 213 8 � Pair of 3 aur with beautiful “EDINBURGH DE 11 92” as well as faint
Copenhagen arrival canc. 100

206 207

208 209 210

211 212 213



P 214 8c � 5 aur double postal stationery card sent to Denmark with supplemen-
tary franking of 3 aur dull brown orange of 1886 canc. “REYKJAVÍK
10.12.95”. Arrival canc. “KOLDING JB.P.E. 19.12 1 TOG”. The inquiry
card with full message and the reply card still attached. 150

P 215 8 ** Beautiful ad fresh never hinged block of 3 aur yellow. F=7.500. 
VERY FINE. 150

€uro
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P 216 9 **/ * Beautiful block of four of 5 aur in a dull blue shade, each with water-
mark two half crowns. The two lower stamps are **. Interesting to
see that the two clichés at right are sitting much lower than the ones
on the left, the two horizontal pairs originating from separately
printed quarter sheets. 500

P 217 10PT (*) Proof of 5 aur green in an imperf. pair on thin ungummed and unwa-
termarked paper. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 150

P 218 10b � 5 aur green of 1884 as added franking on 5 aur postal stationery card
sent from “ESKIFJÖRDUR 13.7” to Germany via Edinburgh as per the
chamfered “SHIP LETTER” handstamp on front. 150

P 219 10c ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of 5 aur light yellow green of
1891. F=9.000. VERY FINE. 150

214 215

217 218 219



P 223 11d * Beautiful block of four of 6 aur grey of 1891. F=9.100. 100

P 224 12cv2 (*) Imperf. margin pair of 10 aur carmine with watermark, without gum.
F=11.000 as singles. SCARCE. 150

P µ 225 12c � Beautiful cover sent to Sweden franked with a pair of 10 aur carmine of
printing VI of 1889 canc. “REYKJAVIK 28.9” (type A). Boxed
Edinburgh ship letter handstamp on front, “1 F EDINBURGH OC 23
91” transit on back as well as “STOCKHOLM 1. TUR 27.10 1891”. One
corner perf. slightly short. 300

P µ 226 12d � Pair of 10 aur of printing VII of 1895 on cover sent to Germany. The
stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 12.5.97” (B1a), “EDINBURGH MY 18 97”
transit canc. as well as Berlin arrival canc. on back, dated 20.5.97. One
stamp with closed tear. 200

P 220 10c � Extremely rare crown canc. “ÚLFLJÓTSVATN” on 5 aur light green of
1891. Not priced in Facit, marked *. 150

P 221 10c � 5 aur light green in rejoined pair with beautiful “EDINBURGH JY 30
94” as well as barred “131”. Two short perfs on one stamp. 100

P 222 11a � 6 aur dark grey with very rare Danish numeral “34” of Helsingør. The
stamp with imperfections. 100

€uro
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P 228 12 � 10 aur in strip of three with Danish numeral “1”. The stamps rejoined
by hinge. UNUSUAL. Bid

P µ 229 13c � Cover with 16 aur brown of the 1886 printing canc. “REYKJAVIK 2.12”
(1890) sent to Denmark with transit and arrival canc. on back. The
cover lightly restored. 200

P µ 230 13d � 16 aur grey brown of 1891 on cover sent to Denmark, the stamp canc.
“ÍSAFJÖRDUR 4.4” (1898). Various transit and arrival canc. on back.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 300

P 227 12d � Fantastic rejoined strip of four of 10 aur red carmine canc. “LEITH
SHIP LETTER DE 15 97”. 100

€uro
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229 230

P µ 231 14a � Well centered 20 aur pale violet canc. “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 14.11”. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. 100

P 232 14a � Well centered 20 aur pale violet with Danish numeral “1”, unusual on
this stamp. 100

P 233 14b ** 20 aur dark violet in a beautiful never hinged block of four. Bid

P 234 15b � 20 aur grey blue canc. “EDINBURGH JU 30 91”. Bid

P 235 15c � 20 aur greenish blue with beautiful “KJØBENHAVN 27.11”. The
stamp with one bent corner perf. 100

231 232 233 234 235



P 236 15c ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of 20 aur
greenish blue of the 1891 printing. F=51.000. 750

P 237 16 ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of 40 aur green. F=13.500. 150

P 238 17c ** Extremely well centered and fresh margin block of four of 40 aur
brown lilac of the 1891 printing. F=10.800. SUPERB. 200

P µ 239 17c � Quadruple rate cover sent to the United States with two copies of 40
aur lilac of 1891 canc. “REYKJAVIK X.12.96”, Edinburgh transit as
well as “MINNEAPOLIS DEC 22 1896” arrival canc. on back. Some
imperfections mostly due to the thick contents. Cert. Møller. 
UNIQUE COVER. 750

€uro
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237 238



P 240 19 � 100 aur with very clear sideways struck “KJØBENHAVN 26.10.95”.
One short corner perf. VERY SCARCE ON THIS STAMP. Bid

P 241 19 ** Exceptionally well centered never hinged block of four of 100 aur.
F=20.000. RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 400

Aur Issue Perforation 12 3/4

P 242 20 ** Extremely well centered block of four of small “3” of 1897. F=30.000.
RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 500

P 243 20 ** Beautiful 3 aur with small “3”. F=5.000. SUPERB. 100

€uro
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240 241

242 243

244
P 244 20 � 3 aur perf. 12 3/4 as additional franking on 5 aur postal stationery card

sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVÍK 12.2.99”. Arrival canc. on front. 100

P 245 20 � Very beautiful 8 aur lilac stationery franked with 3 aur orange with
“small “3” perf. 12 3/4 sent to Germany via Edinburgh “REYKJAVIK
12.2 99”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

245



P 249 24a � 5 aur yellow green of 1896 as additional franking on 5 aur postal sta-
tionery card sent to Nordslesvig canc. “REYKJAVÍK 13.7.91” (error in
the canc., 1 in stead of 7). Arrival canc. “HOOKERUP 21.7 97”. 100

P 250 24b � 5 aur green of 1897 as additional franking on 5 aur postal stationery
card sent to Germany from “REYKJAVIK 12.5.97”. Arrival canc.
“MUENCHEN 20 MAI”. Commercial message on back. 100

P 251 24 � Postcard franked with 5 aur green canc. “REYKJAVIK 27.3.1900” sent
to Switzerland, transit canc. “EDINBURGH AP 3 00”. 100

€uro
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P µ 246 20...26 � Beautiful four colour franking on cover sent to Bavaria, the stamps
canc. “REYKJAVIK 22.7”. Transit canc. “EDINBURGH JY 31 01” and
“MUENCHEN 2 AUG 01” arrival canc. on back. 300

P 247 22 � Postcard franked with a pair of 4 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 17.5.1902”
sent to Denmark. Transit canc. “KJØBENHAVN K 30.5.02”. 150

P 248 24a � Beautiful strip of three of 5 aur light green canc. “LEITH JU 26 97”. 100

247

249 250 251

246

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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P 252 26 � Very beautiful “NEWCASTLE ON TYNE AU 12 99” on 10 aur carmine. 100

P 253 26 � Pair of 10 aur carmine on small piece canc. “LEITH SHIP LETTER JY
31 02”. Bid

P µ 254 26 � Domestic cover franked with 10 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 9.10.1900”
sent to Brennistödum with full interesting content. Beautiful “BORGAR-
NES” crown canc. on back as transit. A part of the back is missing.
Cert. Møller. 150

P 255 27 ** Beautiful block of four of 16 aur brown in extremely good centering.
F=15.000. SUPERB. 250

252 253

254 255

256 257

P 256 28a+28b � Both printings of 20 aur blue, each with beautiful Leith canc. 100

P 257 28b ** Beautiful and well centered block of four of 20 aur dull blue. F=8.000.
SUPERB. 150



P 259 31 ** Extremely well centered block of four of 50 aur
perf. 12 3/4. F=90.000. 
VERY RARE IN THIS CENTERING. 1.250

P µ 260 21N+ ** BERNE REPRINT. Cpl. set of 18 “Originals” (without overprint) in
very fresh never hinged copies, all from pos 63. Only 104 sets issued.
F=30.000. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE SET. 500

76

259 Ex 260

Lot # 258 µ
30 **

A spectacular never hinged copy of the very rare 40 aur lilac in
perf. 12 3/4. Only ca 37 copies exist acc. to Facit. Unusually good
centering and among the best copies. F=70.000 and without price
for superb copies. Cert. Møller & sign. Strandell. 

SUPERB & A GREAT STAMP RARITY

€uro 3.000

One of the Best 40 Aur
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• Lot # 262 µ
32 (*)

Rare 3 Þrír surcharge small letters in perf. 14 x 13½. Only 11 copies are recorded
of this stamp in unused condition. Only two have original gum (both slightly
defective)! This is regummed and somewhat thin, but among the best centered
and with excellent provenance. It is No. 4 in the Census in Facit 2017, page I-
284. Certs Grönlund & Lasse Nielsen. 

Provenance: Holger Crafoord & Gene Scott

€uro 1.500

Þrír Rarity Census # 10

Lot # 261 µ
32 (*)

A very beautiful copy of 3 þrír in small letters perf. 14 x 13 ½, which
is extremely rare in unused condition. This is No. 10 in the census
in Facit with only 11 copies registrered. Almost all without gum
and by studying this article on page 283-84 in Facit 2018, you will
easily find out that this copy is among the more beautiful ones in
centering and without faults. Cert. Grønlund.

MISSING IN MOST COLLECTIONS UNUSED

€uro 2.500

Census # 4
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The Rarest Stamp of Iceland

• Lot # 263 µ
33 *

Unique 3 þrír surcharge with large letters perf. 14 x 13½
in absolutely perfect condition, exceptional centering
for this issue and very fresh with original gum. It is pic-
tured in Facit Classic 2018, page I-283 in the article with
census of the unused surcharges in perf. 14 x 13½ by
Claes Arnrup. Sign. Herbert Bloch and certs Helge Witt
& Carl Aage Møller.

SUPERB & THE ONLY RECORDED COPY
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There are very few countries where there exists a regu-
larly issued stamp of which only one copy has survived.
This is the fact for the 3 þrír surcharge with large letters
in perforation 14 x 13½ unused. Thus limiting the possi-
bilities to get a complete collection of unused Icelandic
stamps to one collector! This is a great opportunity that
does not come very often. We have sold this stamp only
once before, in 1985 when we offered the fabulous
Holger Crafoord collection broken up over a series of
three auctions. After intense bidding it was sold for SEK
145.000 + commission, a very impressive amount for a
single stamp at the time.

Provenance:
Holger Crafoord, Large Gold

Gene Scott, Large Gold
William Gross

€uro 15.000

Only One Complete Iceland Collection!



P 266 35 � Large “þrír” and “3” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavik canc. F=6.000. Bid

• P µ 267 36 � Very beautiful printed matter with þrír surcharge in small letters
“REYKJAVIK 11.11 97”. F=6.000+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 200

P 268 37 � Beautiful large “þrír” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavik canc. F=7.000. 100

Í Gildi Issue

• P µ 269 38 � 3 aur perf. 14 X 13½ of the 1891 printing with black overprint with
small part of Reykjavik bridge type canc. Overprint plate pos. 1 of set-
ting VI. F=18.000.  Cert. Møller, verified and plated by E. Glatt. 
FINE & RARE. 250

P µ 270 40b * Beautiful 16 aur Í GILDI deep brown. F=15.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE. 600

P µ 264 34 * Very fresh and well centered 3 þrír in small letters. F=6.000+. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 265 35 * Very fresh and beautiful 3 prír in large letters. F=8.000. Cert. Grønlund. 150

€uro
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264 265

266 267

268

269 270



P µ 272 45 * Very fresh 5 aur Í GILDI red overprint. F=18.000. Cert. Witschi and
verified by E. Glatt. 600

• P µ 273 46 * Very beautiful and well centered 6 aur grey perf. 14 x 13½ of the 1891
printing with red overprint. Plate pos. 46 of setting IV or V.
F=18.000+. Cert. Kaiser, verified and plated by E. Glatt. SUPERB. 500

81

272 273

Rare 20 Aur Black Overprint

• Lot # 271 µ
41 *

Very fresh 20 aur grey blue of the 1885 printing perf. 14 x 13½,
lightly hinged. F=80.000. Overprint plate pos. 10, probably from
Setting III according to E. Glatt. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 4.000



• P µ275 47c * An exceptional copy of 20 aur greenish blue of the
1891 printing with red overprint, perf. 14 x 13½.
Presumably from setting IV. F=50.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen verified by E. Glatt. VERY FINE & RARE. 2.000

• P µ274 46A (*) The rare 16 aur with red overprint on a piece of
paper, which is probably from the paper sheet it
was originally put on to be overprinted. F=65.000.
Overprint plate pos. 26 of late setting V according
to E. Glatt. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 1.500

€uro
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Rare Inverted Watermark

•Lot # 276 µ
47cv3 *

A fabulous, extremely well centered copy of the 20 aur greenish blue
of the 1891 printing with red overprint, perf. 14 x 13½. Overprint plate
pos. 38, presumably of setting IV according to E. Glatt. Extremely
rare with inverted watermark. In cert. from 2004 Møller states that it
is the only inverted wmk he has certified. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 4.000



P 278 50v1 ** Inverted watermark on 4 aur in never hinged block of four. F=4.000
for * (** not priced). Bid

P 279 51 ** 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint, the stamp has an underlying
plate variety. F=7.000. Bid

P µ 280 51 ** Beautiful block of four of 5 aur green perf. 12 3/4 with black Í Gildi.
F=28.000. Each stamp sign. Grønlund and cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 500

83

278 279

Rare Used 20 Aur

• Lot # 277 µ
47c �

An exceptional used copy of 20 aur red overprint perf. 14 x 13½
canc. in Reykjavik 1903. Overprint plate pos. 14, presumably of
setting VI. Only a few copies known. Not priced in Facit. Certs
Grønlund & Møller, verified and plated by E. Glatt.

VERY RARE
Provenance: Holger Crafoord, Large Gold

€uro 2.500



• P µ281 55 * Very fresh 20 aur perf. 12 3/4 in good centering with
part original gum, a few worn perfs of little impor-
tance. Plate pos. 49 of setting III, presumably at a
late stage. F=95.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen, verified
and plated by E. Glatt. FINE & VERY RARE. 3.000

• P µ282 55v * INVERTED OVERPRINT. An exceptional copy of
20 aur inverted black overprint with part original
gum, slightly toned. Overprint plate pos. 9 of late
setting III.  F=85.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen, verified
and plated by E. Glatt. 2.500

€uro
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281 282

Superb 25 Aur

• Lot # 283 µ
56 *

A fantastic copy of the very rare 25 aur black overprint in perf. 12 3/4
lightly hinged, pos. 66 in the sheet. This is one of the best copies of
this stamp that is one of the most difficult Í GILDI stamps to find.
F=90.000+. Certs Møller & Debo, sign. Bloch, verified by E. Glatt.

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 5.000



P 287 63 � Exceptional pair of 3 aur with boxed “Paquebot”, presumably from
Frederikshavn. RARE. 200

P 288 67 � Very beautiful “LERWICK 18 JU 03” on 10 aur. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 289 63-75 ** Beautiful Christian IX set cpl. (13) in blocks of four which all are
selected for their superb to excellent centering. F=26.000. 
RARE SET IN SUCH HIGH QUALITY. 400

P 284 60v1 ** Inverted Í Gildi overprint on 6 aur in very fresh never hinged block
of four. Unpriced in Facit. 250

P 285 60v2 ** Interesting block of four of 6 aur Í Gildi where the upper pair is wit-
hout overprint. Very fresh never hinged. Not priced in Facit. Cert.
Grønland. 300

P µ 286 49N/ Tj 25N **BERNE REPRINTS. Cpl. set of 18 with Í Gildi overprints, never
hinged. F=14.000. 300

Christian IX Issue

€uro
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284 285 Ex 286

287 288

Ex 289



P µ290 63-75+ Christian IX issue of 1902-04 cpl. incl. officials (20) 
Tj 26- overprinted “ULTRAMAR” in violet as distributed 
32 */ (*) by the Portuguese Postal Authorities to their colo-

nies. Interestingly the 20 aur blue is the “ÞJÓNUS-
TA” inscription variety and the 2 & 5 kr. which
were issued later are overprinted in a different
typeset than the others. Some imperfections on
some values as is normal with stamps of this origin.
Cert. The Classic Collector (Sismondo). 
VERY RARE SET. 500

Two Kings Issues

€uro
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P 291 79 � Strip of 5 of 5 aur with handstamp of “MJØLNIR” 1911 in violet ink.
RARE. Bid

292 80 ** 6 aur watermark crown in well centered corner margin block of four.
F=12.800. 200

P 293 81 � Scarce “GRANGEMOUTH AP 12” on 10 aur red. Bid

P 294 81 � Fine cover franked with 10 aur tied by Faroese boxed “Fra Island”,
Copenhagen arrival canc. from 9.10.16 on back. 200

P 295 81 � Cover franked with pair of 10 aur canc. “KJØBENHAVN 19.3.14” as
well as “FRA ISLAND” alongside. Bid

Ex 290

291

293 294 295

292



P 296 90 **/ * Very well centered and beautiful block of four of 5 kr. Two Kings, one
stamp with a nearly invisible tiny trace of hinge. F=15.000. SUPERB. 250

P 297 94 ** Well centered block of four of 5 aur green with watermark crosses.
F=10.000. SUPERB. 200

P 298 96 � Earliest known use of “FRA ISLAND” type II on beautiful cover fran-
ked with 10 aur canc. “KJØBENHAVN 23.11.18”. 100

Provisional Overprints

€uro
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P 299 103 ** Beautiful block of four of 10 kr overprint on 2 kr Christian IX. F=9.200. 150

P µ300 103+ Beautiful Ahrenberg flight cover altogether fran-
121+ ked with 26,05 kr canc. “REYKJAVÍK 9.VI.29”. 
128 � Flown to Greenland and then onwards by ship to

New York. All proper handstamps, transit and arri-
val canc. on back. 
RARE COVER, ONLY 65 FLOWN. 1.000

296 297 298



P 301 114 � Strip of three of 5 aur green with rare canc. from Bo’ness (Scotland) in
1912. 100

P 302 115 � Very beautiful and unusual “GRIMSBY AU 16 12” on 10 aur. One short
perf. Bid

P 303 122 ** Very beautiful and well centered block of four of 10 kr on 50 aur
Frederik VIII, never hinged. F=26.000. SUPERB. 400

P 304 123 ** Extremely well centered block of four of 10 kr. on 1 kr. Frederik VIII,
never hinged. F=32.000. SUPERB. 500

Christian X Issues

• P 305 124 � Numeral canc. “35” (Kirkjubær) on pair of 1 eyr Christian X of 1920 on
small piece. F=4.000. RARE. 150

P 306 124 � Fantastic rejoined strip of 3 of 1 Eyr with beautiful and scarce “AAL-
BORG 1.5.27”. 100

Silhouette Issues
€uro
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301 302

303 304

305 306



P µ 311 142 + Very interesting parcel card sent to Denmark franked with 2 kr. 
143 etc. Christian X plus 20 aur canc. "REYKJAVIK 25.VII.28". The card has 
� been sent via Oslo, Norway as per the transit canc. of 31.VII.28, even-

tually returned to Iceland where postage due 1,55 kr. in postage due
was charged and applied in stamps and canc. on 24.X.28. Four transit
and arrival canc. on back. Vertical center fold way from stamps.
VERY RARE. 300

P 307 127 � Extremely rare “ARENDAL 21.VI.21” as well as boxed “Paquebot” on
somewhat worn postcard to the United States, franked with 5 aur gre-
en on the reverse canc. “REYKJAVIK 13.IV.21”, one stamp seems to
have fallen off the back. POSSIBLY UNIQUE. Bid

P 308 128 � Scarcer bridge canc. “ÖGUR 13.12.30” on aur strip of three of 5 aur olive
green on postcard to Stadarfell. 100

P 309 128+171 Very rare cover sent by a crew member of the Danish patrol ship “FYL-
� LA” from Reykjavik in 1931, the cover with a pre-printed return add-

ress as well as the rare crowned vessel’s handstamp in violet ink on
back. 100

P µ 310 133+136 Money letter sent to Denmark franked with pairs of 15 aur violet and 
� 25 green/brown canc. “REYKJAVIK 14.XII.28”.  Arrival canc. and with

wax seals on back. 150

€uro
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307 308

309 310



• P µ 316 162+164 Registered cover franked with 30 aur and 2 kr. canc. “REYKJAVIK 
� 30.VI.31” flown with Graf Zeppelin on it’s 1931 Iceland trip sent to

South Africa. transit canc. “FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 3.7.31”. 
VERY SCARCE DESTINATION. 100

P 317 162-64 � Zeppelin 1931 in cpl. set of three on registered cover to Denmark canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 30.VI.31”. All proper transit and arrival canc. on back. Bid

P 318 � Hungarian Card sent to Iceland with the Iceland Flight of the Graf
Zeppelin in 1931. The stamps canc. “BUDAPEST 31.JUN.22”, transit
canc. “FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 30.6.31” and arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK
1.VII.31”. SCARCE. Bid

P 312 144 ** Very well centered block of four of 5 kr., very fresh never hinged.
F=10.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 200

P 313 155 ** 1 kr. in an exceptionally well centered block of four, never hinged.
F=7.000. EXCELLENT. 100

P 314 151+194 Cover to Copenhagen franked with 10 aur as well as a pair of 5 aur 
� canc. “ABERDEEN 12 APR 1935” as well as boxed “SHIP LETTER”

alongside. 100

P 315 157+172 Foreign freight letter with two copies of 50 aur Landscapes as well as a 
� single 10 kr. Christian X on the reverse. Two of the stamps canc.

“Tollur” and one with “REYKJAVIK 4.XI.32” postal cancellation to pay
the 11 kr. import duty. Bid

€uro
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316 317 318

312 313

314 315



P 320 166 � Very beautiful 5 kr. Hópflug Ítala with superb “REYKJAVIK
16.VI.33”. A couple of very insignificantly shorter perf. tips at bot-
tom of little importance. F=13.500. 300

P 321 167 � Beautiful 10 kr. Hópflug Ítala in very good centering, light
Hafnarfjördur corner canc. F=26.000. 600

P µ322 167 ** A wonderful 10 kr. HOPFLUG ITALA in perfect
centering. F=28.000++. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 1.500

P µ 319 165 ** 1 kr. Hópflug Ítala 1933 in ** corner margin number block of four. Two
stamps with discoloured gum. RARE. 200

€uro
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320 321



P µ 327 171 � Pair of 35 aur with “EDINBURGH N.P.B. 6 MY 28” used at the
newspaper branch. POSSIBLY UNIQUE ON ICELANDIC STAMPS. 100

Later Issues
€uro
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P µ 323 168 � Very rare “OMK” machine postmark from Copenhagen used only
for a short period in the summer of 1926, tying a 7 aur stamp to a
printed matter cover to Aalborg. Aalborg arrival canc. on back. 
POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 200

P 324 169 � Beautiful commercial cover with two copies of 10 aur canc. “HULL
YORKS 12 NO 31” and “PAQUEBOT” alongside. Bid

P 325 170 � Extremely fine “GÖTEBORG 4.6.30” on 20 aur red. VERY UNUSUAL. Bid

P 326 170 � Very unusual Danish oval canc. “Kjøbenhavns Toldpostkontor” on 20
aur red on a small piece of an official form. Bid

323 324

325 326

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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P µ 328 168-72 ** Very beautiful set of 1925 Views in fresh never hinged blocks of
four. F=28.000. SUPERB. 400

P µ 329 173 etc. � Scarce cover sent from “REYKJAVÍK 24.3.30” via Berlin to
Copenhagen, the last part of the trip by airmail. Transit canc. “BERLIN
C 4.4.30 L 2” and arrival canc. “KØBENHAVN LUFTPOST 4.4.30” on
back. Part of back flap missing (the canc. not affected). Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY UNUSUAL. Bid

P µ 330 173-88 ** 1930 Althing Parliament Millenary, extremely fresh never hinged cpl.
set of 16. F=6.500. 100

Ex 328

329 Ex 330

Ex 331

P µ 331 173-88 ** 1930 Parliament Millenary set cpl. (16) in never hinged blocks of
four. The 2 kr block with some gum bends and a couple of short perfs
on one 50 aur stamp. F=30.000. 400



P µ 332 173-88 � Very beautiful 1930 Parliament set of 16 mostly with very beautiful,
well placed canc. from several different places. F=7.500. 150

P µ 333 173-88 � 1930 Parliament set of 16 each on a small individual piece with beauti-
ful Thingvellir canc. F=7.500. Bid

P µ 334 189-93 ** Well centered cpl. set of the 1930 Parliament airmails in blocks of
four. Some gum striations on a few stamps which are absolutely nor-
mal for the issue. F=18.000. SUPERB. 300

P 335 196 � Very unusual Aberdeen slogan postmark along with boxed “SHIPE
LETTER” tying 35 aur blue to large piece, canc. in 1932. Bid

P 336 196 � Cover to Switzerland with 35 aur canc. “LONDON F.S. PAQUEBOT 17
OC 35”. Early example on Icelandic mail. Bid

• P 337 196 etc. � Multifranked, registered cover with O.A.T. handstamp of type XIII
sent to the Faroe Islands on 16.12 1942. British censor on fron “PASSED
T.168”. Arrival canc. “THORSHAVN 20.1.43”. SCARCE ITEM. 150

€uro
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Ex 332 Ex 333

Ex 334

335 336 337



P 338 199 ** Perfectly centered block of four of 75 aur, never hinged. F=10.400. 150

• P µ 339 204-09 � Registered cover sent to Canada franked with a cpl. set of 1934 air-
mails canc. “REYKJAVIK 23.7.42”. Violet “O.A.T.” handstamp of type
XIII applied at Prestwick. 100

€uro
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338 339

340 341

P 340 205-208 � Registered cover carried by Dr. Light on his flight to Scotland canc.
“REYKJAVIK 4.IX.34”, transit canc. “EDINBURGH 6 SP 34”. The cover
is signed on the front by Dr. Light himself, 188 items were carried from
Iceland. 100

P µ 341 208-210 � Registered cover carried by Thor Solberg on his flight from Iceland to
Norway canc. “REYKJAVÍK 8.VIII.35”. On the reverse “BERGEN
16.VIII.35” as well as “BIRMINGHAM 20 AU 35”. 235 covers with
Icelandic franking were flown. 100

• P µ 342 211+ Interesting censored airmail cover to the United States with the unu-
232 etc. sually high franking of 685 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 24.VIII.42”. Two 
� strikes of “O.A.T.” handstamp on front. Rate calculations accompany. 150

P µ 343 211 � Censored airmail cover with violet O.A.T. handstamp sent to underco-
ver address in Portugal, franked with 1 kr. Hekla canc. “REYKJAVÍK
6.III.42” and arrival canc. in Lisbon on 27.3.42. 100

343342



• P 349 234+242+ Airmail cover to France franked with 1,15 kr. canc. “REYKJAVIK 
246 � 29.X.45” with “O.A.T.” handstamp of type VII used in London from

February 1945 to February 1946. This handstamp is uncommon on
Icelandic mail. The cover slightly roughly opened at top. 150

P 350 234+246 Airmail cover sent to Switzerland canc. “REYKJAVÍK 20.XI.45”, boxed 
� “O.A.T.” marking in red ink. 100

P 351 234+ Very beautiful and fresh parcel card sent to Denmark franked with e.g. 
260-262 a cpl. set of Karlsefni perf. 14x14 canc. “AKUREYRI 22.2.46”. 
� “BÍLPÓSTUR” handstamp tying the registration label to the card. 100

P 346 DK227 � Cover sent from Denmark to Iceland canc. “MOU 9.4.40”, on the day
that Denmark was occupied by the Germans. Handstamp in violet
“Postudvekslingen indstillet - Retur Afsenderen”. Bid

P 347 229 � Commercial cover franked with 35 aur canc. “GRIMSBY 3 AUG 1939”
machine canc. as well as boxed “GRIMSBY SHIP-LETTER” alongside.
SCARCE. 100

P 348 231 � Censored cover sent to England from “REYKJAVÍK 11.III.42” hands-
tamped “DAMAGED BY SEA WATER”. SCARCE. Bid

€uro
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P 344 214 � Unusual “HULL 6 JAN 37” rubber postmark on block of four of 7 aur
green. Bid

P 345 216v1 ** Double overprint “5” on 35 aur blue. F=4.500. SCARCE. 100

344 345

346 347 348

349 350 351



P µ 355 267 � Censored cover sent to undercover address in neutral Portugal fran-
ked with 1 kr. canc. “REYKJAVIK 24.IV.42”, violet “O.A.T.” handstamp
on front, Lisbon arrival on back. 100

P 356 � Red Cross form sent to Denmark on 11.10.40, arrival canc. 42.1.41 and
returned with handwritten reply on 3.2.41. British censor on the reverse.
Forms that have been returned with reply are rare. Bid

P 352 242+244 Beautiful commercial cover sent to the United States canc. “NEW 
� YORK PAQUEBOT JAN 22 1940”. SCARCE. 100

• P µ 353 248+260 Airmail cover sent to the US franked with 2,25 kr. of which 180 aur was 
� for the airmail fee from Great Britain to the US. The stamps canc.

“REYKJAVIK “9.XII.42”, “O.A.T. handstamp and British censor tape
“EXAMINER 5219”. 100

P µ 354 267 � 1 kr. green on censored airmail cover canc. “REYKJAVÍK 16.II.42” sent
to undercover address in Portugal with O.A.T. marking applied.
Arrival canc. “LISBOA 19.3.42”. 100

€uro
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352 353 354

355 356

P 357 � Diplomatic mail from the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
London to the Belgian consul in Reykjavik, canc. “LONDON 3. APR.
1945”. RARE. Bid



P µ 358 230 + Complete set of 6 values from the fish/flag/Geysir series issued on 
240-244 * 10.5 1939, each stamp handstamped SPECIMEN in violet ink. The

stamps originate from the estate of the Icelandic government’s agent
towards the De la Rue printing firm. Some gum disturbance, the 40
aur with tear. ONLY 3 SETS PREPARED. 250

P µ 359 268-73 � Extremely decorative registered 1944 Sigurdsson FDC sent to Sweden
via Portugal with multiple different censor tapes and return markings
on both sides. Bid

P 360 510var ** Unusual 10 kr. variety, the grey blue main print shifted downwards
several millimeters. Bid

P 361 510v ** 1973 Stamp Jubilee 10 kr. with the postman center print shifted into the
2 sk. stamp at right. Listed but not priced in Facit. Bid

P 362 511v1 ** 15 kr. with the horses shifted to the right into the 3 sk. stamp. Bid

€uro
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Ex 358

360 361 362

363 364 365

P 363 511v2 ** 15 kr. 1973 with the “horses missing” variety. F=4.000. RARE. Bid

P 364 511var Unusual variety on 15 kr., the green main print shifted to the left by
several millimeters. Bid

P µ 365 512var ** 20 kr. 1973 with the grey center print missing. Only 25 copies believed to
exist. Copy of cert. Dr. Debo. RARE. Bid

359



Official Issues

• P µ366 Tj 1 * The rare 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13½ in a very fresh alt-
hough off-centered copy as most copies of this dif-
ficult stamp. F=75.000. Cert. Møller. 1.250

€uro
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Lot # 367 µ
Tj 1 �

Very beautiful copy of 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in centering which
is very unusual for this stamp, of which most copies are severely
off centered. The stamp is lightly canc. with the proper Reykjavik
canc. One tiny thin spot of limited importance. F=85.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. 

VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY

€uro 2.000



100

Spectacular New Find

• Lot # 368 µ
Tj 3

At NORDIA 2018 in Gardabaer a family presented to us
this previously unknown larger part of a cover sent from
Reykjavik to Hjardarholt in 1874. Nicely canc. “REYK-
JAVIK 27.7” and on back a beautiful arr. pmk “HJAR-
DARHOLTI 31.7” as well as inside note “Til Syslu -
mannsins i Borgarfjardarsyslu”. A very light horizontal
bend through the stamp and a part of the left side of the
cover cut away. On private hands only two covers fran-
ked with official stamps have been recorded, the famous
"Bible cover" as well as a cover with a single severely
damaged 4 sk. Please see census in Facit Classic. Cert.
Møller.

GREAT PHILATELIC DISCOVERY

€uro 10.000



P µ 370 Tj. 6-8P Imperf. proofs of 10, 16 and 20 aur in sheet margin pairs. All on thin, 
(*) ungummed paper without watermark. One of each of 10 and 16 aur

with fold. Each pair with individual cert. Lasse Nielsen. Bid

P 371 Tj 8 � 20 aur green with very beautiful upside down “LEITH JY 17 00”.
Official stamps are very scarcely seen with foreign canc. Bid

P 372 Tj. 9 (*) Very interesting 50 aur with “SPECIMEN” handstamp in violet ink on
small piece of an album page. VERY RARE. Bid

P 373 Tj 13 ** Exceptionally well centered block of four of 10 aur ultramarine perf. 12
3/4. F=10.400. UNUSUAL IN THIS QUALITY. 200

P 369 Tj 6 ** Well centered block of four of 10 aur blue. F=14.000. 200

€uro

101

Ex 370 371 372
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Rare 5 Aur Perforation 12 3/4

• Lot # 374 µ
Tj 12 *

A fabulous copy of the extremely rare 5 aur, very fresh,
lightly hinged and well centered. Certs Møller &
Grønlund, sign Thier. 

SUPERB
ONLY THREE COPIES RECORDED

Provenance:
Holger Crafoord, Large Gold

Gene Scott, Large Gold

€uro 12.500
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P µ 377 Tj. 18av1 The very rare I printing of 16 aur carmine on thin paper with inver-
� ted overprint. This printing is not priced in Facit and it is not even

mentioned with an inverted overprint. Ca 0,2 mm closed tear at
right. Certs Eldrup & Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE. 300

P 378 Tj 19v2 * Very well centered 20 aur with 02’-’03 variety. F=4.500. SUPERB. 150

P 379 Tj 50 ** Very beautiful and well centered block of four of 1 kr. Christian X.
F=6.000. EXCELLENT. 100

P 375 Tj 15b ** Fresh and beautiful block of four of 3 aur yellow orange Í Gildi perf.
14 x 13 1/2. F=22.000. 300

P 376 Tj 17 ** 10 aur blue Í Gildi perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in fresh block of four. F=32.000.
SUPERB. 400

375 376

377 378
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• P µ 380 EB4 � 5 aur postal stationery card dated “Járngerðarstöðum 27 nov. 1894”
with beautiful “EYRARBAKKI” crown canc., presumably applied
on arrival at Eyrarbakki. SUPERB. 400

P 381 EB31 � Two kings postal stationery card 5 aur on 8 aur surcharge sent to
Sweden with extra franking of 5 and 10 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK
3.IV.26”. 100

Postal Stationery

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
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Collections

Ex 382

•Lot # 382 µ
**/ */ (*)

Interesting unused collection 1873 - 2017 in five Lindner
T albums. The collection appears cpl. apart from the
most expensive Í Gildi stamps, mixed unused and never
hinged with some better never hinged stamps included,
some stamps in the early section are without gum. Starts
with Skilling issue in both perfs cpl. however many with -
out gum, extensive section Aur issue in printings cpl. in
main numbers (apart from unissued 40 aur), Þrír issue
cpl. (6) (the two perf. 14 x 13 1/2 stamps used with certs),
most medium priced Í Gildi stamps present, then cpl.
onwards through 2017 incl. Hópflug. Officials nearly cpl.
incl. the 4 sk. perf. 14 x 13 1/2 used with repairs (opinion
Nielsen). 17 certs or opinions included. 

ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 5.000
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P µ 384 * Almost complete collection 1873 - 1897 on Visir pages incl. beautiful
skilling stamps, mostly with certs. The 4 sk. F. No. 6 is without gum.
Mostly very fresh and in good centering. Please inspect. 500

Ex 384

Lot # 383 µ
**/ *

Exceptional unused collection 1873 - 2008 in three albums with
nearly every single stamp selected for its superb or excellent cen-
tering and freshness, no Official stamps. The collection contains
e.g. 2, 4 & 8 sk. perf. 14 x 13 1/2 *, 3, 4 & 16 sk. perf. 12 1/2 *, Aur
issue in both perfs. cpl. */** (except F. No. 14a and No. 30) with
some of the better stamps being **, 1897 Þrír surcharges perf. 12
3/4 cpl. * (4 diff.), I Gildi small 3 aur and 6 aur perf. 12 3/4 **, then
Kings Issues and surcharges nearly cpl. ** (missing only a few
cheaper stamps, a couple of cheaper stamps are *, no Hópflug),
1925 Views cpl. **, 1930 Althing regular as well as Airmails sets
cpl. **, thereafter cpl. ** up to 2008 (even many booklets in the
modern part, not cpl. though). Hinged stamps are in general very
lightly hinged, 12 certs included. 

PICTURES OF THE EARLY PART ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 3.000
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• P µ386 **/ * Fine unused collection 1873 - 1943 incl. officials on
loose album pages. The collection starts with
Skilling issue cpl. (16 sk. p. 14 repaired), good Aur
issues, then good Kings issues, provisional over-
prints and later issues incl. some better never hinged
stamps and sets. A few regummed stamps have been
noted mainly in the early part so careful inspection
is recommended. All pictured on our website. 800

387 Attention! SWEDEN (incorrectly placed here). Unused collection in a
Schaubek album. Starting in 1858 (earliest stamps with faults), quite
well filled from ca 1890s up to 1968 incl. most BC/CB pairs (many of
which are **), both UPU sets cpl. through 2 kr. etc. 250

388 **/ */ � Two collections, each in their own album. The first one used 1876 -
1983 with stamps up to medium values (F=21.500 according to the
consignor). The second on a similar collection 1902-82 mixed */** and
used (F=16.700 according to the consignor). 200

389 **/ */ � Collection collected double (unused and used) in an album 1876 -
1980s incl. some medium priced ** stamps and sets noted. 150

µ 390 �/ � SHIP MAIL. Collection of Bergen machine cancellations on Icelandic
stamps 1905 - 1930s incl. 17 covers/cards incl. scarcer canc. types neatly
mounted on exhibition pages. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 300

µ 391 �/ � Small collection of Edinburgh machine slogan canc. incl. 5 diff. on fine
covers on exhibition pages. 150

385 ** Beautiful collection of never hinged blocks of four
1873 - 1992 with nearly every single block in selected
centering. The early part includes e.g. Zeppelin cpl.,
Dynjandi & Hekla 1935 cpl., Geysir cpl. in both per-
fs, NYWF 1939 & 1940 cpl., Karlsefni cpl. in both per-
fs, fish issue cpl., 1930 Millenary officials cpl. (quite
many of the high values with bends). The Republic
part seems cpl. apart from 10 kr. Sigurdsson but incl.
e.g. two blocks of 25 kr Parliament building. 2.000

Ex 386

Ex 392
P µ 392 �/ � DYNJANDI & HEKLA. Small collection on 8 exhibition pages with

diff. canc. on the issue as well as some cover e.g. a beautiful 1937 par-
cel card and a 1935 COD form. 150



• P µ 402 � NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS. Small group incl. several better numbers
e.g. Nos 15, 116, 205, 229, 231, 234 & 269. All pictured on our website. 300

µ 403 �/ � Very interesting lot from an estate containing mostly various
Christian IX and Two Kings stamps in quantities both on and off
paper (incl. very many officials). The lot seems to be genuinely
unpicked for cancellations judging by all the numeral cancellations
that have been noted. Please inspect. 250

µ 393 �/ � NYWF 1939 & 1940. Small collection of used stamps and covers neatly
put up on 6 exhibtion pages with descriptive text. 200

µ 394 �/ � THORFINNUR KARLSEFNI. Small collection on 8 exhibition pages
containing various canc. on this issue as well as covers incl. two parcel
cards with “BÍLPÓSTUR” handstamps. 100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 395 �/ (*) Small remainder lot of better items. Used 16 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2

cert. Friedl, three diff. imperf skilling stamps and a used block of four
of 50 aur Oval issue. 300

µ 396 SKILLING FORGERIES. Cpl. set of 5 in sheets of 25 with forged
Reykjavik cancellations without date. Please see pictures on our website. Bid

• µ 397 � CROWN CANCELLATIONS. Group of 6 better crown canc.
Fossvöllur (2 copies), Tjörn a Vatnsnesi (cert. Lasse Nielsen),
Stakkahlid (cto), Stöd and Valtjofsstadur (cto). All pictured on our
website. 250

€uro
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P µ 398 � Group of three stamps used with scarce fiscal manuscript canc. 1918-24. Bid

P µ 399 � Small selection of diff. stamps with “Tollur” canc. as well as three
scarce forerunners with manuscript canc., sewing machine holes or
punch holes. 100

µ 400 **/ */ � Very interesting lot on stock cards and album pages incl. Aur issue
in various printings both used as well as unused, I Gildi stamps
with underlying varieties or minor varieties in overprints, various
Kings issues and Provisional overprints with many good varieties
even on 5 kr stamps as well as 10 kr overprints incl. many inverted
watermarks of which many are **. Also included are used official
Aur stamps in diff. printings, offical Kings stamps incl. varieties and
some Facit listed Republic era varieties incl. better. All scanned on
our website. 750

µ 401 ** Lot with 24 diff. ** margin number blocks of four, all except one are
Christian X. F=20.368 without premium for markings. 200

Ex 398 Ex 399

Ex 402
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• µ 404 �/ � Interesting lot with items up to ca 1940 on a few album pages incl. bet-
ter used kings stamps, varieties, some covers and a number of foreign
canc. on Icelandic stamps. All pictured on our website. 150

µ 405 **/ */ � Carton from an old estate with very exciting kiloware from ca mid
1920s to mid-1940s, ca 1,4 kilos. A very large number of cuts from
parcel cards incl. many medium and high values as well as beautiful
frankings noted. Please see overview picture online. 300

406 ** FACE VALUE, 1.000 minisheets Europa CEPT 2006. Face value ISK
300.000 (ca Euro 2.420). 500

µ 407 � Interesting lot of 115 covers and cards ca 1910 up to mid 1950s incl.
many better frankings and usages. Also a bundle of uncounted
covers from 1960 onwards. Please see pictures of the older covers on
our website. 250

408 �/ � Remainder lot of covers mostly from the 1920s-30s incl. some better
ones, some varieties of kings stamps mostly in a stockbook etc.
Among the covers is a very interesting former skilling letter with the
stamp cut out (full content), similar to cover no. 5 in the 2018 Facit
census of skilling covers as well as another one from 1874 where the
stamp had been very carefully removed. From the Pálsson estate. 250

409 � Interesting cover lot from an estate, thick album filled with covers
and franked postcards mostly from various periods e.g. interesting
censored covers. Also a bundle of covers sent from Denmark to
Iceland in the 1930s-40 incl. several very nice censored airmail
covers. 200

µ 410 � WWII CENSORED COVERS. Lot with 30 covers with a large variety
of frankings etc. Please see pictures of both sides on our website. 200

µ 411 � Lot with 16 oversized censored items to and from Iceland during
WWII with a variety of different markings. Bid

412 � Album containing a very interesting compilation of ca 75 covers
(mostly late 1940s-60s) sent to Iceland from a wide variety of countries
from which mail is very unusual sent to Iceland in the period e.g.
Trinidad & Tobago, Papua New Guinea, Belgian Congo, Costa Rica,
Bahamas, Malaya etc. Included are a few Esperanto covers sent to
Iceland. 150

413 � Album with ca 100 covers, mostly ca 1950s-80s incl. some interesting
frankings etc. Bid

414 � Group of 37 scarcely seen 1960’s-70’s money letters with high fran-
kings mostly from Arnarstapi, Skjöldolfsstadir and Eyri i Kollafirdi.
Ex. Pálsson. 150

415 � Box containing a stock of several hundred mostly unfolded
Aerogrammes, used as well as with first day canc. of several different
types. 100

416 **/ �/ � Two cartons from an estate containing e.g. a used collection in three
expensive Safe Dual albums up to ca 2005 (pages up to 2012), year sets
up to 2000, FDCs 1944 up to ca 2005 in various albums and boxes, used
duplicates in quantities, box with various mostly ** subscription mate-
rial up to ca 2005, some old postcards etc. 500



Norway
Please see also Lot # 571

4 Skilling 1855

€uro
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Excellent “Loco Sigili”

Lot # 419 µ
1 �

An extremely clear strike of the rare “L/S” cancellation used in
Vaagen. Perfectly placed and seldom clearly readable. Certs.
Moldenhauer & Lundström. 

EXCELLENT

Provenance: 
Fabergé & Amundsen

€uro 3.000

P 417 1 � Extremely beautiful 4 sk. 1855 with an excellent and scarce
“LANGESUND 28.3 1856” R 3. 150

P µ 418 1 � Pair of 4 skilling with extremely beautiful and well placed “AREN-
DAL 23.6 1856”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 200

417 418



P µ 424 �/ � An exceptional collection 1855 - ca 1900 on Visir pages. More or less
complete and somewhat specialized, starting with four # 1 incl. a
large margin copy in strong colour, “Double Foot” cut in at bottom
and one on cover etc. Please inspect. 500

425 ** Very clean ** collection on Visir pages in three binders. Well filled incl.
minisheets ca early 1960s through 2014. Some ** older stamps are
included as well, such as some of the less expensive skilling stamps,
Nordkap I cpl., Legion and Oslo university from 1941 etc. 250

• P 422 158 Airmail cover sent to Hong Kong franked with a pair of 45 øre airmail 
type II � stamps canc. “OSLO 5.1.46”, “O.A.T.” handstamp of type XI applied in

London. Arrival canc. 19.1.46 in Hong Kong. 100

P 423 � SPITSBERGEN picture postacard 1910 with local stamp 10 øre toget-
her with 10 øre posthorn from “VIRGO” BAY”. Bid

Collections

€uro
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Later Issues

420 421

422 423

Ex 424

P 420 7 � Beautiful pair 3 sk. lilac grey on a piece “CHRISTIANIA 31.9 1867”.
F=15.000. 250

• P 421 104+ Interesting express cover sent by airmail from “SMESTAD 14.11.45” to 
243+ Switzerland with “O.A.T.” handstamp of type X (used in London 
335+ � between August 1945 and February 1946). 100



426 � Used collection in an album quite well filled in the period 1886 - 1986
although some stamps are not correctly placed. Also an interesting
subscription collection of stamps 1855-1919 in a special album incl.
many better stamps. Mixed quality. 250

427 **/ */ � Mostly used collection in an album starting with ca 25 skilling stamps
in mixed quality, quite well filled ca 1909-89. Duplicates in quantities
as well as more recent stamps stacked on 20 stock sheets at the back of
the album. 200

Accumulations & Lots
µ428 **/ */ � Very interesting collector’s accumulation mostly of

Posthorn issues both unused as well as used incl.
beautiful proofs of 1-4 skilling on thick cardboard
cards (all with cert. Lasse Nielsen) etc. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 2.000

429 279-97 V-OVERPRINT 1941. Complete set without water-
** mark and without 10 øre white V in full sheets of

100. F=94.000. 800

430 ** Group of 11 different “V-overprints” from 1941 with watermark in **
cpl. sheets of 100. Cplt. set less 14 and 50 øre. F=43.000. 250

431 � Duplicate lot on cards, mostly used older stamps incl. some good skil-
ling stamps etc. Please inspect. 100

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
432 */ � Old Facit album containing a reasonably filled section of Sweden

1880s-1954 (excl. expensive stamps) as well as less well filled sections
of the other Nordic countries. Total Facit cat. value ca 40.000 according
to the consignor. 100

433 **/ */ � Two albums, the first one containing a Scandinavia collection up to
1940, the second one containing various ** Swedish stamps and
booklets mostly ca 1940s-60s. 100

434 **/ */ Interesting remainder lot mainly older material incl. covers, mostly 
�/ � Danish sent abroad. Also a lot of local stamps from Finland & Sweden

incl. sheets from 2nd period, cinderellas incl. small sheets, old exhibi-
tion labels, christmas seals and others on covers, old Swedish revenue
stamps etc. Please inspect! 200

435 �/ � Small mixed lot containing a thick bundle of covers with reply stamps
(svarslösen) as well as various loose unused such stamps, Finland
used block of four F. No. 111 (F=3.000). Even some non-Scandinavian
items such as 1950 cover with Palestine overprint set canc. Betlehem,
some nicely canc. German Reich shield stamps etc. Bid

436 Remainder lot in small carton incl. mostly older material in a few
albums and many stock cards. Much Sweden, but also Denmark and
Finland as well as some Iceland and little Ireland. Please inspect. 200

437 Carton containing 7 albums or stockbooks with various collections
and accumulations from the Scandinavian countries. 200

€uro
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N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



438 Large carton containing different collections in albums incl. Iceland
largely cpl. ** ca 1950-2005 in two Leuchtturm albums, Faroe Islands
nearly cpl. ** 1975-2011 in a Leuchtturm album, various ** as well as
used Finland collections, Denmark collection with a used early part
and later **. Also various stockbooks with duplicates mostly ** as
well as some year sets. 500

439 **/ */ � Carton containing various collections incl. a good collection of
Greenland with e.g. 38 Pakke Porto incl. better ones, American issue
cpl. used, Danmark Befriet lightly hinged and changed colours used
etc. Other collections of e.g. Finland, Åland, Faroes etc. with ** sec-
tions up to early 2000s. 500

Non-Scandinavian Countries
15.00 hrs

Argentina

€uro
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P 440 � An exceptional cover dated “Tucuman May 3 de 1815” with full and
interesting contents re. a siege in Cordoba. From the Spanish colonial
period and just 22 days before the “25th of May Revolution”. Very
beautiful and rare postmarks in red “FRANCA” and “TUCUMAN”.
Edifil RRR & RR respectively. EXCELLENT ITEM. 200

P µ 441 ** TIERRA DEL FUEGO 10 c. 1891 private shipletter stamp in a complete
sheet of 100 incl. varieties, e.g. broken top frame in pos. 4. Mi. as *
singles 6.000++. 500

µ 442 � SHIPLETTERS ARGENTINA - EUROPE 1853 - 1937. Nicely moun-
ted collection on ca 60 pages (in Danish), each page with a shipletter
carried by different ships incl. a picture of the ship, sometimes a pic-
ture postcard. Many interesting items incl. destinations, like many
to Denmark as well as to Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland etc. Also a
few to other continents. Please also see a similar collection shiplet-
ters Brazil - Europe, with that is also included interesting shipletter
literature. Please inspect! 400

440 Ex 441

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Austria

P µ 443 1 � PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES. 1 kr. with large margins, clear correct
printing also on the back. Enclosed also another smaller copy with
lighter printing on the back side. SCARCE. Bid

P 444 4Y � Beautiful cover franked with a vertical pair of 6 Kreuzer, of which one
has a part of an Andreas cross in the margin canc. “CLAUSENBURG
3.8”, sent to Herrmanstadt. 300

P 445 5X � Strip of four of 9 Kreuzer (type III) with very good to large margins as
well as a large part of an adjoining stamp on part of a cover front canc.
“ERLAU 11.11” sent to Nagy Kalloba, Hungary. 200

446 � Collection 1850-1937 in a Borek album, mostly used. Also some
Lombardy & Venetia and field post for various areas. 100

Lombardy Venetia

P µ 447 A 6 � An exceptional piece with (3 c.) blue newspaper stamp in a beautiful
strip of three “MILANO 12.8”. Sass. No. 3 type III. Sass. 1.600. Cert.
Paolo Cardillo. SUPERB. 150

P µ 448 ZP 3 � Newspaper tax stamp 4 kr. rose 1858 “IR SPEDIZIONE GAZZETTE
VENEZIA 25.4”. A rare stamp, slightly cut at left, three large mar-
gins. Sass, No. 4 = 11.000. Cert. Bottacchi. 500

Ex 443

444 445

447 448
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µ449 Interesting selection organized in a small album
incl. first issues with some shades and varieties,
printing on the back, good stamps incl. used, unu-
sed and covers with the 1858-59 issue, nice * 5 & 10
so. 1861 with certs, newspaper stamps incl. newspa-
pers. Some certificates and some signed. Very high
cat. value. Please inspect! 2.500

Baltic States
Lithuania

450 **/ */ � KAUNAS ISSUE 1918. Specialized collection containing unused
and used stamps in four albums incl. a large number of plate flaws
and varieties, a large number of the stamps has been plated.
Literature on this issue in Swedish included. 800

µ 451 **/ */ � VILNIUS ISSUES 1918. Specialized collection in an album contai-
ning partial platings of the two issues incl. one unused sheet of 30
Sk. Included is literature on the plating of these issues in Swedish.
Please see pictures on our website. 1.000

452 **/ */ Very extensive specialized collection 1919 - 1940 in 
�/ � 9 albums. Most stamps present both unused as well

as used and very often in several copies each in dif-
ferent perfs, shades, varieties such as imperf.
between, shifted overprints and centers, interesting
cancellations as well as some covers. Also included
are 2 additional albums containing a similar collec-
tion of Central Lithuania. 
THOROUGH VIEWING RECOMMENDED. 4.000

Belgium
Please see also Lot # 357

Collections & Mixed Lots
µ453 **/ */ � Very fine collection in 2 Davo albums, almost com-

plete including all the valuable issues like 1878
Leopold 5 fr, 1918 Red Cross, Steel Helmet, Mercier
and Blue Madonna. Also all the good souvenir she-
ets are included (some with corner faults). The
stamps are collected mainly in used condition, but
some issues are mint or MNH. Some highlights:
Michel numbers 34 (800 €), 129 – 142 (1000 €), 145 –
158 (750 €), BL 1 – 5 (850 €), 333 – 341 (550 €), 354 – 365
(1100 €) etc. Please inspect. 1.500
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P 456 1 � Beautiful 30 reis lightly cancelled and very large margins. Mi=800. 250

P 457 1 � Ligthtly canc. 30 reis. Mi=800. VERY FINE. 200

P 458 3 � Beautiful 90 reis in strong colour and very good margins. Mi=1.700.
VERY FINE. 400

P 459 3 � Beautiful 90 reis with very good margins all around. Mi=1.700. 400

µ460 1 � NUMBER ONE, lot of 20 copies 30 reis Bull’s Eyes
1843. All with full margins and generally in good
quality. All can be viewed at our website. 1.000

µ461 � SHIPLETTERS BRAZIL - EUROPE 1842 - 1939.
Nicely mounted collection on ca 65 pages (in
Danish), each page with a shipletter carried by dif-
ferent ships incl. a picture of the ship, sometimes a
picture postcard. Further more than 10 additional
shipletters not yet mounted. Very interesting star-
ting with a preph. cover to Porto 1842 with blue arr.
pmk “BARRA DE PORTO” used at a floating P. O.
for quarantine reasons. Further destinations like
many to Denmark as well as to Belgium, Greece,
Sweden, Switzerland etc. Also a few to other conti-
nents. Incl. so called catapult ship combining ship
& airmail, as well as interesting frankings. Also
some documentation and two books “South
American Packets” by J.N.T. Howat 1984 and
“South Atlantic Seaway” by N.R.P. Bonsor 1983”.
Please also see a similar collection shipletters
Argentina - Europe.  Please inspect! 750

µ454 Very extensive collection 1849-1986 in two Davo
albums with somewhat specialized early part in
mixed quality. Further many expensive stamps and
sets incl. extensive section “back of the book”  incl.
minisheets, railway, telegraph, postage due, occu-
pations etc. Very high cat. value. Please inspect. 1.500

µ 455 89+100+ Interesting group of three imperforated proofs.
101P Bid

Brazil

456 457 458 459



P µ 462 4-6 * Small Dragon 1885 in a very fresh and well centered set (3). 100
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China

Ex 462

Cover via Shasi to Africa

Lot # 463
77 �

Very beautiful and rare missionary mail cover 1912 from China to
German Southwest Africa. Franked on the back with blue 10 cents
dragon (Mi. 77)  via HANKOW and SHASI to French post in
SHANGHAI and from there to Ondonga village in nowadays
Namibia. The recipient is a Finnish female missionary Suoma
Terho. The cover has some peripherial creasing and was a bit
roughly opened at side. 

EXCEPTIONAL ITEM!

€uro 500



• P µ 466 � Registered censored airmail cover from Chungking to London in the
period 1941-45 with O.A.T. marking of type XIV. 100

• P µ 467 � Airmail cover sent from Changsha to London in the period 1941-45
with route superscription as well as “O.A.T.” handstamp of type XIV.
British censor tape. 100

P µ 468 � Bundle of ca 50 old covers sent from Shanghai to Norway ca 1935-38,
incl. some paquebot items as sell as ones endorsed or canc. “By
I.A.L.”. Mostly with arrival canc. on back. Please see pictures of both
sides of all of the covers on our website. 200

Foreign Post Offices
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P µ 464 � Postcard franked with 6 cents sent from Shanghai to Riga, Latvia, in
1926. SCARCE DESTINATION. 100

• P µ 465 � Multifranked airmail cover sent from Canton to Great Britain on 21.02
1936 with boxed explanatory cachet regarding the postponed airmail
service applied in Canton. French transit postmarks on back. 150

464 465

466 467 Ex 468

469

P µ 469 20-21 � Very beautiful 5 c postal stationery envelope overprinted for use in
China with additional franking of 10 and 15 c canc. “HAN-KEOU-
CHINE 24 FEVR 04” sent to Germany. Paquebot canc. from March 4th
1904 on back. 200

P µ 470 � Registered cover sent from the German Post Office in Shanghai to
British India canc. “SHANGHAI 13.1.04. Multiple transit and arrival
canc. on back. Bid

470



Hong Kong
Please see also Lot # 422

471 Collection 1863-1998 in  an album incl. an interesting section early
stamps. 100

People’s Republic

€uro
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• Lot # 472 µ
**

Beautiful never hinged collection in a Leuchtturm album covering
the period 1960 - 1979. The collection includes e.g. all of the expen-
sive sets from 1967-69 (Mi. No. 979 is lightly hinged) etc. The two
1967 Mao’s Thoughts strips of five both present with the first one
being unfolded, the second one with a very vague fold of the per-
foration between stamps in one place (counted as folded in the
cat. value) and the same for the 1967 Mao’s Statement strip of five
(also counted as folded in the cat. value). Only a couple of
minisheets present incl. the 1979 smiling girl sheet. Very fresh
overall quality with only the occasional stamp either with very
light hinge (these turned upside down) or with light toning, these
counted at half cat. value or less. Total Michel cat. value is ca €
37.000. 
PICTURES OF THE ENTIRE COLLECTION ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 8.000



P µ 473 15 � A very beautiful 20 c. red 1862 with large margins all around
showing most of the surrounding guide lines. Oval framed “BOGO-
TA”. Yvert = 1.400+. Cert. RPS, sign. A. Diena & Calves. SUPERB. 400

France
Numbers according to Yvert et Tellier

€uro
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Colombia
Please see also Lot # 1

P 474 13+14+ Very beautiful cover to Grobin near Libau in Latvia 1860 with  Empire 
16 � 10+20+40+40 c. with Paris date stamp 4. APR.1860 and dotted post-

mark L. German red transit stamp “Aus Frankreich per Aachen Franco
5.4”+ red PD, on reverse the seal flap is a bit roughly opened. 
RARE and VERY FINE 100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P µ475 Very extensive collection 1849-2005 in 5 Lighthouse
albums. Early section mostly used, specialized up
to ca 1920 and somewhat after. Starting with many
early stamps in various shades etc., mixed condi-
tion but many good copies. Further e.g. Phil.
Congress ** and other expensive stamps, good air-
mails incl. 50 fr. green ** etc. Almost complete and
later part to large extent **. Very high cat. value! 3.000

µ476 “Back of the book”. Extensive collection in a
Lighthouse album incl. good section Liberation,
telegraph & newspaper stamp, postage due,
“Annulé”, specimen, franchise “F.M.”, parcel post,
war, precancelled, Alsace Lorraine, general colonies
etc. Very interesting and high cat. value. Please
inspect! 1.000

477 � Collection 1849 - 1976 mostly used in an old French album incl. better
early stamps, however in mixed quality. 400

478 � Mostly used collection 1849 - 2000 in three albums as well as three
stockbooks with a quantity of duplicates as well as stamps that have
not yet been put into the main albums, including stamps up to 2015. 250

479 � Small box with ca 150 pre-philatelic covers mostly from the 1840s. 100

€uro
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Collections & Mixed Lots



French Colonies
µ 480 � PONDICHERRY (India) four covers and one front from French India

sent to France, two stampless. Beautiful and fresh. All on our website. 100

German States
Bavaria

€uro
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• P 481 38a ** 5 pf. bluish green Coat of Arms 1876 in a beautiful lower corner mar-
gin block of four. Mi=1.300. 100

Saxony
µ 482 �/ � The King issues 1851-56. Beautiful specialized collection in high quail-

ty incl. shades, cancellations, covers, one pre-printing fold etc. More or
less all with good margins and in good quality. Please inspect. 100

Schleswig-Holstein
Postal History

P 483 � Postal proclamation by Christian VI from 1734 regarding postage rates in
Denmark & Schleswig-Holstein, 700 notations on 29 pages. 
SCARCE ITEM. Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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Ex 484

Danish Period

P µ 484 2 I � Two copies 4 RBS Ferslew with scarce numeral canc. "71" SØNDER-
BURG and "80" AERESKJØBING". Especially unusual on Ferslew.
Both signed Møller. 100

P µ 485 � Small lot with 10 covers franked with 4 skilling used in Schleswig -
Holstein. Bid

Schleswig-Holstein Issues

P µ486 1 E ESSAY in black on white paper with yellow green
burelage. Krötzsch No. 6b and illustrated on plate
II in his handbook from 1897. Extremely rare and in
perfect condition. Sign. Jakubek & cert. Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 1.500

Margin Copy 1 Schilling

Lot # 487 µ
1a �

A fabulous copy 1 sch. with beautiful numeral “18” KIEL. Part of
sheet margin at bottom and three wide margins on the other sides.
Very rare in such quality. Cert. Møller. 

SUPERB
Provenance: Carl Aage Møller

€uro 4.000
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“The Ferrari Cover”

Lot # 488 µ
2a �

A wonderful cover with an excellent “insurrection”
canc. “19” tying the 2 schilling rose to the cover sent to
Hamburg 1851 with a beautiful side canc. at right. Basic
rate cover from the second rate period. Sign. Friedl. Certs
Jakubek & Møller.

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

Provenance:
Philippe la Rénotiére de Ferrari

Erich Weise
Carl Aage Møller

€uro 12.500



P 492 Bl.3 � OSTROPA 1935 in a beautiful minisheet with Königsberg special canc.
Some minor imperfections. Mi=1.100. Bid

German Colonies Collections
µ493 * Very fresh collection on Visir pages, most of the

good sets from 1900 are complete * a few stamps (*),
but we have also seen ** of the high values from
Marianen, Samoa and German Southwest Africa.
From Kiatschou there is also the set of 1905. Please
inspect. 500

494 */ � Nice and fresh little collection on 6 well filled Visir albums incl. some
good high values. Please inspect. 100

German Occupations
495 **/ � BOHEMIA & MORAVIA. Very clean and interesting collection **

with different types of margins and gutters. Also included are ca 95
covers/cards incl. many better usages, starting with some mostly
WWI Austrian period but mostly WWII German occupation. Please
inspect. 200

€uro
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Thurn & Taxis
• µ 489 �/ �/ � Specialized collection on 15 album pages incl. shades, cancellations,

multiples and many covers. Very interesting incl. some rare items,
e.g. 30 kr. orange nicely canc. sign. Pfenninger as well as on a regis-
tered cover with cert. Sommer. Also 15 kr. 1859 in a block of four,
small faults with cert. Sommer. The quality somewhat mixed and
margins as normal for this area. Please inspect! 500

Mixed German States Collections
µ490 Extensive collection almost complete up to ca 1870

much used incl. e.g. Baden 3 kr. 1862 perf. 13½,
Bavaria No. 1 with pen canc., Braunschweig 1852
cpl (3), Lübeck error “ZWEI EIN HALB” (*),
Oldenburg No. 1, Saxony No. 1 with light rep.
(cert.), Württemberg 18 kr. 1851 with superb blue
canc. etc. Also some covers. All available on our
website. Please inspect! 1.500

491 PRUSSIA & SAXONY. Small collections nicely mounted on album
pages and two stock pages with duplicates. Please inspect. Bid

German Reich



German Federal Republic
Collections & Mixed Lots

• 496 MHB 4-5 BOOKLET PANE SHEETS. Heuss 1955 in a complete sheet, one small 
** piece of the margin missing under one stamp, further Heuss 1958 com-

plete sheet + a full pane from the right side of the sheet with 5 booklet
panes. All very fresh and all booklet panes in perfect condition.
Mi=1.500. 100

497 ** BUNDESREPUBLIK 1949 -1995 in two Lighthouse
albums. Absolutely complete acc. to this album
incl. all minisheets etc. All very fresh and fine.
Unusual offer in this condition! 500

498 **/ */ � Collection on loose Schaubek album pages. A used part starting with
some American & British Zone 1945-48, Bund well filled 1949-77
(mostly with neat corner canc.). Also a less well filled **/* part Bund
1948-78, 1978-96 largely cpl. ** in subscription envelopes. Total Michel
cat. value is over € 5.000. 150

499 ** UNIFIED GERMANY 1995 - 2010. Complete collection i four elegant
Marini albums. Very high  face value! 250

Berlin

€uro
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Ex 500

• P µ 500 MHB 2 BOOKLET PANE SHEET 1952 various Berlin views and denomina-
** tions. Some split perfs, but very fresh and most booklet panes com-

plete. Mi=6.000. RARE. 300

501 ** Collection more or less complete 1948 - 1990 in two
beautfiul Marini albums. Only the UPU set 1949 is
* and 60 pf. missing. Otherwise all is ** incl. the
Berlin overprints and the first minisheet. 500

German Democratic Republic
502 ** Fantastic complete collection 1919 - 1990 in 7

modern top quality Lindner albums. Absolutely
complete acc. to the albums incl. all minisheets,
sheetlets as well as all the booklets. Further another
Lindner album with all the issued postal stationery.
Very rarely offered in such completeness! 500



Mixed German Collections & Lots
503 Three albums incl. one Davo album containing a used collection of

Federal Republic up to 1999 as well as Berlin up to 1989 well filled
except for the most expensive stamps. Also two albums with an accu-
mulation of various mostly older German area stamps. 200

504 Large duplicate stock from old estate in almost 20 thick abums.
Many different areas incl. colonies, occupations, a lot of local areas
after 1945 incl. Building issue etc. Many thousands of stamps. Must
be viewed! 500

µ 505 Two better minisheets, German Reich Ostropa 1935 with gum remo-
ved (very small wear on two corners) and Thüringen 1945 Christmas
(unused with a hardly visible 2 mm adhesion mark). 200

Great Britain
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons

€uro
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Rare V R Official 

Lot # 506 µ
V1 (*)

Very fine margined example of the very rare prepared
but not issued One Penny black official inscribed “V R”
in the top corners. Without gum and slight age toning.
SG £ 32.000. Cert. RPSL.

€uro 5.000



P µ 507 43 ** 1 Penny rose red, plate 191, in a never hinged block of 18. One stamp
with faults. 250

€uro
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Ex 511 Ex 512
P 510 5 � CANADA. A very beautiful cover with 3d. wove paper with extremely

large margins all around. SUPERB. 200

P µ 511 ** CANADA. Fine lot with various 1870s-80s Queen issues on stock
page incl. six blocks of four. All stamps appear to us to be never
hinged original gum after thorough inspection but no guarantee is
given as to that, please inspect. 200

P µ512 ** CANADA. Range of very fresh 1897 Jubilee 1/2 c -
50 c cpl. incl. duplicates of which some are in pairs
or strips. After thorough inspection all stamps
appear to us to be never hinged but no guarantee is
given as to that, please inspect.Total cat. value
according to Scott as never hinged is $7.355 500

P µ 508 � Cover sent to London franked with 1 penny red, there the stamp has
been partly overlapped with another 1 penny red canc. “LONDON DE
24 61” and the cover resent to a different address in Birmingham.
Various transit and arrival canc. on back, a picture is available on our
website. UNUSUAL. 100

British Commonwealth
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
Please see also Lots # 669, 670, 671 & 672

509 ** CHANNEL ISLANDS. Collection ** of Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney
on Visir pages in an album. Bid

510



P µ 517 15a+18a+ SEYCHELLES. Very interesting little group of surcharge varieties of 
20v etc. * the 1893 overprints incl. 3 c on 4 c and 15 con 16 c both with inverted

surcharge, 45 c / 48 c with “cents” omitted as well as “18 CENTS” on
48c from the 1896 overprints issue with shifted surcharge. The first
stamp with cert. RPSL, the second and the third with opinion
Holcombe. 200

€uro
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515 516

Ex 517

P 515 3 ** EGYPT THE SUEZ CANAL COMPANY 20 c. in a perfect corner block
of six with very large margins all around. Scarce in this condition.
EXCELLENT. 200

P 516 � INDIA. Incoming cover from Ireland franked with 1 shilling canc. 27
January 1942 with both Irish as well as British censor markings as well
as red oval O.A.T. handstamp (onward air transmission). Multiple Indian
transit and arrival handstamps from April 1942 on back. Bid

513 CANADA. Collection 1859 - 1989 in a Stanley Gibbons album, mostly
used. 100

µ 514 **/ */ � EGYPT. Collection 1867 - 1949 in large stockbook, often with stamps
both unused as well as used and often with several copies of each
stamp. Overall quality seems to be good. 400

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Mixed British Commonwealth

Lot # 518 µ
**/ */ �/ (*)

Very beautiful and exciting collection of Victorian era stamps
from various colonies incl. many unused blocks, proofs and
even some essays, housed in one large album. Included in
the collection is e.g. a strong section Ceylon 1857 onwards
(inc. 1857 6 d. on blued paper (S.G. No. 1), Mauritius with
interesting items, quite an extensive section Natal with e.g.
some high value revenues, New South Wales with e.g.
essays, proofs and post-issue die proofs, Queensland with
e.g. interesting proofs in blocks, South Australia with plate
proofs etc., Barbados with many beautiful early issues in
unused blocks etc. Much has been bought at well known
name sale auctions in the most recent years.

ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 15.000



P 521 P Imperf. black proof in block of four with empty space for the deno-
mination. Large size, picture 24 x 29 mm, for fiscals which were
based on the stamp design. Ex. Sabattini. SCARCE. 300

P 522 P Imperf. black proof in pair with empty space for the denomination.
Large size, picture 24 x 36 mm, for fiscals, which were based on the
stamp design. Ex. Sabattini. SCARCE. 200
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519 **/ */ � An album containing an interesting range of mostly older Canada and
provinces but also some early Great Britain as well as some from vari-
ous colonies. Also a stockbook filled with Canadian duplicates in
quantities from 1870s - 1880s Queen stamps up to ca 1950s. 100

Guatemala

521 522

Ex 523

P 520 1 (*) Beautiful “gutter block” of eight of 1 centavo imperforate first issue. A
fold in the middle of the gutter. SCARCE. Bid

Haiti

P µ 523 P Imperforate proof in large format, picture 24 x 29 mm. Four different:
2 c. blue, 9 c. orange, 20 c. red and 20 c. black. Ex. Sabattini. SCARCE. 400



P 526 8F **/ * POSTAL FORGERY of 2 cents violet in perf. 16.
VERY RARE BLOCK OF TWENTY. Ex. Sabattini. 750

µ524 4 * COMPLETE SHEET RECONSTRUCTION of 5
cents green. All 50 copies with full margins and in
good quality incl. two pairs and one strip of four.
Ex. Sabattini. 1.000

µ525 5 **/ * COMPLETE SHEET RECONSTRUCTION of 7
cents blue. All 50 copies with full margins and in
good quality. Often very large margins and except
for two stamps all are in multiples, mostly in
blocks incl. one of 10 stamps. Ex. Sabattini. 
EXTREMELY FRESH. 1.500

€uro
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Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P 528 10 � Double rate cover to Germany 1887 with 5 c. in 3rd printing in a
block of four. Some worn perfs due to the placement on the cover. Ex.
Sabattini. VERY RARE. 500
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Imperforate at Right

Lot # 527 µ
10 �

Exceptional cover to Marseille with 5 c. in a vertical pair imperf. at
right “PORT-AU-PRINCE 4 FEVR 87”. Cert. Moorhouse. 

VERY RARE

Provenance:
Hennan

Bruno Sabattini

€uro 2.000



P µ 529 � Interesting small specialized collection of the 1871 issue arranged by
printing. One cover is included as well as a small piece with 2 kr
(type VIII) & 3 kr. (type II) lithograph canc. “SEGESVÁR 29.x 71”
with cert. Ferenc Orbán. Please see pictures on our website. 300

µ 530 Very well filled collection 1871-1982 in 4 albums. Early part mostly
used and later unused. Incl. many good classic stamps as well as many
good modern issues and minisheets. Please inspect. 250

Italian States
Modena

µ 531 Extensive specialized collection on album pages incl. unused, used,
shades, multiples, covers, varieties etc. Mostly mounted and descri-
bed. Incl. good items like 10 c. error “CNET” both with and without
dot *, the latter one sign. E. Diena, the rare 40 c. variety “CE6T” cut
into on a large part of a cover, with cert. RPS. Please inspect! 250

Sardinia

Hungary
€uro
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Ex 529

P µ 532 16 **/ * MISSING VALUE FIGURE “1”. A very fresh and beautiful block of
four of 1 c. 1861. Sass. No. 19h presumably from proofs or incomplete
printings. Cert. Bottacchi. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250



P 533 2 � Beautiful piece with a pair of 1 grana plate II with a perfectly placed
canc. and a Palermo side canc. SUPERB. 100

P 534 4 * Extremely fresh 5 grana vermillion plate II with very light hinge trace.
Sass. No. 11a = 1.250. Sign. Sorani, 100

Mixed Italian States Collections & Lots

Sicily

• P µ 535 � Very interesting lot of ca 40 covers incl. many good ones, e.g. Papal
States ½ b. No. 1 single on cover and three covers with Sardinian and
Italian stamps mixed, a Sardinian shipletter with 40 + 80 c. etc. Some
covers can be viewed on our website. Please inspect! 500

Italian Kingdom
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534

Ex 535

536 Ex 537

533

P 536 9 � Very beautiful piece with pair of 10 c. 1862 “CASSANO 12 GEN 63”.
Mi=550+. SUPERB. 100

P µ 537 682-704 Democracy 1945-48 cpl (23). The two top values, 30 & 100 lire well cen-
** tered and with cert. Raybaudi. 150



Italian Colonies & Areas
µ 538 ** Isole Italiane dell Egeo 1930-1945. Very fine MNH stamp lot (19) inclu-

ding 1932 Garibaldi air mail set (Mi 98-104) etc. Very good quality,
please inspect. 200

µ 539 ** Jubaland (Oltre Guiba) 1925-1926. Very fine MHN stamp lot (19) inclu-
ding 2,50 lire high values. Very good quality, please inspect. 200

Japan
µ540 **/ * Very extensive collection unused 1915 - 1992, large

part **. Containing many good sets and minisheets
e.g. 1923 the “earthquake issue” (9), Airmail 1929
(4), most of the National Parks issues 1936 onwards
incl. minisheets Mi. Bl. # 2-8 ** and later ones, as
well as the sport issues in blocks of four 1947
onwards, portraits 1949-52 (18), Airmail 1950 (5) **
etc. Further many booklets and minisheets incl. Mi.
Bl. # 9 1946, # 29 1949, # 32 1950, # 38 1951 etc. Not
all, but many pages on our website. High cat. value! 2.000

• 541 **/ */ � Extensive collection 1874 - 1995 in 8 beautiful Japanese albums incl.
early stamps with beautiful canc. Also some earlier, but from ca 1915
much unused incl. some **, e.g. Mi. Nos 125-26, 161-60 without gum
as issued, Bl. 1 * some toning, other minisheets incl. a few National
Park, Bl. 9 and most after that ** incl. Bl. 28-29, 32, sport blocks of
four,  other good sets from this period incl. Mi. 494-98 and others.
Please inspect! 500

Luxembourg
Please see also Lot # 666

€uro
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542 543

P µ 542 4 � Very beautiful copy 2 c. black with light and well placed grid canc.
of Larochette. A rare canc. on a stamp that is scarce in good quality.
Cert. Goebel. SUPERB. 300

P 543 8 � Bautiful corner margin copy from lower right corner “LUXEMBOURG
25 SEPT. 64”. Mi=350++. Sign. Goebel & Richter. SUPERB. 150

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 546 1a � Exceptional 1860 10 kopek blue & rose with ideal cancellation of
four concentric circles + “183” from ROKICINY. SUPERB 300

P 547 1b � Very beautiful 10 kopek dark blue & rose with ideal cancellation of
four concentric circles + “282” from KIBARTY. SUPERB. 300

P 548 1 � A very beautiful piece with 10 kopek and a beautiful numeral “1” from
Warzaw. SUPERB. 150

€uro
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546 547 548

Mexico

P 544 4Ba � GUADALAJARA 1867 2 r. black on white paper on a beautiful cover
to Aguasalientes “GUADALAJARA APRL 8 1867”. EXCELLENT. 200

Netherlands

P µ 545 6 � Very beautiful cover 1866 to Dunkerque in France with two copies 15
c. nicely canc. “FRANCO”. Cert. Vlemming. Bid

Poland



P 549 1a � Very beautiful little cover with 10 kopek blue &
rose from ALEXANDROW to WARSAW.
Cancelled with ideal postmark “102” (in four con-
centric circles) of “ZWIERZYNIEC” “ with additio-
nal “ALEXANDROW POGRANICZNY 12/3” and
“WARSCHAVA 12/3” on the back. Also red boxed
5/2 in the front and 5/P on the back. VERY FINE. 1.000
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P 550 1a � Very beautiful little cover with 10 kopek blue & rose
from LOWICZ to WARSAW. Cancelled with ideal
postmark “1?3” (in four concentric circles) with addi-
tional “LOWICZ 28/3” and “WARSCHAVA 29/3” on
the back. Dated in content 28.3.1863. VERY FINE. 1.000

P 551 1a � Very beautiful little cover with 10 kopek blue &
rose from WARSAW to ST PETERSBURG.
Cancelled with beautiful postmark “1” (in four
concentric circles) of “WARSAW” with additional
“WARSCHAVA 13/11”. VERY FINE. 800



P 555 1 � Beautiful 5 reis with very large margins. Mi=1.200. Sign. Bühler. 200

P 556 3 � Exceptional 50 reis with very good even margins and perfect “1”
Lisbon. Sign. A. Diena, Oliva, Senf & Pfenninger. Mi=1.300+.
SUPERB. 400

P µ 557 4 � ACORES. A very beautiful 50 reis with very good margins and a
well placed numeral “50” PONTA DELGADA, Acores. Mi=2.600+.
Cert. Inexfip. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 600

µ 558 Bl 3 ** Stamp Anniversary 1940, 14 minisheets in good quality. Mi=2.240. 150

Romania

P µ 559 2 � A very beautiful 54 parale with light green-blue “MOLDOVA
20.10”. Rep. by adding paper on part of the back only. Mi=5.000.
Cert. Heimbüchler, sign. Schleisinger & Bühler. 400
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P 552 R  19x+ Very beautiful folded letter to London with  two copies of Russia 3 
21x � kopek and one 10 kop horizontally laid paper. Sent 23.1.1875 from

WARSAW and red arr. pmk “LONDON PAID 25.1.1875” on the front.
Interesting usage of Russian stamps in Poland. VERY FINE. 100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 553 � Interesting selection on a Visir page. Starting with Poland number 1

and Russia number 2 with superb cancellation “1”. Also Russian
stamps used in Poland and a folded cover 1870 with 10 kopek hori-
zontally laid paper from Warsaw to Elzbietow with boxed “1” +
FRANCO and boxed LOCHOW on the back. Please inspect!. 400

554 **/ */ � Interesting selection on 25 stock cards.  Covering 1918-1960 with the
main value in the first issues. Some of the overprints are signed and
also some “back of the book” issues are included. Please inspect. 200

Portugal

555 556 557



Russia
Please see also Lots # 667 & 668

€uro
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561 562 563560

P µ 560 1 � Very beautiful and full margined copy of 10 kopek. Cancelled with
large boxed postmark. Cert. Ferchenbauer. VERY FINE. 300

P 561 1 � Beautiful 10 kop with vertical strike of two line postmark . Good mar-
gins all around. VERY FINE. 300

P 562 1 � Beautiful 10 kopek with wide margins and neat manuscript ink cross.
VERY FINE. 200

P 563 1 � Very beautiful and wide margined copy of 10 kopek. Neat manuscript
ink cross. VERY FINE. 200

P 564 2 � Very beautiful folded letter to Jakobstad Finland with 10 kop perf
14½ x 15. Cancelled with red boxed “St. Petersburg 16 APR 1858” and
with rare experimental numeral postmark of St. Petersburg. Dobin
No. 2 with large “1” and dots very close to the number. Vertical fold
not affecting the stamp. Rare usage. Ex. Fabergé. VERY FINE. 300

P µ565 3y � A very beautiful 20 kopek 1858 on thin paper with
watermark variety; strongly shifted. Beautiful c.d.s.
“NIKOLAJEW 10 MAY 1865”. Mi=2.000++. Cert.
Ebnet. SUPERB. 400

µ 566 5 � Very fine selection of five covers 1861 -1866 with 10 kopek perf 12½.
Postmarks from RIGA and ST PETERSBURG. VERY FINE GROUP. 100

564 565



P 570 23x ** Exceptional block of six of 30 kopek rose/green on
horizontally laid paper with the lower sheet corner
margin. Never hinged and extremely fresh.
SUPERB & SCARCE. 500
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P 567 10+14+ Very interesting cover with mixed franking 3 kop perf 12½ and 5 and 
16 � 20 kopek perf 14½ x 15 forming 28 kopek rate to France. Dated in con-

tent 16.7.1866 cancelled with railway post office postmark “1” in St.
Petersburg,  SPB-Warsaw post wagon cancellation 17.7.1866 , AUS
RUSSLAND FRANCO 30.7 + P.D. + PRUSSE ERQUELINES 1.8. 
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 200

P 568 18y+19y Very fine and interesting printed matter with 1 and 3 kopek vertically 
� laid paper from RIGA 13.7.1872 via AACHEN to GRENOBLE (29.7)

forming the special 4 kopek printed matter rate. 100

P 569 19x+ Very fine cover with 3 kopek and 5 kopek horizontally laid paper 
20x+21y together with two copies of 10 kopek vertically laid paper forming 28 
� kopek rate from ST PETERSBURG 1. OCT 1871 to MONTPELLIER in

France (18 OKT). Red boxed “P.D”, transit and arrival markings.
Horizontal fold not affecting the stamps. 100

568 569



P 574 56y � Very beautiful used block of nine of 7 rubel on vertically laid paper.
Canc. “TASHKENT 22.8.1916”. SUPERB 100

µ 575 72IAa S SPECIMEN perforated “OBRASETS” on a beautiful margin strip of
five of 20 kopek 1911 + a strip of five with heavily shifted groundwork.
SCARCE PAIR. 100
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• P 572 38y � Fine used copy of 3,50 rubel on vertically ribbed paper. Mi=800. Bid

P µ 573 47x+ Very beautiful letter to Netherlands with 3 kopek and 7 kop verti-
49x+ cally laid paper with addition of 2 kopek perforation 11½ from 
W 11 � Wenden. Cancelled “25.X.1896  WENDEN” and at arrival “ZALT-

BOMMEL 9.NOV.96” on the back. Interesting mixed usage of
Russian stamps in Wenden. Cert. Sismondo. VERY FINE. 200

P 571 30Aa � Extremely beautiful printed matter with 2 kopek from St. Petersburg
as ship mail via Sweden to Grimstad in Norway. Cancelled STOCK-
HOLM 12.8.1884. SUPERB 200

573571



P 577 114 * Very beautiful pair of 20 on 14 kopek Katharina II with strongly shifted
overprint. Lightly hinged and some brownish  spots on the gum.
VERY FINE 100

P 578 � RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR General Wrangel army camp mail from Gallipoli
9 Mai 1921 to Constantinople, franked with 10.000 roubles overprint on
7 kopek Ukrainian stamp, opening tear at back. VERY FINE. Bid

Collections & Lots
µ 579 � Nice selection of 8 items with vertically laid paper, Mi. Nos 20y, 23y,

25y, 44yB, 55y, 56y, 61A and 62A. Mi=700+. VERY FINE GROUP. 100

µ 580 **/ */ � Interesting selection of Romanov and emergency money stamps on
blocks with revolution overprints from March 1917. Seven blocks of
four  with “two swords” (one inverted and one used!) and four  lar-
ger blocks with “ISVESTIJA” overprint. Rare group. 300

µ 576 77 **/ * Interesting selection on a Visir page of 1 Rubel specialities in sing-
les and blocks. Proof GROUNDWORK GREEN and double print of
the frame. Shifted center, strongly shifted groundwork, double
groundwork as shifted. Please inspect. 200
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577 578

581 Ex 582
P 581 **/ * SPECIMEN cancelled “OBRASETS” on a beautiful strip of eight of 5

Rubel revenue stamp. SCARCE 100

P 582 � POSTAL STATIONERY lot of well above 50 items mainly before 1900,
mostly used and large part sent abroad. Some with additional franking
incl. a beautiful one sent to Cuba 1891.  Further some old unused
Serbian postal stationery. Please inspect. 150

Russian SFSR
µ 583 170a ** Provisional 1922 250+250 r. blue in block of nine with the surcharge

strongly displaced to the left. VERY FINE & SCARCE Bid

µ 584 211A/F RSFSR 100 rubel orange red very fine never hinged sheet of 25 with 70 
** rubel orangered (210 AF) included. Hinged in the sheet corners only, a

few stamps affected. Perf. splits in one margin. VERY FINE Bid

P 585 243 S ** SPECIMEN perforated “OBRASETS” on a beautiful margin strip of
five of 2 kopek 1924. SCARCE. 100



P 589 527 * Moscow - San Francisco flight 1935. Very fine lightly hinged copy of
10 kopek with red overprint. Two old signatures 300

P 590 1526Uo ** Very fine mint never hinged copy of 50 kopek Issaak Lewitan with
imperforated sheet margin at top. SUPERB 100

591 Bl 33 ** Tokyo Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE. 100

µ 592 5694-97 WWF Polar Bear set in mint never hinged small sheets (4). Mi=650.
Klb ** 200

Collections Mixed Russia & Soviet Union
µ593 Very fine mint (hinged and MNH) collection 1875-

1960 in a thick stockbook, including good issues
like Mi. Z1-4, 212-4, 339-353, 336-8 A/B, 390-1 A, 402-
5 B, 414-420, 448-9, 528-531, 637-645, 657-664, 763-
779, 827-8, 883-4, 1252-8, 1275-85, 1601-5 etc. Michel
over € 7500, when * counted at 50%.
VERY GOOD QUALITY! 1.500

µ 594 � Very fine mainly used collection from 1858-1960 in a large stock-
book. Imperial Russia with Mi. 18y, 20y, 23y, 25y etc. Soviet period
including good issues like Mi. 483-7, 494-8, 499-508, 814-820, 1527-
1534 etc. Please inspect. 500
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Soviet Union
µ 586 363A-C+ Pioneer meeting 1929 10 and 14 kopek mint never hinged and additio-

364A ** nal 10 kopek with perforations B and C also MNH. Scarce group. 100

• P 587 � Very interesting postal stationery card with added franking sent regis-
tered from Moscow to Sweden via Great Britain where it has been cen-
sored and an “O.A.T. handstamp applied for onward transmission by
air. Soviet and British censor markings. SCARCE. 100

µ 588 513-22 * Spartakiad 1935 beautiful cpl set (10). 150

589 590



P µ 598 2 I � Zürich 6 rp. in a very beautiful copy with vertical lines in very clear
background printing. Very good margins all around. Mi=1.600. Cert.
von der Weid. SUPERB. 300

P 595 **/ * Interesting collection 1929-1954 in a stockbook, many good sets and
minisheets incl. airmail 1937, Mi. Bl. 3 **. 400

San Marino

€uro
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Ex 595

Ex 596

P µ 596 23-25 ** Government Building 1894 cpl (3) in exceptionally well centered
and never hinged blocks of four. Extremely rare in this condition as
this issue is normally off centered. EXCELLENT. 600

Spanish Colonies
µ 597 � CUBA. Lot with 27 covers 1860s up to ca 1900 incl. 17 with 1/2 reales

Spanish Antilles. 150

Switzerland



P µ 599 2 II � A wonderful piece with Zürich 6 rp. with horizontal lines in very
clear background printing. The stamp has been taken off the piece
and been put back with a hinge. Mi=1.500+. Certs Zumstein &
Rellstab. SUPERB. 300

P µ 600 4 � Geneva 1846 Large Eagle in a very beautiful copy with a well placed
canc. Pos. 71 with part of sheet margin at left. Mi=1.600. Ex. Alma Lee.
Sign. Köhler, certs Hunziker & BPB, Basel. VERY FINE. 250
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599 600

P µ601 5 � Geneva 1848. Large Eagle 5 c. in a spectacular copy
with large margins all around and an excellent
rosette canc. Mi=2.800+. Ex. Alma Lee. Sign. Thier,
certs Hunziker & BPB, Basel. EXCELLENT. 750

P µ602 1 � BASEL DOVE 2 ½ rp. 1845 in a very beautiful copy
with full margins on three sides and barely tou-
ching at top. Light red Basel canc. and on back
somewhat thin. A rare stamp printed very closely
and it is estimated that only 10 % have full margins
on all sides. Mi=11.000 (for full margins on two
sides). Cert. Scheller. 1.000



P µ 604 2 � Very beautiful cover with WAADT 5 cents with a well placed rosette
canc and very good margins. Cert. Zumstein. SUPERB. 800
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P µ 603 2b � WAADT 5 c.1849  black and brown red on a very beautiful piece
with light canc. and at side “GENEVE 7 Janv 51”. Mi=1.800+. Certs
Fulpius & Kimmel. VERY FINE. 400

P µ605 3 � NEUENBURG 5 c. 1851 on a wonderful piece with a
light canc. in blue. Very good margins all around.
Mi=3.800+. Cert. von der Weid. SUPERB 750

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



P µ 608 I-III ** Well centered mint never hinged set of the 1912 Pro-Juventute fore-
runners. Mi=950. 100

P 609 114+II � Postcard to Romania bearing 10 c postage stamp as well as 10 cts gre-
en Pro-Juventute forerunner of 1912 each canc. “GENEVE 6.1 1913”,
arrival canc. on front. Mi=750. 100

Collections & Mixed Lots
µ610 **/ */ � Extensive collection with duplicates 1850 - 1950

neatly arranged in three 64 page stockbooks incl.
various back of the book and international organi-
zations etc. Overall quality is very good, many
stamps with nice cancellations etc. Extremely high
cat. value. Careful personal inspection recommen-
ded. ALL SCANNED ON OUR WEBSITE. 4.000

611 **/ */ � Collection in four extremely beautiful special
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. The first part
with regular issues 1850 - 1976 mixed unused and
used (seems cpl. ca 1907-76). The second part very
well filled with airmails, Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria (mixed unused and used). The third part
with a cpl. unused section Pro Juventute and Pro-
Patria. The fourth part with various back of book
sections and international organizations, some sec-
tions are very well filled. Total Michel cat. value is
ca € 27.000. 2.500

612 � Used collection 1862 - 2000 on Schaubek pages in a beautiful
Leuchtturm album. Also two thick stockbooks with stamps that are yet
to be placed in the main album, as well as duplicates. Total Michel cat.
value ca € 9.000 according to the consignor. 500
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609

606 607

Ex 608

P µ 606 5 I � ORTS-POST 2 ½ rp. 1850 with lines around the cross. Good margins all
around and well placed “PP” canc. Mi=1.500. Certs Hunziker & RPS.
VERY FINE. 250

P 607 7 II � RAYON I 5 rp. 1850 in an exceptional copy “PP”. EXCELLENT. 150



P µ 618 35 ** 1876 25 pi. in a never hinged large block of 40. Mi. for * 1.200+++. 100
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P µ 613 * Group of four better Sitting Helvetia (Strubel) stamps, unused with
gum. All signed on the back. High cat. value. Please see pictures of
both sides on our website. 300

µ 614 � SITTING HELVETIA imperforate, lot of 13 beautiful copies, all with
superb or excellent cancellations. Please inspect! 200

µ 615 � Interesting lot up to ca 1905 on stock cards, mainly used stamps,
starting with some rare early issues in 2nd quality and forgeries fol-
lowed by a nice little selection sitting Helvetia and the later issues
in shades perforations etc. Please check for specialities. Somewhat
mixed condition. 250

µ 616 */ � Lot with early stamps on a stock page incl. many of the Strubel issue,
mixed quality. Bid

µ 617 � Lot with ca 100 covers from 1860s-70s franked with Sitting Helvetia
stamps, a very good variety of values and some interesting usages
noted. 200

Turkey

Ex 613

Ex 618

P 619 209I ** Provisional “MONASTIR”  overprint 1911 on 2½ p. from 1905 issue in
a very fresh block of six, never hinged, one short perf. Mi=720+++. 200



P µ 620 2 � Beautiful express cover franked with 10 c. clear to large margins. The
stamp with red grid canc., red “EXPRESS MAIL BOSTON AUG 24”
alongside. Ink notation “unpaid 10” which is presumably the
express fee paid by the receiver. Seal removed from back. Cert.
Philatelic Foundation. 1.000

Collections & Mixed Lots
µ621 � Collection 1847 - 1965 mainly used and almost com-

plete according to the Lindner modern hingeless
album. Sometimes extra stamps in early part incl.
nice canc. etc. Starting with two # 1 partly small,
but full margins, followed by many other good
stamps and high values. Many early pages on our
website. Good 1869 issue incl. 90 c. and some good
values (*), Columbus cpl, Mississippi to $ 1 etc.
Further a lot of coil specialities, though no airmail
or “back of the book”. Please inspect! 1.500

µ 622 **/ * Collection in three Lighthouse hingeless albums 1869-1994. Starting
with 24 c. 1869, probably regummed, then not much until Columbus
up to 50 c. and a well centered $ 5, but regummed, Mississippi up to
10 c. and some other good sets, after 1920 very well filled incl. air-
mail etc. Please inspect. 500

µ 623 Exceptional duplicate lot of old stamps on cards, mostly used. Incl.
Scott Nos 70-71, 118-19, 121, 240, 261 * (small thin), 291 etc. Also vari-
ous beautiful fancy cancellations. Also a few covers. Should be
checked for shades, specialities etc.. A few cards on our web. 300

624 **/ */ � Collection in three Leuchtturm albums, the first one sparsely filled in
the older part but fairly well filled ca 1940s-76 * and used, the other
two albums very well filled ** 1976-95. 150

625 ** MARSHALL ISLANDS. Very fine WWII thematic collection, two
albums containing cacheted FDCs as well as two albums containing **
blocks of four with margin inscriptions from the period 1989-1995. 100

United States
Numbers according to Scott

€uro
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626 Remainder lot from US collector’s estate incl. a few small remainder
collections, one with Columbus $ 1 & $ 2, stockbooks, duplicates,
also older ones incl Columbus & Mississippi, some modern face
value in blocks and sheets. Please inspect! 300

Vatican
µ627 Extensive duplicate stock of medium and better

singles and sets. Unused mostly **, but also some
used. E.g. a ** set provisionals 1934 with cert.
Raybaudi + various good single values, some sig-
ned, further good ** singles and sets from 1930s, as
well as many good ** from end of 1940 and begin-
ning of 1950s. E.g. two ** Airmail 1948 500 l. one
with cert., three minisheets 1952 etc. Only a part can
be viewed on our web. Very high cat. value. Please
inspect! 1.250

Europe Collections & Lots
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Europe Collection up to circa 1880

Lot # 628 µ
�

An exceptional collection in used condition and containing only clas-
sic early issues  up to ca 1880. E.g. good sections of Belgium, Great
Britain, France, Greece, Netherlands, Very good Portugal with beau-
tiful complete first issue + a reprint 1863 of 100 reis, Switzerland,
Serbia, Turkey, Austria etc. All available on our website.

Please inspect!

€uro 2.000



P µ 630 **/ */ �/ Exciting little lot containing only better singles, sets as well as one 
� cover from various European countries e.g. two used copies

Denmark 2 RBS Thiele (one with faults), Berlin cpl. ** set with red
overprints (no sign.), Baden beautiful cover with three copies of Mi.
No. 1, German Reich 12 Gr. with Constantinople ink canc.,
Netherlands Queen Juliana cpl. ** set 1949-51 etc. Very high cat.
value and nearly all items are in very good quality. Please see pictu-
res on our website. 600

631 Remainder lot from collector of classic stamps incl. some good
Sweden, Switzerland (also forgeries), Germany, Donau steamship
stamps etc. Please inspect. 200

632 **/ */ � Carton containing 6 stockbooks or albums mostly with poorly
arranged collections of various European countries e.g. Italy, Great
Britain, Austria, Netherlands etc. 200

633 **/ � Mixed lot in a carton containing various ** subscription material in
quantities in glassines and stockbooks, some Nordic year sets incl.
Finland 1999-2009 (as well as some older ones), ** thematic sets, ** sub-
scription collection of paintings (Rubens) in 4 beautiful albums, an old
collection of Great Britain on album pages etc. 250

634 ** Modern ** sets and minisheets from subscription from collector’s
estate. France ca 1972-1995 (large part in a stockbook), German
Federal Republic ca 1972-1995 incl. many of the invoices from
“Bundespost” as well as Liechtenstein ca 1983-1994 in blocks of four.
Please inspect! Bid

635 � PICTURE POSTCARDS. Collection in an old beautiful large album
with more than 250 unused pictures postcards from the period 1910-
30. Many castles and famous buildings, also motifs from the war etc.
Mostly French, Italian and German. Please inspect. 100
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629 **/ */ � Two albums, one containing a rather poorly filled collection of old
Poland and the other one a collection of Yugoslavia and areas with
some interesting content. 100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



All World
Collections

µ 636 OUTSIDE of EUROPE before 1900. Collection on Visir pages from
various countries incl. good sections from Brazil, some India,
Newfoundland, British Columbia, Province of Canada etc. Please
inspect. 500

637 */ �/ (*) Old album with privately prepared album pages containing a collec-
tion of countries and areas N through S mostly before 1910 incl. many
medium and better priced stamps, however in very mixed quailty. 200

638 **/ � OLYMPICS. Large moving carton containing 11 mostly large and
thick albums with a large but disorganized collection of various
Olympic games, large quantity of different ** sets and minisheets as
well as topical covers, some old postcards and other interesting
Olympic ephemera. 400

639 **/ � RED CROSS. Large collection of ** sets, minisheets and in many cases
FDC’s from all around the world housed in 16 albums in two cartons. 300

640 **/ � WORLD MINISHEETS. Large collection of **
minisheets from all over the world in a large num-
ber of albums in four large cartons. The material is
mostly from ca 1950s onwards up to ca 2013 but
includes some older material as well, also included
are some stockbooks with ** thematic sets. 800

• 641 A remainder all world collection with larger part modern issues in 3
thick albums and more than 10 small ones. Reasonable sections from
e.g. Austria, China, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Great Britain, Japan etc. Bid

• µ642 � O.A.T. MARKINGS. Extensive collection of airmail
items from the late 1930s through the late 1960s
bearing O.A.T. (onward air transmission) markings
in various forms, ca 190 covers in three albums. The
collection starts with some forerunners items from
Dutch East Indies with various explanatory cachets
sent to various countries, a 1941 cover from
Grenada with an explanatory label sent to Great
Britain, various covers with manuscript O.A.T. mar-
kings, then mostly sorted by type of O.A.T. hands-
tamp according to Heifetz handbook. Among better
items noted are e.g. the rare type XIIIb on cover
from South Africa to Sweden and a beautiful wrap-
per sent from Gambia to Switzerland in 1950. Better
originating countries include: Antiqua, Bahamas,
Bermuda, Falkland Is., Fiji, Gambia, Iceland (seve-
ral), Southern Rhodesia (several), Sharjah, Tonga,
Trinidad & Tobago, SWA (three) etc. The handbook
of Murray Heifetz is included. Ex. Elíasson. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 3.000
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Mixed Lots & Accumulations
643 **/ */ Stockbook (16 pages) containing a mixture of different countries and 

�/ (*) areas incl. an interesting 4 page section of scarcely seen 19th century
German private local stamps etc. Bid

• 644 Remainder collections and duplicates from an old estate, e.g. a col-
lection France incl. PEXIP minisheet, German Empire incl. Zeppelin
and a specialized collection INFLA, a thematic collection
Steamships in two albums incl. covers etc., Austria classic duplicate
lot incl. beautiful cancellations and small collection incl. surroun-
ding areas etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

645 Large carton containing a large number of albums and stockbooks
with mostly older collections and duplicates from various mostly
European countries incl. much German Reich and areas,
Switzerland, selection of classic France etc. 500

646 Large carton filled with collections, mostly in
albums and stockbooks. Much Scandinavia incl. a
complete Iceland 1944-80 **, but also other various
countries, all world, thematics etc. Please inspect! 750

647 � Carton containing a quantity of covers and cards in various small boxes
and envelopes. Much Sweden from ca 1890s to 1930s incl. postal sta-
tionery and post cards, interesting bundles from post-WWII Italy etc. Bid

648 Carton containing e.g. ** thematic stamps in albums, Swedish booklets
and FDCs, 19th century Canadian duplicates in quantities etc. Bid

649 **/ � Carton containing various albums and small boxes with e.g. **
minisheets from various countries incl. some older ones, large number
of cpl. ** sets incl. a stock of mostly thematic sets and minisheets from
Abania and Greenland mostly (in blocks of four). Also superb cancel-
lations on early to modern stamps mostly from various European
countries, stockbook with ** and used Danish Postal Ferry stamps in
blocks of four etc. 400

650 � POSTAL STATIONERY, interesting lot in small box, mainly old ones
from FRENCH & PORTUGUESE COLONIES, to large extent different
ones, mainly unused. Please inspect. 100
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Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P 651 � Beautiful and interesting courier cover sent to admiral Clas Flemming
“ou il sera” (where he will be) with “Cito Cito Cito” for fast transport.
Noted to have been received by the Admiralty on 22.6 1644 on the
back. Backflap missing on one side. 150

P 652 � Crown post cover with content from “Malmö lands Contoir” dated
May 10th 1770, sent to Wanstad. Bid
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651 652

Sweden
Saturday 22 September

10.00 hrs

Excellence up to the 1930s

Besides a few important consignments of the Skilling Banco issue
including some spectacular rarities, we are especially proud to start,
as part of this auction, the sale of an overwhelming collection of extre-
mely beautiful Swedish single stamps, both never hinged as well as
used, mint or mostly never hinged blocks of four, even complete coil
rolls and sheets. The collection has been entrusted us by a collector, a
true connoisseur, who wanted only the very best for his collection,
always searching for extremely fresh copies in superb or excellent 
centering. Many of the stamps rated 5, 5, 5 in this auction originate
from this collection, quite a few more such stamps and other impor-
tant objects are to come in our upcoming auctions. We hope that you
will enjoy viewing these items as much as we have enjoyed working
with them!

Prephilately
Please see also Lots # 2, 3 & 4



P 653 � Judicial document from 1812 with two embossed “Charta Sigillata”
stamps with handstamped signatures of Borgstedt (1811-17) in the
values 8 schilling & 1 1/3 riksdaler. The latter is graded as R in Facit
2015. SCARCE. 150

P 654 � Crown post feather letter with full content dated January 26 1829 sent
to Broby. Bid

P 657 � Unusual registered cover with straight line canc. “RUNNEBY”. Postal
2.500+. 100

P 658 � Combination mail cover forwarded with the normal post as a free let-
ter from Skara to Lidköping canc. with straight line “SKARA”, from
there by Crown letter carrier to Kyrkebo and presumably by crown
bailiff Carlsson to Gyllencreutz in Vänsjö, as per the endorsement. 100

P 659 � Superb “SÖLFVITSBORG” straight line canc. on cover inside dated in
pencil 11 Sept. 1827, sent to Wexiö. Postal 2.000. Bid
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P µ 655 � Military feather letter from 1837 sent to the Kålland military company
in Rangstorp with a single white feather on back. Sent from Råda.
SCARCE. 100

P 656 � Crown post cover with three strikes of very unusual crown cancella-
tion sent from Mörrum 30.7 1857 to Rosendahl. 250

657 658 659

654

655 656

653



P 665 � Beautiful prephilatelic cover with boxed “NORRKÖPING 29.11 1852”
in blue ink. Postal 2.500. Bid

Covers Sent Abroad
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P 660 � Very beautiful “CARLSHAMN 25.1 1838” type II arc canc. on cover.
Postal 2.000. SUPERB. Bid

P 661 � Scarce “RUNNEBY 24.11 1836” type II arc canc. on cover. Postal
6.000. 150

P 662 � Beautiful “SÖLFVITSBORG 9.8 1831” type II arc canc. on cover sent to
Christianstad. Cpl. wax seal on back. Postal 3.500. SCARCE. 100

P 663 � Beautiful cover with “SÖLFVITSBORG 6.1 1855” boxed canc. type II in
blue ink. Postal 3.500. SCARCE. 100

P 664 � Interesting free letter with “TROSA 10.12 1832” arc canc. where the date
has been written by hand. Postal 1.500++. 100

660 661 662

663 664

P µ 666 41+42 � Postal stationery envelope 10 öre sent to Luxembourg additionally fran-
ked with two copies of 3 öre as well as a single 4 öre canc. “NORRKÖ-
PING 17.8 1890”. Various transit and arrival canc. on back. Two of the
stamps with some perf. faults due to placement. SCARCE. Bid



P µ 672 � Very interesting postal stationery card sent from St. Helena by a
Swedish prisoner of war (Boer War). The card dated 19.3. 1901, canc.
“ST. HELENA AP 9 01” and arrival canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.5” (1901).
Straight line  “DEAD WOOD CAMP” as well as POW censor hand-
stamps on front. RARE ITEM. 200

P 673 � Cover sent from the Swedish Jerusalem Society in Palestine to Sweden
in 1926. Bid
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P 669 � Postcard from Cape of Good Hope franked with 1 penny, arrival canc.
“MALMÖ 22.12.02”. Octagonal 15c postage due handstamp applied as
well as “Lösen 24 öre” on arrival. Bid

P µ 670 � Interesting registered cover sent from S. W. Africa to the Red Cross
Prisoner of War Committee in Sweden canc. “TSUMEB 17. DEC 18”.
Multiple censor markings. 100

P µ 671 � Censored airmail cover sent from New Guinea to Sweden canc. “WAU
18 MAY 40”. Red cork handstamp at upper left stated to be the a fore-
runner to “O.A.T.”. Transit canc. “SALAMAUA NEW GUINEA 24
MAY 40” on back and pencil notation of arrival “Boda 24.10.40”. 100

P µ 667 49 � Beautiful registered cover sent to explorer Sven Hedin in Kashgar via
Osch (Russian empire) in 1895, franked with single 1 kr. canc. in
Stockholm. Russian transit canc. on back. 100

P 668 76 � Very beautiful and rare postcard to Moscow via Riga with “ARRIVED
IN RIGA / WITH A STEAMSHIP FROM / STOCKHOLM” on the 10
öre stamp. Short perf at right. 200

Covers From Abroad
Please see also Lots # 2, 3, 4, 5, 37, 76, 225, 571 & 587

669

668

670 671

672 673

667



P µ675 1a � An exceptional 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green in almost per-
fect centering “STOCKHOLM 19.6 1857”. Very rare in
this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 4-5, 3 2.000
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Skilling Banco

P 674 Svensk Författnings-samling No. 23 1855. The official announcement
about the introduction of the Skilling Banco stamps and the postal
rates. Good condition. 200

Four 3 Skilling Banco

Lot # 676 µ
1a �

An exceptional piece with four copies 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with
well placed canc. N: KOPPARBERGET 4.8 1856”. One short perf.
Interesting printing varieties at top right on the two right stamps. Certs
Franz Obermüller & Obermüller Wilén.

VERY FINE EXHIBITION PIECE
Provenance:

Fredrik Benzinger
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix

€uro 10.000
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Lot # 677 µ
1a �

A spectacular cover to Germany with six copies of 
3 Sk. Bco, unfortunately in top right corner one copy is
missing. Most probably taken off by a collector and put
into a collection. All stamps nicely cancelled “STOCK-
HOLM 24.10 1856”. A few minor faults of no importance.
No. DE-17 in the book by Tomas Bjäringer & Gustaf
Douglas, where the leading expert Per Sjöman is quo-
ted from his certificate “The item is the finest of all
known Swedish cover rarities”. Certs Sjöman &
Obermüller Wilén. 

Provenance:
Lars Hedberg, Grand Prix

Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix 

Hugo Josefsson is also known to have stated that this
cover was not only the best in his collection, but the best
of all known Swedish covers.
The dream of former and future owners of this major
rarity is of course to find the missing 7th stamp and 
thereby be able to put it back into its original state.

Largest Number of 3 Skilling Banco
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VERY FINE

€uro 50.000

Unique Cover to Germany
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Lot # 678 µ
1a �

A spectacular cover with four copies 3 Skilling Banco
incl. one pair “STOCKHOLM 18.3 1856” sent to Calmar,
part of the back incl. the seals have been cut out, a few
minor perf. faults of no importance. Exceptional prove-
nance starting with the legandary Malmö philatelist,
Hugo Sjöberg who used to call it his most important
item. No. SE-02 in the book by Bjäringer & Douglas
2005. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE
EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance:
Hugo Sjöberg, Large Gold

Tomas Bjäringer, Large Gold 
Ingvar Pettersson

€uro 25.000

Triple Domestic Rate



P µ 680 1b � A very fresh and beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with light rectang-
ular canc. 1858. F=45.000. Certs Blomberg & Witschi. 750

P µ 681 1b � Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with boxed canc. “SÖDERTELIE
12.1 1856”. F=45.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 700

P µ679 1b � Very fresh and beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green
“STOCKHOLM 6.5 1857”. F=45.000. Certs Strandell
& Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 1.250
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680 681

P µ 682 1b � 3 Sk. Bco bluish green canc. “STOCKHOLM 19.6 1857” in very good
appearance but with some small imperfections. Certs Grenstedt & F.
Obermüller. 300

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 5 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P µ 685 2a1 (*) Beautiful colour strong unused 4 Sk. Bco blue from pos. 96 (lev. 1) on
laid paper. F=13.000. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Ingers. VERY FINE. 400

P 686 2a1 � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with superb arc canc. “NORRTELJE 26.11 1855”. 100

P 687 2a1 � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with scarce canc. “RONNEBY 18.1 1856”.
Sign. O.P. SUPERB. 100

P µ 684 1E2 * Extremely well centered 3 Sk. Bco reprint II of 1868. Cert. Sjöman. 150
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Variety in “3” at right

Lot # 683 µ
1c (*)

An extremely fresh 3 Sk. Bco blue green as always without gum.
Spectacular with the deformed “3” at right. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. 

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 3.000

684 686 687



P 689 2b � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with rare and superb canc. “GISLAWED
27.10 1856”. Facit Postal 3.000++. Sign. O.P. 150

P µ 690 2c � Extremely well centered 4 Sk. Bco bright blue (dense background)
with beautiful “CARLSKRONA 6.10 1856”. A couple of slightly shor-
ter perf. tips due to the perf. tool. Cert. F. Obermüller. 150

€uro

165

P µ 688 2a � A fantastic cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue with an absolutely perfect and
scarce rectangular canc. “NYLAND 4.6 1856”, a few short perfs. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5, 4 100

P 691 2c � Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco bright blue “STOCKHOLM 7.11 1856”
sent to Trosa. Bid

P 692 2d � Very fresh 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade dull blue with a well placed
arc. canc. of the rare “SVENLJUNGA 21.12 1855”. As always upside
down. Facit 2.400 for the shade and 4.000 for the canc. 200

689 690



P µ 695 2f � An exceptional arc. canc. “SKARA 30.7 1857” on 4 Sk. Bco blue.
Interesting variety “vertical blue line under the crest above K”. Cert.
Nils Svensson. SUPERB. 400

P 696 2i � A very fresh and beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco grey ultramarine
“STOCKHOLM 9.11 1857”. Sign. Strandell & shade by O.P. 200

P µ697 2k1 � Beautiful copy 4 Sk. Bco in the very rare shade,
greenish light dull blue with superb canc.
“STOCKHOLM 28.9 1857”. F=20.000. Shade cert. by
Harbrecht. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 400

P µ698 2k2 � Extremely beautiful and fresh 4 Sk. Bco light grey
blue from the Turqouise group canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 10.11 1857”. Cert. Harbrecht. 
SUPERB & RARE. 500

P µ 693 2e � A wonderful piece with 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent and scarce rec-
tangular canc. “TROSA 6.11 1857”. 100

P 694 2e � Superb and rare rectangular “KISA 2.12 1856” on 4 Sk, Bco. F Postal
2.500. 100

€uro
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693 694

695

696

697 698

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



Lot # 702 µ
2m **

A wonderful almost perfectly centered copy blue in clear printing,
one corner perf. lightly bent. Copies with original gum are only
known from the very last printings and never hinged they are
extremely rare. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB 4, 4, 5

€uro 2.000

€uro
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P µ 699 2k2 � Beautiful copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light grey blue shade canc. in
Stockholm. Cert. F=12.000. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250

P µ 700 2 l � A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish blue shade in perfect
centering “NORRTELJE 8.3 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 701 2 l � A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the  scarce greenish blue shade with a
scarce and superb canc. “ULLÅNGER 29.8 1858”, long into the öre
period. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

699 700 701

Never Hinged 4 Skilling Banco



P µ 703 2v6 � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with well placed and rare canc. “ÖFVER TORNEÅ
2.7 1858”. FP = 2.000. On the second day of the öre period! Also with
variety “F.YRA”. Sign. Wahl. 100

P 704 2v7 � “The hair” a spectacular variety from a hair on the printing plate, a
thin white line from the left “4” diagonally down to the shield.
Different place than other copies known, but the same phenome-
non. With a light Wexiö canc. SCARCE & INTERESTING. 250

P 705 2 � A wonderful cover with 4 Sk. Bco, excellent and scarce rectangular
canc. “ESKILSTUNA 3.3 1858”. SUPERB. 150

P 706 2 � Superb and rare rectangular canc. “FÅRÖSUND 26.8 1857” on a piece
with 4 Sk. Bco. 150

P 707 2 � An exceptional copy 4 Sk. Bco with a perfect and scarce canc. “HAPA-
RANDA 26.10 1856”. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

€uro
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P 708 2 � An extremely fresh 4 Sk. Bco with scarce and excellent “UDDEVALLA
14.8 1855”. SUPERB. 100

P 709 2 � A wonderful piece with 4 Sk. Bco in good centering and rectangular
“WISBY 16.4 1857”. SUPERB. 100

P 710 2 � Beautiful little cover with 4 Sk. Bco in good perforation canc. with rec-
tangular “TROSA 7.12 1857”. Complete wax seal on back. 100

703 704 706 707

708 709 710
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Double Print in Unique Pair

Lot # 711 µ
2v1 �

A fantastic pair of 4 Sk. Bco blue in double print, which
is the only known multiple of this rarity. Some im perfec-
tions. Well placed canc. “STOCKHOLM 9.3 1856”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance:
Gustaf Douglas, Large Gold
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 25.000



P µ 712 3a1 � Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey “STOCKHOLM 9.9 1856”. F=12.000. Sign.
Sjöman & cert. Obemüller Wilén. FINE COPY. 250

P µ 713 3a1 � Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with a superb arc canc. “UMEÅ 1.11 1856”, ink
lines and small blue spot on back slightly showing through. F=12.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE COPY. 200

€uro

170

P µ714 3a1 � Two copies of 6 Sk. Bco grey arc canc. “NORRTEL-
JE 8.6 1857” (type 1) on triple rate cover to
Stockholm. A couple of short perfs. and some
imperfections to the cover but in very good appea-
rance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE. 1.500

P µ715 3b (*) Well centered 6 Sk. Bco light grey in very good
appearance despite some imperfections. F=85.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 1.000

712 713



P µ716 3b � Extremely well centered and beautiful 6 Sk. Bco
light grey canc. “CARLSHAMN 6.8 1857”. F=33.000.
Sign. Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 1.000

€uro
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P µ 717 3b � Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco light grey on small piece with light canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 1.7 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 300

P µ 718 3b � Very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco light grey “STOCKHOLM 21.7 1856”.
F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 719 3b � Beautiful and well centered 6 Sk. Bco light grey on a small piece.
F=14.000. Cert. Nils Svensson & sign. Strandell. 250

P µ 720 3c � Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey “STOCKHOLM 3.4 1857”., one
short perf. at right. Interesting plate flaw a coloured dot between F &
R at right side and the line broken. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE. 250

P µ721 3d � An exceptional copy of the very rare shade grey
brown with a full rectangular “WISBY 25.6 1857”.
Certs Obermüller Wilén, Sjöman & Strandell.
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500

717 718 719 720



P µ 722 3d � Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco in the rare grey brown shade with light almost
full Stockholm canc. F=24.000. Cert. Sjöman. FINE - VERY FINE. 500

€uro
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P µ 723 3e � A very beautiful vertical pair of 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey with light
canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.3 1858”. F=36.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE. 800

P µ 724 3f � An exceptional 6 Sk. Bco greybrown “STOCKHOLM 19.3 1858”.
F=13.000. Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 725 3E2P Proof for the second reprint of 6 Sk.Bco 1868 with large margins. Blue
name stamp on back A Ekman. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB & RARE. 500

P µ 726 3E2 * Very well centered 6 Sk. Bco reprint II of 1868. Cert. Sjöman. 100

P µ 727 3E4 * CORNER WMK LILY on large part of reprint of 6 Sk. Bco 1885 with
corner margin. The wmk follows all the way at right side and as well
at bottom of the stamp. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500

722 724 725 726
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P µ 729 4a � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco in the first shade canc. on the 5th Day with
rare rectangular “DÖDERHULTSVIK 5.7 1855”. F=6.500++. Cert .
Sjöman. VERY FINE & RARE. 300

P 730 4a � Extremely rare  and superb arc canc. “SKANÖR 9.1
1856” on 8 Sk. Bco orange, one slightly thin corner
perf. Only a few known on 4 Sk. Bco and this one on
8 Sk. Bco is unique. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 600

P µ 731 4b (*) Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange with some imperfections.
F=45.000. Cert. Harbrecht. 500

729 730 731

Lot # 728 µ
2f + 3d �

Beautiful cover to Finland “FRANCO GRÄNSEN” franked with 4
Sk. Bco blue as well as 6 Sk. Bco grey brown canc. “STOCKHOLM
15.9 1857”. Notation “Lösen 10 kop”. This shade of 6 Sk. Bco is very
rare on cover. Archive folds well away from stamps, large stain on
back flap. F=100.000. Cert. F. Obermüller.

€uro 2.500



P 732 4b � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange with superb canc.
“SUNDSWALL 11.2 1856”. F=6.500+. Sign. Sjöman. 200

P µ 733 4b � A very beautiful piece with two copies of 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange
nicely canc. “PHILIPSTAD 2.9 1856”. F=13.000+. Cert. Franz
Obermüller. VERY FINE. 250

P µ 734 4e � A very beautiful copy 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade dull olivish yel-
low “WADSTENA 8.2 1857”. F=11.000. Cert. Blomberg. 300

€uro
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P µ 735 4f � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with excellent “PHILIP-
STAD 20.2 1857”, one short perf. Ex. Ivarsson. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 3-4, 5 200

P µ 736 4f � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with superb rectangular
“HALMSTAD 22.3 1857”. Cert. Franz Obermüller. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 737 4f � Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco with rare “SVENLJUNGA 3.7 1857” type 2, two
short perfs. Cert, Obermüller Wilén. FINE & SCARCE. 100

P µ 738 4f � Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco dull yellowish orange “CARLSKRONA 9.4 1857”.
Certs Obermüller Wilén & Bühler. FINE - VERY FINE. 100

P µ 739 4f � Very beautiful piece with 8 Sk, Bco dull yellowish orange “STOCK-
HOLM 20.10 1857” and at side “FRANCO”. Cert. Franz Obermüller.
FINE. 100

733 734732

735 736 737 738



P µ740 2 l+4 f A spectacular piece with 8 + 4 + 8 Sk. Bco, each with 
� a superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 15. 12 1857”. Sign.

Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXHIBTION PIECE. 500

€uro
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P µ 741 4g � Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade orange yellow, blurred print
“CARLSCRONA 14.6 1858”, one lightly bent corner perf. F=9.500. 200

P µ 742 4h � Well centered 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow (clean print) canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 12.2 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 743 4h � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco orange “KISA 28.3 1858”, two lightly bent cor-
ner perfs. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 744 4E2 * Extremely well centered 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow reprint II of 1868.
Cert. Sjöman. 150

P µ745 4E4 ** A wonderful reprint 8 Sk. Bco 1885, never hinged
and in perfect centering. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5. 500

741 742 743 744



P µ746 5b � A fantastic 24 Sk. Bco orange red on thin paper with
excellent canc. “STOCHOLM 7.7 1858” used a week
into the öre period. One creased corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 750

€uro
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P µ 747 5c � Fresh 24 Sk. Bco brick red with dense background canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 19.1 1857”. F=18.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 748 5c � A fresh 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with rectangular Upsala canc., one
lightly bent corner and one creased perf. F=18.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. FINE COPY. 200

P µ 749 5d � Very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light orange shade “STOCK-
HOLM 24.4 1858”. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE. 400

P µ 750 5E2 * Extremely well centered 24 Sk. Bco orangish red reprint II of 1868.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 150

P µ 751 1-5E4 ** Skilling Bco reprint set of 1885, all as never hinged lower left corner
margin singles (pos. 9) on a presentation sheet prepared by the
Swedish Philatelic Society.  Hinged in the margin only. F=23.500.
SCARCE ITEM. 600

747 748 749 750



P µ 752 5E4 * CORNER WMK LILY on large part of reprint 24 Sk. Bco 1885, mostly
at right into 1/3rd of the stamp, but also at top. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500

P 753 2+3+5 A very neat “reconstructed letter-combination” of 
� 4, 8 & 24 Sk. Bco probably from a letter sent to Great

Britain. Light beautiful canc. “GEFLE 14.6 1857. A
few minor irregularities of little importance.
SCARCE & ATTRACTIVE. 500

€uro
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752 753

Lot # 754 µ
3c+5c �

An exceptional little envelope to Holland with 6 and 24 Sk. Bco in
very strong colour “STOCKHOLM 25.5 1857”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 2.000



P µ 760 6a3 * An extremely fresh 3 öre with very light hinge mark. F=9.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 250

P µ 761 13b * Very beautiful 3 öre yellow brown. F=8.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 200

P µ 762 13b � Very beautiful 3 öre yellowish brown “STOCKHOLM 6.6  6 6 6.TUR”.
Clear and unusual canc. with five figures “6”! Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 100

Local Stamps
€uro
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P µ 755 6a1 � Well centered 1 Sk. Bco grey black on thin paper with very beautiful
star canc. One lightly bent corner perf. F=7.500. Certs Sjöman &
Obermüller Wilén. 200

P 756 6a2 � 1 Sk. Bco black with large cliché flaw through “I” in “FRIMÄRKE” as
well as the upper frame. The stamp with a nice star canc. 200

P µ 757 6a2 � A very beautiful 1 Sk. Bco with light and clear canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P 758 6a2 � Very interesting variety with missing print in right side on 1 Sk. Bco
with a superb star canc. Bid

P µ 759 6a2 � Local cover sent within Stockholm franked with a pair of 1 Sk. Bco
black paying the postage as well as the postman’s delivery fee, each
stamp with a star canc. Boxed local post canc. on back dated 8.3 1857.
Both stamps with a couple of short perfs. and the cover with a vertical
center fold not affecting the stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 250

755 756 757 758

760 761 762
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Coat of Arms

P 763 7a1 � The rare shade 5 öre dark green with a beautiful and scarce arc canc.
“FAHLKÖPING 17.8 1859”. Sign. O.P. for the shade. 100

P 764 7b2 � Interesting copy of 5 öre green with very high colour saturation canc.
“TROSA 15.12 1869”. Bid

P µ 765 7c2 ** Very fresh and beautiful 5 öre yellow green with positioning nail
(riktspik) at lower right corner. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P 766 7c2 � Very well centered and beautiful 5 öre yellow green canc. “KARL -
SKOGA 5.2 1871”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid

P 767 7f � Beautiful 5 öre light yellow green with perfect “TROSA 13.12 1872”.
One very slightly shorter perf. tip. Bid

763 764 765 766 767

P 768 7+9+10 � Beautiful cover to Italy with 5, 12 and 24 öre “STOCKHOLM 7.2 1870”
paying the 41 öre rate. Minor perf. faults of little importance. F=14.000.
Sign. A. Diena. 150

769 770
P µ 769 8b ** 9 öre in the scarce red lilac shade never hinged but with some small

imperfections. Cert. Sjöman. 150

P µ 770 8b � Fresh 9 öre red lilac with an exceptional Danish numeral canc. “1”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 200

P 771 8c � Beautiful “CARLSKRONA 16.5 1867” on 9 öre blue lilac. 100

P µ 772 8d ** A very fresh never hinged 9 öre blue violet. F=8.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 200

771 772



P µ774 8d � A fantastic 9 öre blue violet very well centered and
with excellent canc. “WESTERVIK 19.5 1864”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500

€uro
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P µ773 8d ** Extremely beautiful corner margin block of four of
9 öre blue violet. Separated from margin at left.
F=50.500 without premium for block of four. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4 (3,4,4,4) (4x5) 1.000

P µ 775 8d+14Bc1 Cover franked with 9 öre blue violet as well as 3 öre brown canc. “LID-
� KÖPING 30.6 1866”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250



P µ776 9a � FIRST DAY. a very beautiful 12 öre in the scarce
greenish blue shade with an absolutely fantastic
canc. on the Day of Issue “CARLSHAMN 1.7 1858”.
A few perfs cut at bottom left. Cert. Franz
Obermüller. VERY FINE & VERY RARE 3, 4, 5 1.000

€uro
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P µ 777 9c1 � An outstanding copy 12 öre blue perf. with the tool of 1855 and canc.
“SÖDERHAMN 3.7 1859”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 200

P µ 778 9c3 * Well centered 12 öre blue. F=2.700. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB. Bid

P 779 9c3 � A wonderful 12 öre with an excellent and rare arc canc. “SKANÖR
27.11 1868”. SUPERB. 100

P µ 780 9d1 � Cover sent to Finland at the 60 öre rate franked with five copies of 12
öre light blue canc. “STOCKHOLM 21.9 1863”. Far right stamp
defective. F=12.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SCARCE COMBINATION. 300

777 778 779
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“Dalslands Kanal”

Lot # 781 µ
9d3 �

A spectacular shipletter with 12 öre with the rare canc.
“DALSLANDS KANAL 6.9 1870” addressed to Adolf Ahlin, chief
accountant of the canal company. This has been illustrated in vari-
ous literature and is on the cover front of “Ång båts post -
expeditionerna på Dalslands Kanal” by Gunnar Lithén 2008. A
copy of the book is enclosed as well as some articles, a picture of
s/s Laxen (carrier of the letters) and a glass plate for photos made
by Herman Ahlin, a son of Adolf Ahlin around the year 1900. This
steamship mail handling office was on board the s/s Laxen, it was
also the first of its kind opened in 1869 on experimental basis.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro 4.000



P µ782 9c3+ Cover sent to Algeria via Northern Germany and 
11d2 � France, then redirected to Spain via France. The

cover is franked with 12 öre dark blue as well as 30
öre dark brown canc. “UPSALA 7.3 1870”. Multiple
transit and arrival canc. on both sides. Part of back
flap missing, 12 öre with one short corner perf.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 2.000

€uro
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P 783 9h1 � Very rare and superb arc canc. “MORA 27.12 1861” on 12 öre bright
ultramarine. 150

P µ 784 9i � Very well centered 12 öre dull ultramarine with beautiful “CARLS -
KRONA 10.1 1863”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. Bid

P 785 9 � The rare train ticket canc. from Bollnäs in a superb strike on a piece
with 12 öre. RARE. 100

P 786 9 � 12 öre blue with manuscript canc. Uggelbo. The stamp with imperfec-
tions. Bid

P 787 9 � Beautiful “ROBERTSHOLM” ray canc. tying 12 öre blue to cover
sent to Fagersta. The stamp with small imperfections, some staining
to cover. SCARCE. 400

783 784 785 786
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P µ789 10d1 � Exceptional 12-fold rate domestic cover with six
copies 24 öre orange yellow “JÖNKÖPING 23.7
1862”. Notations “Fatalier” (financial documents).
Some perf. faults of no importance for such a heavy
letter. Only two covers known with 144 öre fran-
king and this is unique with 6 x 24 öre. F=45.000.
Certs Franz Obermüller & Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY. 1.000

First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 788 µ
10av4 �

An exceptional 24 öre dark orange with a very clear FD canc.
“STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858”. Minor damages in the front of little
importance. Only 3 known. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 4.000



P 790 10d2 ** Fresh never hinged 24 öre orange yellow. F=9.000. VERY FINE. 200

€uro
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P µ791 10d2 � An absolutely fantastic reconstructed strip of three
24 öre orange yellow. Each stamp with the scarce arc
canc. “SKANÖR 27.10 1869” in perfect state (5, 5, 5).
A minor, hardly visible thin spot on one stamp, of
no importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4,
(3x4), (3x5). 
GREAT RARITY OF THIS ISSUE. 2.000

P µ 792 10d2 ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of 24 öre orange. F=36.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 793 10i ** A fantastic 24 öre orange yellow in almost perfect centering.
F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 400

792 793



P µ794 9m2 Very beautiful cover to Belgium with 12 & 24 öre  
10d2 � with railway canc. “PKXP NR 6 UPP 23.5 1872”, one

short perf. on 12 öre. Scarce destination and late
usage, just one week before the new Circle Type
was issued. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 1.000

€uro
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First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 795 µ
11av7 �

A wonderful cancellation “SÖDERHAMN 1.7 1858” on 30 öre
dark red brown with two creased corner perfs. Only 3 known.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 4.000



P 796 11a � A wonderful copy of the very difficult first shade, dark red brown
with an excellent arc canc. “ENKÖPING 23.10 1858” and almost per-
fectly centered. Sign. OP for the shade. SUPERB. 250

P µ 797 11d1 * Very well centered 30 öre dark brown. One slightly short perf. tip.
Cert. Sjöman. 100

€uro
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796 797

P µ798 11g ** A wonderful 30 öre rose brown in perfect centering.
F=15.000++. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 600

P µ 799 11b+11e1 Cover sent to Great Britain via Northern Germany franked with a pair 
� of 30 öre as well as a single in different shades, all canc. “STOCKHOLM

15.9 1864”. Transit canc. “HAMBURG K.S.P.A.(D.) 18/9. 1864” and
arrival canc. “LONDON SP 20 64”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE & UNUSUAL. 200

P µ 800 9c1+11b Beautiful cover sent to France at the 72 öre rate franked with 12 öre 
� blue as well as a pair of 30 öre red brown canc. “ÖKNE 20.3 1859”.

Transit canc. “K.S.P.A. HAMBURG 26.3 1859” and  “SUEDE QUIEV-
RAIN 27 MARS 59”, arrival canc. “PARIS 28 MARS 1859”. The 12 öre
as well as one of the 30 öre with some short perfs. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 200

800799



P µ 801 12f1 � Extremely well centered 50 öre carmine rose with beautiful “RONNE-
BY 26.1 1867”. Perf. normal for the 1855 perf. tool. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P µ 802 12h ** Very fresh and beautiful 50 öre rose. F=20.000. Cert.Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500

P µ 803 7b1+12b �Beautiful little cover to Finland franked with two copies of 5 öre green
as well as 50 öre violet tinged carmine canc. “STOCKHOLM 22.6
1860”. The 50 öre has a faint fold. F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE. 200

Lion Type

P µ 804 14Aa * Beautiful 3 öre type I olive-tinged yellow brown, original gum moistu-
re affected. F=7.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 805 14Ba * The very rare first shade of 3 öre in an extremely fresh copy.
F=12.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 806 14Be ** A very fresh 3 öre yellowish light brown. F=10.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 250

P µ 807 14Bh ** Very fresh never hinged 3 öre greyish brown. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE. 100

P 808 14B **/ * Fresh block of four of 3 öre brown type II. The lower two stamps in
very fine centering never hinged, the upper two lightly hinged.
Interesting variety in right “3” in upper right stamp. F=18.400+. 250

€uro
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801 802 803

804 805 806 807



P µ 811 15c � Beautiful 17 öre bluish grey “ÅBY 21.8 1871”. F=14.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 300

P 812 15c � Perfect “KARLSHAMN 2.6 1870” on 17 öre bluish grey. F=6.500. 
VERY FINE. 150

P µ810 15c ** An extremely beautiful 17 öre bluish grey, never
hinged and almost perfectly centered. F=19.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 600

P µ809 15b1 � Double rate cover franked with two copies of 
17 öre reddish bluish lilac each with beauti-
ful “UDDEVALLA 24.4 1866”. Transit canc. 
“SÖDRA.ST.BANAN 26.4 1866” as well as arrival
canc. “KIØBENHAVN 26.4” on back. F=45.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500

€uro
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811 812



P µ 819 17a * Very fresh block of four of 3 öre in the scarce first shade, greyish yellow
brown. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300

P µ813 15c � A very beautiful domestic cover with 17 öre in the
rare grey shade with an excellent canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 15.11 1870”. Over franked with 5 öre, small
perf. faults. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
FINE & RARE. 2.000

P µ 814 16e * Well centered 20 öre red. F=3.600. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB. 100

P 815 16f � Extremely beautiful 20 öre in the scarcer deep bright red shade canc.
“ÄS 18.7 1869”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. 100

P µ 816 16g ** Well centered and fresh 20 öre dull red. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200

P 817 16 � Very clear ray canc. “ÅMOT” on a well centered 20 öre. SUPERB. 150

P 818 16 � Beautiful 20 öre red with perfect “TROSA 12.1 1870”. SUPERB. Bid

Circle Type Perforation 14

€uro
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814 815 816 817 818



P µ 823 17e � A very beautiful strip of four of 3 öre orange brown “KALMAR 9.2
1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE. 300

P µ 824 17f � A wonderful copy of 3 öre yellowish orange brown with absolutely
perfectly placed excellent canc.”LINKÖPING 17.4 1876”. Cert.
Harbrecht. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4, 5 100

P 825 17g � Perfectly centered 3 öre dull orange brown (blurred print) canc.
“NORA 15.2 1875”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 826 17gv6 � “DRAGSPEL”. A remarkable diagonal pre-printing fold over the whole
stamp, 3 öre dull orange brown with superb “LINKÖPING 17.2 1878”,
one short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150

P 827 18a * Extremely well centered 4 öre dark grey, lightly hinged. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. F=6.000. SUPERB. 150

P µ 820 17c � Exceptional copy 3 öre in the scarce shade dark orange brown with
excellent “WISBY 30.8 1874”. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 100

P µ 821 17c � A very beautiful pair of 3 öre dark orange brown “STOCKHOL 3.11 2.
TUR”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. Bid

P µ 822 17d � A wonderful 3 öre orange brown with an extremely clear and superb
blue canc. “ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 30.6 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 300

€uro
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820 821 822

823 824

825 826 827



P 828 18a � Beautiful 4 öre dark grey canc. “FILIPSTAD 27.9 1877”. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid

€uro
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P µ 829 18a � Very beautiful strip of three of 4 öre grey with superb “ELFKARLEÖ
13.12 1878”, a few short perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400

P µ 830 18a � Newspaper cover page “The Veterinarian” with a piece missing.
Franked with a single 4 öre with superb “LIDKÖPING 6.2 1866”. Very
rare on complete newspaper. F=30.000. Bid

P µ 831 19a+21d A very beautiful piece with the scarce first shade of 5 öre dull bluish 
� green together with a pair of 12 öre. All with superb canc. “STOCK-

HOLM 22.1 1873”. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100

P 832 19b * Very beautiful 5 öre dull bluish green in perfect centering, one slightly
shorter perf. tip. F=4.800. Sign. Sjöman. Bid

828 831 832



P µ 833 19b **/ * Beautiful block of four 5 öre dull bluish green, one never hinged,
natural gum bends. F=25.600. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 600

€uro
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P 834 19b * Scarce block of four of 5 öre dull bluish green, some toning and one
short perf. F=25.600. 150

834

835 836 837 838 839
P µ 835 19c � An exceptional 5 öre blue green with a superb “ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK

29.5 1873” in blue. Especially interesting as the day is first 11.5 and 29
is stamped above 11 in same blue colour. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB & RARE. 200

P 836 19c � Very beautiful 5 öre blue green (clear colour) with an extremely fine
“TROSA 12.2 1874” and a tiny fragment of another canc. at right. Bid

P µ 837 19c � Very beautiful 5 öre in the scarce blue green shade, clear colour “SKA-
RA 25.7 1873”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. Bid

P µ 838 19d � A wonderful 5 öre blue green with excellent canc. “LANDSKRONA
26.2 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 100

P µ 839 19f � A superb English canc. “383” HULL on 5 öre green, grainy print. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 100

P µ 840 19h � Beautiful block of four of 5 öre dull bluish green “RONNEBY 19.5
1877”, canc. going slightly through on right top stamp. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 200

840



P µ 841 19a+21b+ Cholera letter sent to Italy with 5, 12 and 24 öre canc. “PKXP Nr. 2 
24e � NED 30.8 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 600

P µ 842 20a � Very beautiful copy of the rare first shade, brownish dark lilac
“STOCKHOLM 9.12 1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB & RARE 4, 4, 4 400

P µ 843 20c * Very fresh 6 öre in the rare ultramarine violet shade. F=8.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. FINE COPY. 150

P µ 844 20c � Very beautiful 6 öre in the rare ultramarine violet shade on ordinary
paper “STOCKHOLM 9.9 1873”. Shade by OP and cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB & RARE 4, 4, 4 250

P µ 845 20d � A very beautiful piece with two 6 öre bluish lilac “ALFTA 10.7 1874”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

€uro
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843 844 845

P µ 846 20ev6 � Beautiful strip of three of 6 öre in the scarce reddish violet shade
“HELSINGBORG 11.7 1874”. Left stamp with pre-printing folds
(dragspel), one short perf. tip. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300



P µ 847 20g � Exceptional 6 öre olive grey “JÖNKÖPING 6.11 1876”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT  4-5, 5, 4-5 100

P 848 20h � Well centered 6 öre bluish grey canc. “ÖREBRO 24.11 1874”. Shade by
Olle Pettersson. Ex. Sjöman. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 849 21a � An exceptional copy of the rare first shade, greyish dull blue
“SÖDERTELJE 19.9 1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 4-5 100

P µ 850 21j * Very beautiful and fresh copy of 12 öre in the scarce pale blue shade.
F=4.000+. Sign. Strandell & O.P. cert. for the shade. SUPERB. 150

P µ 851 21l ** A very fresh 12 öre ulmarish blue. F=8.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200

€uro
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847 848 849 850 851

P µ 852 21m � Exceptional “ALNARYD 10.5 1874” (Blekinge) on 12 öre blue. The
stamp with some imperfections. Postal 10.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXTREMELY RARE CANCELLATION. 300

P µ853 21 n ** LARGEST MULTIPLE RECORDED, very fresh block
of six of 12 öre dark blue, never hinged. Cert. Ober -
müller Wilén. VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY. 3.000



P µ 854 21 o � VIOLET POSTMARK “THORSKINGE 21.1 1877” on a well cente-
red 12 öre ulmarish deep blue, one bent coner perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 300

P 855 21 � Very rare “KARLSNÄS 30.6 1875” (Blekinge) on 12 öre blue. A
couple of slightly shorter perf. tips. Postal 8.000. 300

P 857 21 � Very beautiful shipletter “p. ångf. Östanå” with 12 öre with superb
blue “ÅNGBÅTS PXP N:32 8.9 1873”. SUPERB. Bid

€uro
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854 855

P 856 21 � Very beautiful “HOKADAL 17.11 1874” (Blekinge)
tying 12 öre blue to cover sent to Karlshamn. The
stamp with a few short perf. tips. Postal 8.000 for
the canc. on a loose stamp. 
EXTREMELY RARE COVER. 600



P µ 858 21j+25e Cover sent directly to Algeria via France franked with 12 öre 
� greenish blue on yellowish paper as well as 30 öre brown canc.

“HERNÖSAND 8.5 1874”. Various transit and arrival canc. on both
front and back. F=30.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB & RARE. 1.000

P µ 859 22a * A wonderful 20 öre orangish red. F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 500

€uro
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860 861

P µ 860 22b * Beautiful 20 öre orangish red. F=10.000. Sign. Sjöman & cert. O.P. for
the shade. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 861 22b � An exceptional copy of 20 öre in the rare shade orangish red “FAL-
KÖPING 27.7 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 200



P µ 862 22c * Very beautiful 20 öre red-light red in almost perfect centering.
F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén (shade changed by O.P. to “c”.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4 500

€uro
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P µ 863 22f � A wonderful violet postmark “QVISTRUM 13.12 1875” on 20 öre
pale orange. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 300

P 864 22f � Beautiful 20 öre pale orange canc. “LILLA EDET 25.2 1876”. Shade by
Olle Pettersson. Bid

P µ 865 22h � A wonderful 20 öre dull orangish red “FALKÖPING 27.7 1876” in
exceptional centering. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 866 22g+24g A fantastic piece with 20 öre dull red and 24 öre dull orange, each 
� with excellent canc. “KUNGSBACKA 29.11 1876”. Cert. Obermüller

Wilén. SUPERB. 200

P µ 867 23a � A very beautiful 20/20 öre double print orange red  with excellent
canc. “ARBOGA 13.6 1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

863 864 865

866 867



P µ869 23b (*) A fantastic copy of the rare 20/20 double print red on
pale orange in almost perfect centering, as often wit-
hout gum. The centering superb - excellent. Cert.
Nils Svensson. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 800

199

P µ 870 23c � Very beautiful 20/20 öre dull red with excellent canc. “BORÅS 12.12
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P 871 24a * Very well centered 24 öre orange on yellowish paper, lightly hinged.
F=13.000. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. 300

Unique Strip of Four

Lot # 868 µ
23a �

Very beautiful 20/20 öre double print in largest multiple recorded
on a piece with English duplex canc. “HULL AU 12 77” & “383”,
one or two short perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE

€uro 3.000

870 871



P µ 873 24bv7 � CORNER WATERMARK, small but clear part in lower left corner on
24 öre orange with superb “RÅNEÅ 12.4 1874”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 500

P 874 24f � An exceptional 24 öre orange yellow in perfect centering
“ASKERSUND 5.6 1876”, one lightly bent corner perf. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 875 24g � An exceptional 24 öre dull orange with excellent canc. “REJMYRA 18.4
1876”, on lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obemüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

P µ 876 24h � Very beautiful 24 öre dull yellow with excellent canc. “KIL 29. 9 1876”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P µ 877 24i * Very beautiful 24 öre in the rare lemon yellow shade, well centered,
one short perf. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE & RARE 3, 4, 4 600

€uro

200

873 874 875

P µ872 24a � Very beautiful block of four of 24 öre in the first
orange shade with superb canc. “NORRTELJE 17.7
1873”. Cert. Harbrecht. Largest multiple recorded,
only two such known. 2.000

876



P µ882 25e � Very rare and superb Blekinge cancellation “SILL-
HÖFDA 2.3 1874” on 30 öre brown, one slightly
short perf. in right margin. Used for less than 8
months and only a few copies are known. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 4-5, 4 400

P µ883 25e � A fantastic reconstructed strip of six of 30 öre
brown consisting of a pair and a strip of four
“GÖTEBORG 16.6 1873”, a few short perfs. Strip of
four is unique and largest used multiple! Facit only
record up to strips of three. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & IMPRESSIVE MULTIPLE. 2.000

P µ 878 24i � A wonderful 24 öre in the rare lemon yellow shade in very good cen-
tering and excellent canc. “OSKARSHAMN 23.6 1877”. Rare in this
quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200

P µ 879 24i � An exceptional 24 öre lemon yellow with well placed English
“HULL JY 25 77” and parts of “383” from the duplex shipmail canc.
One short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 250

P µ 880 25b � An exceptional 30 öre in the rare reddish brown shade “SALA 25.4
1873”. Very rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén & shade by
O. Pettersson. SUPERB 250

P µ 881 25e * An exceptional 30 öre brown in almost perfect centering. F=11.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 300

€uro
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878 879 880 881



P µ 888 26b � Exceptional 50 öre in the scarcer rose shade with excellent canc.
“STRÖMSTAD 13.11 1873”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P µ 889 26c � Very beautiful strip of four of 50 öre dull rose “YSTAD 22.12 1873”, one
small tear. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150

P µ890 26d * A wonderful 50 öre violet rose in absolutely perfect
centering. F=11.000+. Cert. Franz Obermüller.
SUPERB. 300

P µ 884 25g � Very beautiful copy 30 öre in the somewhat scarcer orangish brown
shade “LINKÖPING 14.12 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4,
4, 4-5 Bid

P µ 885 25i � A fantastic 30 öre greyish brown with excellent canc. “KUNGSBACKA
2.11 1877”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB. 100

P µ 886 25j � Strong colour of 30 öre in the scarce brown black shade in a very beau-
tiful copy “WADSTENA 26.2 1877”, one short perf. tip. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. Bid

P µ 887 26a � A wonderful 50 öre in the rare first shade rose on yellowish paper.
Excellent blue canc. “ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 4.7 1873”, one lightly bent
corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 300

€uro
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884 885 886 887

888 889



P µ893 27a * An exceptional 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue in
almost perfect centering. F=15.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 500

P µ 894 27d � Well centered 1 Rd brown & blue with very beautiful “ÖREBRO 22.11
1878”. A couple of slightly shorter perf. tips. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 100

P µ 895 27d � Very beautiful 1 riksdaler orange brown and blue “EKSJÖ 29.5 1878”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 100

P µ 891 26f * A very fresh and well centered 50 öre carmine, hardly visible hinge
mark. F=11.000+. Cert. O.P. for the shade. SUPERB. 200

P µ 892 26f � Very fresh and beautiful 50 öre carmine, light framing “ÖSTERSUND
14.12 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100

€uro
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891 892

894 895



Circle Type Perforation 13
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P µ 897 28g � A wonderful 3 öre in the scarcer deep orange brown shade “BILLINGE
9.11 1886”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ898 29e ** A wonderful 4 öre deep grey, perfect in all respects.
F=9.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 400

897 898

Double Print 1 Riksdaler

Lot # 896 µ
27cv1 �

A beautiful clear double print of the brown colour “GÖTEBORG
PAKET 16.2 1874”.  Cert. Obermüller Wilen. 

FINE COPY
ONLY 9 COPIES RECORDED

€uro 3.000

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 5 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P µ 899 29 � Extremely beautiful 12 öre stationery envelope with a pair of 4 öre
dull grey “SÖLJE 13.10 1884” sent to Hannover and readdressed to
Bremen. The envelope is skillfully strengthened inside. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE. 400

€uro
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P µ900 30i ** An absolutely perfect copy of 5 öre bluish dark gre-
en. Cert. Obermüller Wilén (with shade corrected
by O.P. to “i”). EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 250

P µ 901 31e � A fantastic 6 öre greyish lilac “LJUNG 16.7 1883”. Shade by O.
Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 902 31g � A wonderful 6 öre bluish lilac on hard white paper with excellent canc.
“ALINGSÅS 20.3 1883”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

P µ 903 31j ** A fantastic copy of 6 öre bluish lilac, almost perfect centering.
F=6.000+. Cert. Franz Obermüller. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 250

P 904 31 � Double rate domestic cover franked with a strip of four of 6 öre violet
canc. “GEFLE 22.8 1880”. The cover with one round corner. This com-
bination is not noted in Facit Postal. 100

P 905 31b+33a+ Insured letter with 6 (preprinting fold), 2 x 20 and 30 öre “UDDE-
35d � HOLM 7.9 1878”. Shade by O.P. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150

900 901 902 903

904 905



P 909 32 � Superb strike of scarce “JERNAVIK 18.6 1884” (Blekinge) on 12 öre
blue. The stamp with a couple of slightly shorter perf. tips. Postal
3.500. 100

P 910 33e � Exceptional 20 öre orange red with perfect “KARLSKRONA 6.12
1883”. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ911 33v1 * Well centered “20/TRETIO” with original gum.
Some slightly shorter perf. tips. F=90.000. Sign.
Sjöman & Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 1.500

P µ 906 32h ** A wonderful 12 öre dark blue in perfect centering. F=1.300++. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P 907 32h � Superb “ÖRNAVIK 23.5 1884” (Blekinge) on 12 öre blue. Postal
10.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXREMELY RARE CANCELLATION. 300

P 908 32 � Beautiful “HÖRVIK 14.5 1884” (Blekinge) on 12 öre blue. A couple
of shorter perf. tips. Postal 8.000. VERY RARE CANCELLATION. 300

€uro
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906 907 908

909 910



P µ 914 34h ** Perfectly centered 24 öre orange yellow on soft paper. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P µ913 33v1 � ERROR 20/TRETIO in a very well centered copy,
bent corner perfs. F=65.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. FINE COPY. 1.000

207

Spectacular 20/TRETIO Error

Lot # 912 µ
33v1 �

An extremely beautiful copy of this famous error with a perfectly
placed “STÖMSTAD 1.8 1880” and in perfect condition. Certs
Strandell & Obermüller Wilén.

€uro 2.500



P µ 919 36h ** Very well centered and fresh 50 öre carmine red. F=10.500. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 250

P 920 36h � Beautiful 50 öre violetish carmine canc. “BORÅS 2.7 1880”. Shade by
Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 921 36g � Very beautiful 50 öre in the scarce carmine red shade “FALKÖPING
1.5 1884”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

P µ922 37 ** Extremely fresh and beautiful, never hinged copy
of 1 Riksdaler. F=65.000. Cert. Nils Svensson.
SUPERB. 1.500

P µ 915 35b1 * The very rare brown black shade of 30 öre in a well centered copy.
F=7.000++. Cert. O.P. for the shade. SUPERB. 250

P µ 916 35j � A wonderful 30 öre olivish yellow brown with excellent “LYRESTAD
4.3 1886”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 917 36b � A wonderful 50 öre in the scarce carmine rose shade with excellent
“KIL 22.12 1879”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 918 36d � Very beautiful 50 öre dull violetish carmine “RIMBO 11.11 1881”.
Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

€uro
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916 917 918

919 920 921

915



P µ925 38g ** A wonderful 1 kr. in the scarcer shade yellowish
brown and blue, perfect in all respects. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT & RARE 5, 5, 5 1.000

P µ 926 38g � A wonderful 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue with a perfect “ÖREBRO
6.7 1887”. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

Circle Type with Posthorn

P µ 923 37 � An extremely beautiful 1 riksdaler with excellent “KRISTINE-
HAMN 2.9 1879”, two minor imperfections of very little importance.
Cert. Franz Obermüller. SUPERB 4, 4-5, 5 250

P µ 924 38c � A very beautiful 1 kr. orange brown and blue “ÖREBRO 11.8 1882”.
Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

€uro
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923 924 926

P µ 927 41a � An exceptional  3 öre yellowish brown “CHARLOTTENLUND 23.11
1890”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 100



P µ 928 41c � Very beautiful 3 öre dark orange brown with excellent “LINDESBERG
17.10 1891”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 Bid

P µ 929 42d � A wonderful 4 öre deep grey “GRISSLEHAMN 22.10 1892”. Shade by
O. Pettersson. EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 930 43d ** Perfectly centered 5 öre dark green on yellowish paper with interes-
ting very thin frame lines at each side. F=2.600+. Cert. Norsten.
EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 931 44a � A wonderful 6 öre bluish lilac “HELSINGBORG 28.11 1890”. Shade by
O. Pettersson. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 932 44b � Very beautiful 6 öre reddish lilac with excellent canc. “RAMSELE 9.12
1895”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P 933 46d ** Very well centered and fresh 20 öre orange red. F=4.500. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB. 100

P µ 934 48e ** Perfectly centered 50 öre dark violetish carmine. F=6.500+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 150

P 935 49d ** Perfectly centered 1 kr. brown and dark blue. F=3.800+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P µ 936 49d ** Very well centered and fresh margin block of four of 1 kr. brown and
dark blue. F=19.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 400

€uro
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928 929 930 931

932 933 934 935



Oscar II

211

Lot # 939
Beautiful 1 krona carmine rose and orange in type L. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE
€uro 1.000

Lot # 938
Exceptional 20 öre red in type G with very large margins. 

EXCELLENT & VERY RARE

€uro 1.500

Lot # 937
Beautiful 10 öre blue in type A. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE
€uro 1.500

Die Proofs for the Copperplate Recess
Below three die proofs are very rare 

and each of them only known in a few copies. 



P µ 943 39Ia ** Very well centered block of four of 10 öre dull carmine. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, (4x4), (4x5) 600

P 944 45a ** Perfectly centered 10 öre dull violet carmine. F=3.300. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 945 45a ** Extremely well centered and fresh block of four of 10 öre dull violet
carmine. F=18.500+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5 (4,3x5)
(4x5) 400

P 946 45 � 10 öre with rare steam ship canc. A. Fryxell. Facit Postal 2.500. 100

P 947 45 � Beautiful 5 öre postal stationery card sent by express mail, two additio-
nal copies of 10 öre Oscar II covering the express rate. Canc. “UPSALA
13.4 1889”. UNUSUAL. 100

P 948 52a2 ** The scarcer deep green shade of 5 öre in a well centered and fresh
block of four. F=12.000. SUPERB. 200

P 940 45 � Beautiful “FRYKSDALEN 2.11 1889” on 10 öre with posthorn on back.
Facit Postal 1.000. Bid

P µ 941 39Ia ** Very well centered 10 öre dull carmine. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 150

P µ 942 39Ia ** Fresh 10 öre dull carmine. F=6.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB 3-4, 3-4, 5 100
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P µ 950 54 (*) Imperf. plate proof of 10 öre carmine on strongly toned unwatermar-
ked paper without gum in lower half sheet of 50 stamps.
Handstamped 1909 at the bottom. 200

P 951 54d ** 10 öre rose carmine (blurred print) in a well centered block of four.
F=5.500. SUPERB. 100

P 952 55vm2 ** Corner block of ten of 15 öre, 8 stamps with watermark parts of two
crowns. F=8.600+. 200

P 953 56b ** 20 öre bright ultramarine blue in fresh block of four. F=12.000. 
VERY FINE. 150

P µ 949 52+59+ Beautiful address card for an insured parcel in the amount of Kr. 
60+65 � 1.500.000 franked with 83,55 kr. in total consisting of 16 copies of the

5 kr. Post Office Building stamp as well as one each of 5 and 50 öre
Oscar II and a strip of three of the 1 kr. An additional piece of paper
with part of the franking has been attached to the address card by a
string with beautiful red wax seal from the Norrköping Post Office
(4). The card canc. “NORRKÖPING PAK. EXP. 30.8 11”. Cert. Nils
Svensson. RARE ITEM. 500

€uro
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P 957 58b ** Very well centered and fresh block of four of 30 öre brown. F=10.400.
SUPERB. 200

P 958 59avm1 Inverted watermark on block of four of 50 öre bluish grey. The upper 
**/ * two stamps very lightly hinged, the lower ones never hinged.

F=11.200. SUPERB. 200

P µ 959 59b ** Well centered 50 öre in the scarcer lilac grey shade. F=5.000+. Cert.
Norsten. SUPERB. 100

P µ 960 59c ** Very well centered 50 öre blue grey. F=4.000. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 100

P µ 961 59d ** Perfectly centered 50 öre olive grey. F=4.000+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P 962 59d ** Interesting 50 öre olive grey in an extremely dark shade. Bid

P 963 59d ** Very well centered and fresh block of four of 50 öre olive grey.
F=16.000. SUPERB. 250

P 954 56bv5 ** Interesting pair of 20 öre bright ultramarine blue with pre-printing
paper fold. One stamp never hinged and the other very lightly hinged. Bid

P 955 57dvm1 Inverted watermark on a well centered block of four of 25 öre brow-
** nish orange. F=12.000. SUPERB. 200

P 956 58b ** Perfectly centered 30 öre brown. F=2.600. Shade by Olle Pettersson.
EXCELLENT. Bid
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P 966 60c **/ * Block of four of the scarce grey and violetish carmine shade. One
stamp never hinged. F=15.500. SCARCE BLOCK. 250

Bicoloured Numeral Type

P 967 64v5 * VARIETY 4 öre with the figure strongly misplaced, far into the oval.
Thereby showing a lot of the blue print in the left margin. RARE. 100

General Post Office

P 964 59dv1 ** Imperf. 50 öre olive grey. F=3.300. SUPERB. Bid

P 965 60b ** Perfectly centered 1 kr. carmine and grey. F=7.000+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 150
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964 965

P 968 65 ** Extremely well centered 5 kr. Postal Building. F=7.500. EXCELLENT. 100



P 969 65vm1 Perfectly centered block of four with inverted 
** watermark. F=30.000. EXCELLENT. 500

P 970 65v1 ** Very beautiful and fresh imperf. margin copy of 5 kr. Post Office.
F=15.000. 250

Small National Coat of Arms

P 971 69vm ** INVERTED WATERMARK on a very fresh 2 öre Coat of Arms. Only
priced used in Facit. 400

Gustaf V in Medallion

P 972 77vm1 ** Inverted watermark on 1 kr. in a very well centered block of four.
F=11.600. SUPERB. 200

P µ 973 79 � “STOCKHOLM STADION 15.7 12” the rare Olympic canc. on an
Olympic picture postcard showing “Military Walking Race” on the
front. SCARCE. 150

P µ 974 91c ** Extremely well centered 50 öre olivish grey. Cert. Norsten. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid
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P µ975 92 ** VÄRNAMO 55 öre in a perfectly centered never
hinged copy. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 1.500
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Värnamo 80 öre 5, 5, 5

Lot # 976 µ
94 **

A spectacular copy of 80 öre Värnamo issue, which is much more
difficult to find in perfect condition than the 55 öre. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

€uro 2.000



P µ977 92 � Very beautiful reg. cover with 55 öre with superb
c.t.o. “VÄRNAMO 13.7 18”, one creased corner
perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 1.500

€uro
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Lot # 978 µ
94 �

A fantastic insured cover correctly franked with 80 öre and a
superb canc. “VÄRNAMO 14.7 18”. The rate 12 öre for the letter +
50 öre for insurance up to 1.000 kr. + 2 öre per extra 100 kr. (9 x 2)
18 öre, making up the total postage of 80 öre. Five beautiful seals
on back. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 5.000

Correct Rate 80 öre



P µ980 92+94 VÄRNAMO in a very beautiful, lightly cancelled 
� set. F=120.000. Certs Obermüller Wilén. Rare to

find in this condition. 2.000

P µ 981 96b ** Very well centered 1 kr. grey black. F=3.000. Cert. Norsten. 
EXCELLENT. 100

P µ979 92+94 * VÄRNAMO 55 & 80 öre a wonderful set in excep-
tional centering and very fresh, the 80 öre with one
extremely lightly bent corner perf. Various signatu-
res and certs Obermüller Wilén, classifying 55 öre
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 4 and 80 öre 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 4 1.000

€uro
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Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 5 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P µ 983 105-14A Landstorm I overprints on original stamps in a cpl. very fresh set, mostly
** in very good centering. F=4.500. 150

P µ 984 124 � An outstanding copy of 1 kr. Landstorm II in for this stamp very
good centering and an absolutely perfect canc. “STOCKHOLM 1
AVG. 5.2 18”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE 4, 3, 5 200

P 985 125v ** Very fresh 10 öre + kr 4,90 on 5 kr with shifted overprint. F=4.500. 100

P 986 125var ** Interesting extra cliché line in bottom margin on 10 öre + kr 4,90 on 5 kr. Bid

P 987 125vm1 Perfectly centered block of four with inverted watermark. F=12.000. 
** EXCELLENT. 300

P µ 988 115-25 ** Landstorm II, very fresh cpl. set in selected centering. F=7.900++. 200

P µ 982 75..104 ** Extremely beautiful cpl. set of Gustaf V in Medallion in blocks of
four, each block in selected superb or excellent centering (without 55
& 80 öre), both with watermark crown as well as without watermark
(some stamps with watermark KPV), even those with overprints are
included. F. No. 96 with natural gum bends. F=50.408. SUPERB SET. 750

Landstorm Issues

€uro
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P 992 140Acx Strip of five 5 öre Standing Lion type I with wmk lines. Dividing line 
** at right, and the right stamp is slightly higher than the others. Very

strong colour. F=9.000+. 200

P 991 136 � Beautiful and interesting commercial airmail card to Gemany with
early usage of the airmail stamp 10 öre in pair with superb “STOCK-
HOLM 6 ODENG 13.10 20”. Interesting text about a Bugatti being for
sale. 100

Coil Stamps

P 989 136v1 ** Inverted overprint 10 öre on 3 öre in extremely good centering. Sign.
Wennberg. F=8.000. 250

P 990 136v1 ** Inverted airmail overprint 10 öre on 3 öre in a very fresh ** margin copy,
very lightly hinged in the margin only. F=8.000. Sign. Wennberg. 200

Airmail Stamps 1920
€uro
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P 999 142Acxz Very well centered strip of five of 5 öre brown red with watermark 
** lines + KPV. F=3.500. SUPERB. 100

P 993 140Acx ** Very fresh strip of five of 5 öre green with watermark lines. F=9.000. 200

P 994 140Acxz Very well centered and fresh 5 öre green with watermark lines + KPV. 
** F=7.500. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 200

P 995 141bz ** Exceptionally well centered 5 öre brown red with watermark KPV.
F=2.600+. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

P 996 142Ab ** Extremely well centered 5 öre pale dull red on AGRY paper. F=2.000+.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid

P 997 142Abz Very fresh and well centered copy of 5 öre brown red with watermark 
** KPV. F=7.500. SUPERB. 200

P 998 142Abz Exceptional strip of five of the difficult 5 öre brown 
** red with watermark KPV. F=37.500 without premi-

um for centering. SUPERB ITEM. 750
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P µ1007 144 Very well centered and fresh strip of four with tête-
Av2 ** bêche pair, heads against each other. F=24.000+.

Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
UNUSUAL IN SUCH SUPERB CENTERING. 600

P 1005 144Acc Extremely well centered strip of five of 10 öre green with watermark 
** inverted lines. F=5.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

P 1006 144Cbz Very well centered 10 öre green with watermark KPV. F=3.500. 
** SUPERB. 100

P 1000 142Ea ** Very beautiful and fresh 5 öre brownish orange red, never hinged.
F=9.000. SUPERB. 250

P 1001 143Ab ** Very well centered 5 öre dull yellowish green. F=3.000. SUPERB. 100

P 1002 143Ab ** Fresh strip of five of 5 öre dull yellowish green. F=15.000. SUPERB. 300

P 1003 143Acz ** Very well centered and fresh 5 öre with watermark inverted lines +
KPV. F=3.200. SUPERB. 100

P 1004 144Acz Exceptionally well centered 10 öre green with watermark inverted 
** lines + KPV. F=11.000. Sign. Norsten. EXCELLENT. 300
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P 1008 144Ccxz Extremely well centered 10 öre green with watermark lines + KPV. 
** F=2.800+. SUPERB. 100

P 1009 149Abz ** Beautiful 10 öre with watermark KPV. F=2.400+. SUPERB. 100

P 1010 151Af � Scarce 20 öre pale blue. F=2.800. Sign. Norsten. 100

€uro
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1008 1009 1010

P 1011 151Abz Very well centered and fresh strip of five of 20 öre blue with water-
** mark KPV. F=17.500. SUPERB. 400

Watermark Rarity

Lot # 1012 µ
151Ccx **

An extremely fresh copy of Gustaf V en face 20 öre with water-
mark lines. Very few copies known, all centered to top. Cert.
Norsten. 

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000



P 1013 152Acx ** Very well centered 10 öre with watermark lines. F=3.750. SUPERB. 100

P 1014 152 RARE WATERMARK KPV on Gustaf II Adolf 20 
Acxz öre in pair. Large and clear wmk on both stamps. 
* Facit without price. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.000
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1015

P 1015 154b ** Beautiful strip of five of 110 öre dull blue on B paper. F=9.000.
SUPERB. 200

P 1016 154bz ** Exceptionally well centered and fresh 110 öre dull blue with water-
mark KPV. F=2.800. EXCELLENT. 100

1016

1017 1018

P 1017 156a ** Very well centered and fresh strip of four of 35 öre orange yellow om
A1 paper. F=5.000. SUPERB. 100

P 1018 156cxz ** Beautiful 35 öre yellow with watermark lines + KPV. A couple of nib-
bed perfs. F=7.000. 200
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P 1022 162cx ** Fresh and well centered 60 öre with watermark lines. F=2.500.
SUPERB. Bid

P µ 1023 162a � Claim form for a registered letter (4 pages), franked with 60 öre canc.
“STOCKHOLM 25.7.23”. The stamp with small closed tear. 
UNUSUAL. 100

P 1024 163a ** Two very well centered copies of 60 öre, one on A1 paper while the
other one on A2 paper. F=3.600+. SUPERB. 100

P 1025 163b ** Beautiful 60 öre violet carmine on white paper. F=3.500+. SUPERB. 100

1019 1020

1022 1023

1024

P 1019 158 ** Well centered strip of five of 40 öre olive green type I. F=6.000.
SUPERB. 150

P 1020 159b ** Well centered 40 öre blackish olive green. F=3.000+. SUPERB. 100

P 1021 159b ** Very well centered strip of five of 40 öre blackish olive green on B
paper. F=15.000. 300

1025
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P µ 1027 165b ** Very beautiful and well centered 80 öre greyish green on Agrg paper.
F=2.400. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 100

P 1028 167a ** Two extremely well centered copies of 90 öre blue, one on A1 paper
and the other one on A2 paper. F=3.800+. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

P 1029 167b ** Fresh and beautiful 90 öre blue on white paper. F=3.500. SUPERB. 100

P 1030 167c ** Very beautiful 90 öre slate blue on white paper. F=3.500+. SUPERB. 100

P 1031 168e ** Extremely beautiful 1 kr. reddish orange. F=3.300+. SUPERB. 100

P 1032 171a ** Two exceptionally well centered copies of 120 öre greyish black, one
on A1 paper and the other one on A2 paper. F=4.000+. SUPERB -
EXCELLENT. 150

P 1033 172 � FDC 120 öre posthorn on a beautiful reg. envelope “STOCKHOLM
PFFS 23.10 33”. F=4.000. SUPERB. 100

P 1026 163b ** Fresh and very well centered strip of five of 60 öre violet carmine
type II on white paper. F=17.500. SUPERB. 400

1027 1028 1029 1030

1031 1032 1033

P 1034 175Acx * Beautiful Gustaf V 15 öre violet, rare with watermark lines. F=30.000.
Sign. Strandell. 600
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P µ1040 185b A wonderful copy of 30 öre Gustaf V in the extre-
** mely rare light blue shade. Cert. Norsten. 

SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 750

P 1037 179Ag ** Very well centered 20 öre ulmarish violet. F=2.800. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 1038 179Abzg Extremely beautiful and well centered 20 öre ulmarish violet with 
** watermark KPV. F=5.500+. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 200

1035 1036

P 1035 175Acx � Very well centered 15 öre with watermark lines. Some nibbed perfs.
F=8.500. SCARCE. 200

P 1036 177Ac1 ** Extremely well centered strip of five 15 öre red type II on white paper.
F=7.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 150

P 1039 179c ** Well centered strip of five of 20 öre ulmarish violet on Av paper.
F=9.000. SUPERB. 200

1037 1038
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P µ 1041 186c ** Exceptionally well centered 30 öre reddish brown on white paper.
F=6.000+. Cert. Norsten. EXCELLENT. 200

P 1042 190a ** 40 öre yellowish olive green in strip of five on A2 paper. F=4.500. 100

P 1044 210 ** UPU Congress 5 kr. in an extremely well centered
block of four. F=18.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 400

P µ 1045 208-10 � 1924 World Postal Congress 1, 2 and 5 kr, each on separate cover canc.
“STOCKHOLM CONGRESS POSTAL UNION 13.8.24”. 200

P 1043 190b ** Well centered 40 öre olive green type II on white paper. F=7.500.
SUPERB. 150

Later Issues

1041 1042

Ex 1045
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P 1048 233a ** Exceptionally well centered block of four of 5 kr. Royal Palace on toned
paper. F=10.000. EXCELLENT. 200

P 1049 233b ** Very fresh and well centered block of four on white paper. One stamp
with a tiny adhesion mark from an underlying stamp of little impor-
tance. F=14.400. 200

P 1050 273v ** Extremely misperforated margin block of four of 10 öre violet. Bid

P 1051 300v1 ** Yellow Fluorescence on 1,40 kr dark green. F=3.500. 100

P 1046 224 ** Extremely well centered block of four of 2 kr. red. F=11.600+.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 250

P 1047 225 ** Exceptionally well centered block of four of 5 kr.
blue. F=20.000+. EXCELLENT. 500

1046 1047

1048 1049

1050 1051
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P µ 1053 1213-17 1982 New Buoyage System issue in complete sheet of five booklet 
** panes imperf. vertically. Light bend through the far right vertical

strip. Unlisted in Facit. 300

P 1054 1474-77 ** Christmas 1987, block of four with imperf. between vertically. SCARCE. 150

Official Stamps

P 1052 1053var Ivar Arosenius in a horisontal strip of nine imperf. vertically between all 
** stamps, margins on both sides. Issued in vertical coil rolls. A few insig-

nificant fingerprints. SCARCE. 150

P µ 1055 Tj 1b ** Beautiful 3 öre yellowish orange brown. F=3.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P µ 1056 Tj 2c � An exceptional 4 öre grey on yellowish paper “ÅRJENG 19.12 1881”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 4-5 150

P µ 1057 Tj 3b ** Well centered 5 öre light blue green. F=4.000. Cer. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

1055 1056 1057
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µ 1061 Tj 5c1 ** Fresh never hinged 12 öre light blue on blue greyish paper. F=4.500.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

P µ 1062 Tj 5d � A spectacular 12 öre deep blue on yellowish paper “KUNGSBACKA
28.1 1879”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT COPY 5, 5, 5 100

P µ 1063 Tj 7b ** Very well centered and fresh 24 öre yellow orange. Not priced as
superb in Facit (F=20.000 for normal centering). Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500

P µ 1064 Tj 8a ** Well centered 30 öre deep brown on blue greyish paper with interes-
ting wavy frame line at left. F=8.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB
4, 4, 5 200

P µ 1065 Tj 9a ** Very fresh 50 öre violetish carmine on blue greyish paper. F=19.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 400

P µ 1066 Tj 9b � Extremely fine 50 öre violetish rose with beautiful “JÖNKÖPING
22.11 1882”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P 1058 Tj 4a � Extremely beautiful 6 öre reddish violet on blue greyish paper canc.
“FALUN 19.1 1874”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 1059 Tj 4f ** Exceptional 6 öre lilac on yellowish paper. F=8.500+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 250

P µ 1060 Tj 4g � A wonderful 6 öre deep lilac with excellent canc. “HÄSTHOLMEN 6.4
1882”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

1058 1059 1060

1061 1062 1063

1064 1065 1066
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P µ 1070 Tj 16Ac Very well centered 10 öre carmine rose type I. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
** SUPERB 4, 4-5, 5 Bid

P µ 1071 Tj 17d ** Well centered 12 öre clear blue. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

P 1072 Tj 17 ** Beautiful block of four of 12 öre blue with some frame varieties.
F=4.800. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1067 Tj 10c � A wonderful 1 kr. perf. 14 dull blue and deep yellow brown “STOCK-
HOLM C. 1.4 1879”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5 100

P µ 1068 Tj 13Aa Exceptional 4 öre light grey perf. 13 “BACKE 30.10 1888”. Cert. 
� Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 Bid

P 1069 Tj 15 + Registered 6 öre official postal stationery card with additional fran-
17 � king of 6 and 12 öre canc. “ALLERUM 13.5 1884”. Transit canc. “HEL-

SINGBORG 13.5 1884”. SCARCE. 100

1067 1068 1069

1070 1071

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



P µ 1073 Tj 18dv4 Very fresh and well centered 20 öre light orange red with set-off on back. 
** F=7.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 150

P µ 1074 Tj 18e ** Extremely well centered 20 öre dull red. F=7.500+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 200

P µ 1075 Tj 20a ** Perfectly centered and fresh 24 öre orange yellow. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100
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1073 1074 1075

1076 1077 1078

P µ 1076 Tj 22Ag Very well centered and fresh 50 öre type I carmine on yellowish paper. 
** F=8.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 200

P µ 1077 Tj 22B ** Very well centered and fresh 50 öre red type II. F=6.500. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 150

P µ 1078 Tj 22B � A fantastic copy of 50 öre red type II “STRENGNÄS 12.6 1894”. Rare
in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén with corrections by O.
Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 200

P µ1079 Tj 24 Very well centered and fresh 1 kr. light blue and 
Ad ** yellowish brown type I with very interesting large

shift between the blue and brown print. F=18.000+.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500



P 1082 Tj 26ev3 Well centered 10 öre surcharge on 24 öre olivish yellow in the rare 
(*) perf. 14. Without gum and with some imperfections. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. 1.000

P µ 1081 Tj 25av2 Inverted 10 öre surcharge on 12 öre blue Official. Some light gum 
* toning on a couple of perf. tips. F=18.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 400
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Inverted Surcharge Never Hinged

Lot # 1080 µ
Tj 25av2 **

A spectacular copy of this rare stamp variety, 10 on 12 öre inverted,
which is not quoted for never hinged in Facit. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

EXTREMELY RARE IN THIS QUALITY

€uro 2.000



P µ 1083 Tj 33P Colour proofs of 15 öre with wmk crown. Six different colours, all in
corner blocks of four as well as 2 öre wmk lines in a corner block. 100

Postage Due Stamps

€uro
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Ex 1083

1084

P µ 1084 L 1a ** Extremely well centered 1 öre black. F=3.500+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P µ 1085 L 2a ** Very beautiful and well centered 3 öre carmine. One slightly short perf.
tip. F=3.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 5 100

P µ 1086 L 3b ** Very fresh and well centered 5 öre dark brown. F=3.500. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 100

P 1087 L 5b � Interesting 12 öre orangish red with upright “WÄRDE”. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. Bid

P µ 1088 L 6c ** Exceptionally well centered 20 öre greyish blue. F=4.000+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 150

P µ 1089 L 6d ** Beautiful 20 öre blue ultramarine. F=4.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

1085 1086 1087

1088 1089



P 1091 L 7a * Extremely well centered 24 öre red violet, lightly hinged. F=11.000.
SUPERB. 200

P 1092 L 7a � Beautiful upright “KARLSHAMN 27.4 1874” on 24 öre violet. F=3.000. Bid

P µ 1093 L 8b2 � Very beautiful 30 öre light green perf. 14 in perfect centering and beau-
tiful “SÄFVAR 25.2 1880”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 4 100

P 1094 L 8c � Beautiful 30 öre dark green with perfect “KUNGSBACKA 20.12 1878”.
Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid
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Spectacular 24 öre 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1090 µ
L7a **

To find postage due stamps in this quality is an adventure. This 24
öre in the very rare red violet shade is just amazing, absolutely
perfect in all respects. Sign. E. Diena & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

GREAT QUALITY RARITY

€uro 1.500

1091 1092 1093 1094

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 5 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P µ1097 L 10a A spectacular 1 krona perf. 14 light blue and orange 
** brown in absolutely perfect condition. F=20.000++.

Cert. Obermüller Wilén (shade corrected by O.P. to
“a”). EXCELLENT & VERY RARE 5, 5, 5 1.000

P µ1095 L 9c An absolutely fantastic 50 öre perf. 14 yellowish 
** orange brown. F=16.000++. Cert. Obermüller

Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 750

€uro
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P µ 1096 L 9c � Very beautiful 50 öre yellowish orange brown, well centered and with
absolutely perfect “ÅTVIDABERG 11.1 1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P µ 1102 L 11..L Very beautiful and fresh set of blocks in perf. 13 (missing only the 
20 ** inexpensive 5 öre), with stamps in selected superb centering (only 4

stamps that are Very Fine). F=25.460 for cheapest shade. 
SUPERB SET. 400

€uro
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1098 1099

P µ 1098 L 11a1+ German parcel card with German stamps and postage due 3 x 1 & 24 
17b � öre perf. 13 “ESLÖF 31.3 1884” and various other pmks, One 1 öre

with a margin torn away. On front also three other different German
stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & UNUSUAL. 250

P 1099 L 14 � Unusual railway telegram from Stockholm with two 6 öre postage due
stamps applied on arrival and canc. “BERNSHAMMAR 8.1 1878”. Bid

P µ 1100 L 17b � A fantastic copy of 24 öre bluish lilac perf. 13 in perfect centering
and beautiful “LEKSAND 28.9 1883”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 5, 4-5 Bid

P 1101 L 20b ** Beautiful 1 kr. blue and greyish brown. Shade by Olle Pettersson.
SUPERB. Bid

1100 1101



P µ1104 105-14 Landstorm I cpl. set of 10 in full sheets of 100. Very 
** fresh, with most stamps in above average centering

for the issue incl. a lot of well centered ones. Some
sheets have 10-20 stamps with watermark inverted
lines + KPV. F=101.000 without premium for centering. 1.000

240

Oscar II in Full Sheets

Lot # 1103 µ
52-60 **

Cpl. set with watermark crown in sheets of 100 with margins
intact. F. Nos. 52e, 53b, 54e, 55b, 56d, 57b, 58d, 59d & 60a. All 
sheets are very fresh. F=1.201.500. 

SCARCELY OFFERED SET OF SHEETS

€uro 10.000



P µ1105 126-35 Landstorm III cpl. set of 10 in full sheets of 100. 
** Very fresh, with most stamps in above average cen-

tering for the issue and very many superb ones.
Some sheets have 10-20 stamps with watermark
lines + KPV. F=94.700 without premium for centering. 1.000

€uro
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P µ 1106 136-38 ** 1920 Airmail surcharges cpl. set of three in full ** sheets of 100. The
50 öre with some small separation in the middle and one folded
stamp, otherwise fresh. F=50.000. 500

P µ 1107 140Ca ** Beautiful full sheet of 100 of 5 öre green on Agrg paper. F=35.000. 300



P µ 1108 140Cx + Full sheet of 5 öre green with watermark lines, 10 stamps with water-
cxz ** mark lines + KPV. The sheet has a plate joint line and joint line

number “0”. F=37.500. 400

€uro
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P µ 1109 143Cb ** Very fresh sheet of 100 of 5 öre dull dark green type II on A1 paper.
F=50.000. 500

P µ 1110 148 ** 30 öre brown on Agrg paper in full sheet of 100. F=80.000. 750

P µ1111151C+ COMPLETE SHEET of 100 stamps 20 öre Gustaf V 
bz ** full face 1920. Fantastic quality with many stamps

in very good centering, plate number “3 - 0”.
Watermark letters (KPV) on 40 stamps. F=114.000. 1.500
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Postal Congress in Sheets

Lot # 1112 µ
196-210 **

Incredibly fresh and beautiful set of 15 in full sheets of 40, even
including 10 öre both on unwatermarked A1 & A2 paper types as
well as with watermark lines with 5 stamps having KPV, 30 öre in
both shades a & b. A very large number of stamps in superb center-
ing, incl. the kronor values. F=581.100. 

RARE SET IN SHEETS

€uro 8.000

P µ 1113 261-62 1938 New Sweden, 5 and 15 öre in cpl. ** sheets of 72, each sheet with 
BC-CB ** 9 BC as well as 9 CB pairs. F=14.490. 200



€uro
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P µ1114 332 Beautiful full sheet of 80 of the 5 kr. Royal Palace of 
BC-BC 1941, unfolded and very fresh. The sheet includes 
** 10 BC as well as 10 CB pairs. 

VERY UNUSUAL IN SHEET. 1.500

P µ 1115 337C ** Beautiful very fresh cpl. sheet of 30 of 20 kr. swan from 1942, unfol-
ded. F=36.000. 500

Coil Rolls
1116 151Ab GUSTAF V. 20 öre ulmarish blue on Agry paper in 

** cpl. coil roll of 100. F=300.000. SCARCE. 2.500

1117 159a ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 40 öre olive green type II on A1 paper in
cpl. coil roll of 100. F=90.000. 1.000

1118 163a ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 60 öre violet carmine on A2 paper.
F=180.000. SCARCE. 1.750

1119 165c ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 80 öre dark blue green in cpl. coil roll of 100.
F=30.000. 300

1120 168a ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 1 kr. reddish orange on Agrg paper.
F=35.000. 300



1121 170a ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 115 öre brown red on A1 paper in cpl. coil
roll of 100. F=25.000. 250

1122 172b ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 120 öre rose lilac on A3 paper in cpl. coil roll
of 100. F=33.000. 300

1123 174c ** CROWN & POSTHORN. 145 öre yellowish green on white A3 paper
in cpl. coil roll of 100. F=18.000. 200

1124 183a ** LEFT PROFILE. 25 öre greenish dull blue in cpl. coil roll of 100.
F=45.000. 400

1125 184 ** LEFT PROFILE. 25 orange on white A3 paper in cpl. coil roll of 100.
F=80.000. 750

1126 189a LEFT PROFILE. 40 öre yellowish olive green type I 
** in cpl. coil roll of 100. F=140.000. 1.500

1127 193 ** LEFT PROFILE. 85 öre blue green on A2 paper in cpl. coil roll of 100.
F=50.000. 500

1128 195 ** LEFT PROFILE. 145 öre yellow green on A2 paper in cpl. roll of 100.
F=20.000. 200

1129 284..317 THREE CROWNS. Cpl. set except for 2.10 kr. (F. No. 310) in cpl. coil 
** rolls of 100. F=75.300. 750

1130 261A-265 1938 NEW SWEDEN. Cpl. set of five in cpl. coil rolls of 100. F=31.000.
** 300

Booklets

P 1131 H 4 Oscar II 10 öre “pris 3 kronor”. Control letter “M” on back. F=17.000.
VERY FRESH & FINE. 400

P 1132 H 7 O Medallion 20 x 5 öre inverted mounting, 5 stamps with wmk KPV.
F=17.000. Very fresh and fine. 400

1133 H39C+ “ÄKTA PAR” (orginal pair of booklets) of Gustaf V 1939 10 öre type I, 
CB inverted mounting. One perf. 4 sides with 3 control Nos and one perf

4+3 sides with the other 2 control Nos and cyls “1”. F=12.000++.
SCARCE. 250

1134 H25I ORIGINAL BUNDLE of 10 with strip “J.K.”. Postal Savings Bank
1933 in the scarce type I. F=70.000. Careful viewing please, do not
open or break strip! 800

1135 H53 ORIGINAL BUNDLE of 10 with strip “A.Bd” 5 öre Bellman 1940.
F=40.000. Careful viewing please, do not open or break strip! 400

€uro
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1131 1132



1136 H64B ORIGINAL BUNDLE of 10 with strip “B.K.” 5 öre Scheele 1942 wit-
hout text on the cover front. F=50.000. Careful viewing please, do not
open or break strip! 500

Booklet Collections & Lots
1137 Extensive specialized collection of booklets with different markings and com-

binations of these in four thick albums 1940-75. 400

1138 HANDMADE BOOKLETS in original bundles of 10 from
the post with strips, mostly different between Facit H10
and H32A incl. H18I, 20AII, 32A etc. Facit 202.000. Please
view carefully, do not open or break the strips! 1.500

1139 ORIGINAL BUNDLES of 10 from the post with original strips, Facit H Nos 58-
60, 67, 72, 74, 76, 85 & 95. F=37.850. Please view carefully, do not open or break
the strips! 250

1140 Lot better booklets,  20 of Facit H No. 33 and 10 each of Nos 34, 38, 39, 40, 60, 77
and 131. F=68.000. 400

1141 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 34 Discount booklets as well as 70 loose stamps for use
to the Nordic countries (small size). 300

1142 DISCOUNT STAMPS, small size. 33 booklets from various years of which 27
valid for Nordic countries. 300

1143 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 96 for use in Sweden. 600

1144 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 75 for use in Sweden. 500

1145 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 400 good for use to the Nordic
countries. 3.000

1146 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 200 good for use to the Nordic
countries. 1.500

€uro
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Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



Pµ 1147 Exceptional unused collection 1863 - 1941 of stamps in
superb or excellent centering, never hinged from 1886 on -
wards but even including some better never hinged stamps
in the early part as well. The collection includes e.g. 5 diffe-
rent extremely well centered reprints of the local stamps, 17
öre violet as well as 17 öre grey * (each with one short perf.
tip), some better Circle Type incl. perf. 13 set with posthorn
cpl. **, cpl. ** from Oscar 1891 to 1920 apart from 55 & 80 öre
Medallion, incl. all Landstorm sets in selected centering, the
small Coil stamp period (1920-36) in extremely good center-
ing ** and nearly cpl. as to stamps up to ca 3.000 kr in Facit
e.g. F. Nos 141bz, 144Abz, 144Cbz, 144Ccxz, 149Abz, 163a-b,
1671a-c, 171 & 186c, both 1924 UPU sets ** in extremely good
centering incl. all watermarks and shades, then cpl. ** up to
1941 incl. all BB/BC/CB pairs. Good Official and Postage
Due sections mainly with perf. 14 * and perf. 13 **. Total
Facit cat. value is well above 350.000. 7 certs included. THE
ENTIRE COLLECTION IS PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 3.000

€uro
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Collections

Pµ 1148 Fantastic never hinged collection 1891 - 1939 in one album
with nearly every single stamp in selected superb or excellent
centering. The collection includes various watermark varieties,
paper types, some better imperf. stamps, some strips of five,
some better booklets etc. A list of contents as well as pictures
of all pages are available on our website. Total Facit cat. value
is ca 280.000 without any premium for centering. 3.000



1149 Unused collection in three Schaubek albums 1872 -1981. The collection in
mixed */ ** up to the early 1940s but ** thereafter. Includes e.g. some better
Circle Type, Oscar II & Post Office Building cpl., Landstorm I-III cpl., 1924
UPU Congress cpl. through 1 kr., Postal Union cpl. except for 1 kr., all BC-CB
pairs cpl., later part seems cpl. ** incl. BB-pairs, large Officials p. 13 cpl., well
filled section Postage Due etc. The period 1970-81 is double. Total Facit cat.
value according to the consignor is ca 150.000. 1.250

1150 Large collection ** 1968-2006 i 5 elegant and costly Lindner albums with
pockets in dust cases. Only a few cheap stamps missing, Total face value over
8.500. 400

1151 Cpl. ** collection 1970 - 2004 in two as new Leuchtturm albums with mounts.
Total face value is ca SEK 7.800 plus 68 discount stamps (of which 64 to the
Nordic countries). 300

1152 Mainly ** collection up to 1970 in a Schaubek album incl. a black local stamp
1856 (*) otherwise mostly modern. 100

1153 Mostly unused collection 1928 - 1978 on album pages incl. some BC/CB pairs.
Also a cpl. mostly used 1924 UPU set (F. Nos 211-25). 150

µ 1154 Very well filled clean used collection 1855 - 1974 in a Facit S 65 Lyx album. The
collection is cpl. according to the album pages except for 3 Sk. Bco, some stam-
ps such as 4 Sk. Bco are present in two or more shades. The collection includes
a cpl. section of Officials and Postage Due. Quality is generally very good.
Please see sample pictures on our website. 500

1155 Used collection in an old Leuchtturm album 1858 - 1968. Very well filled accor-
ding to the album with e.g. both 1924 UPU sets cpl., BC-CB pairs nearly cpl. incl.
all the more expensive ones etc. Total cat. value is ca 65.000 with clearly dama-
ged stamps not counted. 500

µ 1156 Collection used on stock pages incl. many good stamps, e.g. 8 Sk. Bco, 1 Sk.
Bco  Local, Lion Type cpl, Circle Type 1 rd. perf. 13, Landstorm II high values,
and finishing with coils from the 1920s incl. Gustaf V 15 öre wmk cx. Most
expensive stamps with certs. Please inspect! 400

1157 Used collection 1858-1977 in a thick Schaubek album. Almost complete incl.
Landstorm, UPU 1924 except 2 kr. Union, many BC pairs etc. Please inspect. 200

1158 Mostly used collection in a Davo album, well filled 1858 - 1999 except for the
most expensive stamps. Includes e.g. 15 diff. BC/CB pairs (incl. better ones) as
well as a section of Officials and Postage Dues. 200

1159 Used collection 1855-1952 in an Esselte album. From 1858 almost complete as
per the album incl. many good stamps incl. 17 öre grey sign. Sjöman, 1 riksdaler
perf. 13, most UPU values 1924 etc. Please inspect. 250

1160 Used collection 1855 - 1993 in a Viking album. Starts with a 4 Sk. Bco and then
well filled from 1858 onwards according to the album pages incl. 1924 UPU
Congress set cpl. through 2 kr., 1924 UPU set cpl., many BC/CB pairs incl. the
Royal Palace etc. 200

1161 Small collection used in Hawe album Lion Type - 1938, also on a card some 4 Sk
Bco, 8 Sk. Bco and other early stamps incl. 17 öre grey with small tear. Please
inspect! 100

1162 Collection in four albums with a reasonably well filled used early part from 1855
(4 Sk. Bco) up to 1979, then seemingly cpl. ** 1980-95. The last album contains
various ** booklets. Considerable face value. 400

€uro
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1163 Beautiful double collection 1942 - 2016 in 20 albums in two cartons. The never
hinged part includes BB-pairs etc. and should be more or less cpl. up to 2016.
The used part goes up to 2005 and includes BB-pairs as well, nearly every
stamp in this part has an excellent cancellation from Blekinge, different stamps
from each set almost always have different cancellations. The face value of the
** part alone is ca SEK 15.300 plus 12 discount booklets, of which 10 are to the
Nordic countries. 600

387 (Incorrectly placed under Iceland). 
Unused collection in a Schaubek album. Starting in 1858 (earliest stamps with
faults), quite well filled from ca 1890s up to 1968 incl. most BC/CB pairs (many
of which are **), both UPU sets cpl. through 2 kr. etc. 250

Specialized Collections
µ 1164 Exceptional base for a 4 SKILLING BANCO specialized

collection consisting of more than 50 copies and two covers
incl. a lot of shades, many defined and also scarce ones.
Further a lot of cancellations incl. some unusual and many
superb ones. Please inspect! 750

1165 CANCELLATIONS mostly on Oscar II nicely organized in a stockbook, each
with a note about place and county. Ca 400 stamps with large part superb or
excellent ones as well as many scarce. Also a few interesting varieties. Please
inspect! 200

1166 Specialized collection Oscar II , Medallion & Coil stamps from the 1920 in a self
made album. Made for shades, varieties, watermarks, papers etc. Many superb
cancellations and many interesting covers. Please inspect! 200

1167 OFFICIAL PROVISIONALS 1889. An extensive specialized remainder or
study collection. E. g. shades, multiples incl. large used ones, one cover with
10/12 öre and numerous varieties and a very large number of superb and
excellent cancellations. VIEWING NECESSARY. 400

€uro
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Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



µ 1169 BLEKINGE. Duplicate collection from the same collector on identical pages,
almost 100 stamps with different canc., mostly on Oscar II. Many superb and
scarce ones. All on our website. Bid

1170 BLEKINGE. Stockbook with ca 300 cancellations, very large part superb and
mostly different or on diff. stamps. Well organized alphabetically with many
small places. Larger part Oscar II, but also some Coat of Arms, much Circle Type
and some Medallion and later. Please inspect! 100

1171 PREPHILATELY - BLEKINGE. Extensive collection of covers with prephilate-
lic cancellations of Blekinge, over 150 covers in 2 albums, in very good quality.
Starts with some crown canc., good straight line canc. e.g. Runneby x 2 (Postal
2.500 each), Sölfvitsborg (Postal 2.000), arc canc. incl. Carlscrona with all 4
types (often with several of each), Carlshamn 8 covers incl. type 2 x 4 (Postal
2.000 each), Runneby type 1 x 4, type 2 x 4 copies used 1834-38 (Postal 6.000
each), Sölfvitsborg type 1 x 3 (Postal 3.500 each). Extensive section of boxed
canc. with e.g. Carlskrona type 7 in blue ink (Postal 3.500), Sölfvitsborg incl.
type 2 in blue ink (Postal 3.000) etc. Further a section of circular postmarks on
official covers 1850s-60s. 600

1172 BLEKINGE CANCELLATIONS. Small collection of ca 50 covers mostly from
Coat of Arms to Medallion issue (many Oscar II), all with different Blekinge
canc. incl. several better e.g. Rosenholm (Postal 2.000 on stamp) and Elleholm
(Postal 2.500 on stamp). 300

250

Blekinge Cancellations

Lot # 1168 µ

A fantastic collection Blekinge with very few missing places incl.
many superb & excellent canc. as well as many rare ones, e.g.
Aspö, Elleholm, Gammalstorp, Hasslö, Jernavik, Norje,
Thorshamn, Tjurkö, Trensum, Vestra Hästholmen, Åryd etc. Incl.
7 certs by Obermüller Wilén. Only one has been taken out “SILL-
HÖFDA” on F. No. 25e, which is offered as a single item. Also
included are two albums containing a lot of information about
each postal station. Please inspect!

€uro 1.000



Pµ 1174 BLEKINGE - OSCAR II. Beautiful collection in two
albums, nearly cpl. on letterpress 1885-86 incl. Elleholm
(Postal 2.500), Drottningsskär (Postal 3.500), Gammalstorp
(Postal 1.000) and Trensum (Postal 3.000). Also a nearly cpl.
seperate section on 1891-1903 10 öre incl. Drottningsskär
(Postal 3.500) as well as a separate album with duplicates. 500

Specialized Selections & Lots
µ 1175 Nice lot of 8 SKILLING BANCO, 13 used copies and one

cover, incl. shades and some nice canc. Some small faults,
but mainly good quality, 3 certs. Please inspect. 500

µ 1176 SK. BCO. Small selection of Sk. Bco in shades incl. some very nice copies free
of faults. Seven copies 4 Sk. Bco plus one cover, one copy 6 Sk. Bco., four copi-
es 8 Sk. Bco, two copies 24 Sk. Bco a well as four local stamps. Some stamps
with imperfections or repairs so please inspect. Two certs included. All on our
website. 500

µ 1177 Skilling Banco - Lion Type duplicate stock in a Visir album. Mixed quality
but a few nice 8 Sk. Bco, many 4 Sk. Bco, Coat of Arms & Lion incl. shades and
some nice canc. incl. a beautiful 17 öre with Danish “1”. Please inspect. 400

251

Lot # 1173
CANCELLATIONS. Chronological collection 1858 - 1940s in two albums with
nearly only Blekinge cancellations. The collector has tried to compile as many
superb or excellent Blekinge cancellations on each stamp as possible so the col-
lection most often contains several or many copies of each stamp. Extensive
Circle Type, Oscar II, Medallion and Coil stamp sections.

€uro 2.000



P 1178 Group of six stamps with very beautiful cancellations from “TROSA”. 100

µ 1179 Small lot Sk- Bco - Circle Type on 5 cards incl. 11 4 Sk. Bco mostly in good quali-
ty, two 8 Sk. Bco, one defective, as well as other good early stamps incl. unused
ones . Mixed quality. Please inspect. 200

µ 1180 Small remainder lot classic issues incl. a few covers. E.g. Sk. Bco reprints, proofs,
local stamps, Coat of Arms & Lion Type. Please inspect. 200

1181 CANCELLATIONS, small collection of ca 140 canc., mostly on Oscar II on
album pages. Further many cards with old stamps incl. large part with nice
cancellation as well as many superb ones. Please inspect. 250

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1182 Very interesting lot containing old auction purchases of mostly early issues still

on lot cards but also some more modern e.g. four ** copies of 5 kr. Royal Palace
on white paper (F. No. 233b), ** block of 30 of 20 kr Swan of 1942 (F. 337C) etc. 4
certs & opinions included. Please inspect. 600

1183 Lot old stamps and sets */**, mostly different incl. Oscar II, Medallion,
Landstorm II high values, both UPU 1924 over cpl, 5 Kr. Castle BC ** etc. Please
inspect. 200

1184 Album containing a collection of various local post stamps and philatelic covers
franked with such stamps, also various other cinderella material. Bid

1185 GRETA GARBO MINISHEETS. 19 ** copies of the Greta Garbo minisheet of four
issued in 2005 (Facit No. SS3). F=19.000. 200

1186 Year sets 1967-68 in original sealed packaging from the Post, very good quality.
F=5.000. Bid

1187 FACE VALUE. Box containing loose and unsorted stamps and booklets mostly
from the 1980s-90s but also more recent as well as older. Total face value is SEK
50.300. 1.750

1188 FACE VALUE. Carton containing a ** collection 1960-90s in stockbooks, booklets
1970s-2000s, year sets 1975-98 incl. some duplicates and booklet year sets. Also a
stockbook with stamps from 1858 onwards. Total face value is SEK 14.300 plus 18
small size discount booklets for use within Sweden. 500

1189 FACE VALUE. Carton containing a collection of “Motivblad” sheets from the
Swedish Post with ** stamps and minisheets from the 1990s-2017, also a collection
of minisheets in albums etc. Total face value is ca SEK 18.000 plus ca 100 discount
stamps (mostly to the Nordic countries). 600

1190 FACE VALUE. Small carton containing ** stamps and booklets from a subscrip-
tion 1989-2000 as well as some earlier. Also a few bundles of covers with special
cancellations etc. Total face value is ca SEK 6.000 plus 118 discount stamps for use to
the Nordic countries. 200

1191 FACE VALUE. Booklet year sets 1990-99 cpl. Face value ca SEK 3.900. 100

€uro
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1192 Mixed lot with ** material from an estate incl. an interesting collection of later
printings done in the period og 1960-76 of already issued stamps, each stamp pre-
sent in strip of five or larger and neatly arranged with date of printing for each
stamp. Also collection of strips of five 1951-77 in an album, some older issues in
part sheets incl. some with BC-CB pairs etc. 150

1193 Large carton containing various collections in albums, duplicates in stockbooks,
stockbooks with readable canc., some face value, large bundle of old covers etc. 400

1194 Interesting remainder lot from estate in a large carton incl. a lot of cancella-
tions on old  and modern stamps, further thick duplicate books with many
pairs and blocks going back to good ones from late 1930s incl. BC/CB, also two
books with modern used stamps from the 1990s up to ca 2000 etc. Some old
and semi-modern covers etc. Please inspect! 300

1195 Large carton with 5-6 remainder collections + duplicate albums, some Visir.
Twelve albums in total and mostly */**, but some earlier used. Please inspect. 250

Covers & Postal History
µ 1196 SKILLING - LION TYPE COVERS. Very interesting selection

of 31 covers incl. 8 Sk. Bco to Norway, 1860 cover with two 3
öre Local stamps (each with round corner), three covers with
17 öre violet to Copenhagen, cover sent to Russia in 1869 plus
various others to a variety of destinations. Quality is mixed so
careful inspection is recommended. 1.000

µ 1197 CIRCLE TYPE COVERS. Very interesting group of 6 covers and 1 cover front
1873-87. Most of the items are sent abroad incl. 3 registered ones, the most
interesting item is a cover with a pair of 30 öre sent to Australia in 1887. 400

1198 Bundle of mostly older covers and postal stationery cards incl. many with
railway canc. etc. Bid

1199 Binder with 74 items late 1880s up to ca 1910, mostly parcel letters but also some
money letters etc. Generally with nice canc. incl. some with beautiful ones. 250

€uro
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Ex 1200

Pµ 1200 Small lot with 15 covers incl. some franked with 1924 UPU issues (incl. one sent
to Danzig), decorative 1929 Ahrenberg flight cover franked with 20,45 kr in
stamps from the two 1924 UPU issues (one stamp on back), censored FDCs etc. 100

1201 POSTAGE DUE COVERS. Interesting collection in two albums ca 1840s-1920s
incl. many prephilatelic covers both sent to as well as from Sweden with a
large variety of different postage due canc. and notations, also some covers
with Swedish postage due stamps etc. 500



µ 1202 COVERS. Interesting lot old and semimodern covers incl. foreign covers to
Sweden, censor, officials etc. Also a few interesting revenue documents, one
with good franking (Facit 2015 F.No. 139A etc). Please inspect! 200

1203 Small box with covers and cards incl. a beautiful reg. cover with 30 öre Circle
type and some UN covers. Mostly old postal stationery sent to Germany, well
over 100 items. Bid

µ 1204 Very interesting accumulation of old covers and postal sta-
tionery in three albums and some loose pages. Starts with
some 4 Sk. Bco covers, then many 12 öre Coat of Arms
covers, various Circle Type covers (mostly p. 13), one
album with postal stationery sent abroad incl. many with
additional franking and some better destinations such as
Luxembourg (1883), then several very nice early 1881-82 38
öre rate registered covers to France etc. Please see some
sample pictures on our website. 750

1205 Large and very interesting accumulation of postal stationery mostly 1870s -
1920s mostly well sorted in various small boxes in a large moving carton. Very
large variety of cards, lettercards, envelopes etc. of which a large part is used.
As this has been accumulated abroad there is a large number of items which
have been sent abroad to e.g. the Netherlands, Germany etc. 
CAREFUL INSPECTION RECOMMENDED. 500

1206 Carton from an estate containing various albums with mostly cheaper older
covers and early postcards but some interesting items included as well. Bid

Picture Postcards
1207 CHRISTMAS CARDS. Album with ca 120 small size Christmas cards. Bid

1208 HALMSTAD POSTCARDS. Box containing several hundred postcards with
Halmstad views incl. ca 400 of the early smaller size. 100

1209 PICTURE POSTCARDS. Small carton with ca 1.000 picture postcards from an
estate. Many modern ones, but going back with some from early 1900 and many
from the 1940s onwards. Mostly Swedish, but also many foreign, often sent to
Sweden. Please inspect. Bid

Lunch
ca 13.00 hrs

A light lunch will be served

€uro
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P 1210 FK Very beautiful PORTO STEMPEL type II with 
1W3 watermark (JUVAN)KOSKI. Low boxed “HEL-
� SINGFORS -.APR.1847” to Fredrikshamn. With

very rare speciality “broken line under 10 KOP”,
which is described in the Handbook of Finland V
page 61. Flap partly reinforced. 
RARE EXHIBITION ITEM. 700

Oval Type

€uro
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Finland
14.00 hrs

Postal Stationery Envelope

P µ1211 1 Ia � A wonderful copy 5 kopek  dark blue in blurred
print with small pearls. Very large margins and a
light Helsingfors canc. 1857. Cert. Gummesson. 750

Viewing in Finland
at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2, Helsinki, Friday 14 September. 
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Hämeenlinna, 

Saturday 15 September. For more information please see page 5 & 15.
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1213 1214 1215

P 1213 2 � An exceptional pen canc. on a very fresh 10 kopek. Sign. Rudolph BPP.
VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1214 2v1 � Very fresh and beautiful 10 kopek on narrow laid paper. F=6.500. Cert.
Gummsson. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 1215 2v1 � Beautiful 10 kopek on narrow laid paper with a small ink cross. F=5.000.
Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE. 100

Wide Laid Paper

Lot # 1212 µ
1IIcv1 �

A wonderful 5 kopek greenish blue, large pearls with large mar-
gins all around and a very clear ink cross. Extremely rare on wide
laid paper. Facit in normal quality 150.000++. Cert. Schwenson &
sign. Bühler. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 6.000



P 1220 9v1C2 * Very fresh 40 penni roulette II. F=4.500. VERY FINE. 100

• P µ 1221 9v1C1a � Beautiful 40 penni of the rare first printing, carmine on ordinary pale
rose paper in roulette I with excellent canc. “ALAVO 13.4 1869”.
Rounded perfs. at upper left corner. Cert. Gummesson. 200

P µ 1222 10C3a � Fresh copy of 1 mark yellow brown in roulette III canc. “BRAHESTAD
21.11 1869”. Cert. Gummesson. 200

€uro
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1216

1218

1219

P µ 1216 2v2 � Beautiful piece with 10 kopek on wide laid paper “HELSINGFORS
22.11 1859” and ink cross. Interesting pencil note on back in Danish
“Bought in Wien May 1916 for DK 176”, a lot of money 100 years ago.
F=16.000. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE. 250

• P µ 1217 2ev2 � 10 kop. red carmine on wide laid paper. Octagonally cut, canc. with
low boxed “ULEÅBORG 10 SEPT 1859” and ink cross. Cert.
Gummesson. 200

P µ 1218 2v2 � A big 10 kopek on wide laid paper with ink cross. Pencil note on back
“CHAMPION 50 - 10.000 fr.”. F=12.000. Cert. Gummesson. 
VERY FINE. 200

P 1219 2N2v (*) Tête-Bêche pair of 10 kopek in reprint II from 1862 as always without
gum. F=8.000. VERY FINE. 200

Roulette Issues

1217

1220 1221 1222



Coat of Arms
€uro
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1226 1227 1228

1224 1225

P 1223 15Lb ** An extremely fresh block of 20 of 10 penni yellow brown with mar-
gins. F=30.000+ just as single stamps. SUPERB. 600

P µ 1224 19LC2c ** Well centered and very fresh copy of 1 mark lilac. Scarce mint never
hinged. F=7.000. Certificate Murtosaari. SUPERB. 200

P µ 1225 19LC3a � COMPOUND PERF. 11 x 12½ on 1 mark lilac with rare figure canc.
from Nikolaistad, Laitinen No. 226, which is very rare. F=12.500+++.
Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300

P µ 1226 19LC3a � Beautiful 1 mark Stamp office printing in compound perf. 11 x 12 1/2
with figure canc. F=12.500. Cert. Gummesson. 200

P 1227 25b * Very beautiful 5 mark dark yellow green and red in extremely good
centering. F=4.000. SUPERB. Bid

P 1228 26a * Extremely well centered and fresh 10 mark brown and red. F=6.000.
SUPERB. 100



P 1232 54 ** A very beautiful sheet corner copy of 10 mark 1901 never hinged and
in good centering. F=7.500. SUPERB 300

P µ 1233 61 ** 10 mark of 1915 in a very fresh and well centered ** block of four.
F=12.000. Cert. Papendorff. SUPERB. 250

P 1234 F.9 ** Fieldpost stamp with “1983” overprint in very fresh ** block of four
with margin. F=7.200. SCARCE BLOCK. 100

Collections & Mixed Lots
µ1235 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Extensive collection in 3

albums up to ca 1900 and a few later ones. Starting
with a few each of Facit FK 3 & 4 incl. one with very
rare low boxed canc. TOHMAJÄRVI (RR) as well as
one nice FK 8 and one FK 2 in reprint. Further a gre-
at variety of the old early envelopes used and unu-
sed followed by return receipts and other forms,
postcards, printed matter wrappers etc incl. varieti-
es, errors, some additional frankings etc. A lot of
notations with Norma cat. Nos. Please inspect! 500

€uro
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1229 1230 Ex 1231

1232 1233

P 1229 28C1fv ** Imperforate 5 penni 1889 in a beautiful corner block of nine.
F=9.000++. SUPERB. 150

P 1230 30C2v ** Imperforate 20 penni 1889 in a beautiful corner block of nine.
F=14.400++. SUPERB. 250

P µ 1231 32-34v Beautiful imperf. corner margin blocks of four of 1, 5, and 10 mark. 
**/ (*) The 1 mark with full ** gum while the others without gum. 250

Later Issues

1234



P µ1238 **/ * Very beautiful unused collection 1860 - 2015 on
Visir pages in six albums, in the early part each
stamp has been picked for its good centering and
freshness. The collection starts with 4 diff. * from
the Roulette issue, Coat of Arms with some better
stamps e.g. 1 mark 1882 **, 5 mark 1885 **, good
Russian types 1891 - 1915 e.g. all highest values cpl.
**, then nearly cpl. ** from 1917 through 2015 incl.
booklets and self-adhesives. PICTURES OF THE
EARLY PART ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.500

P µ1236 � Extensive used collection Roulette and Coat of Arms
issues arranged by different roulettes, paper types,
shades etc. Quality is generally very good, most rou-
letted stamps with cpl. roulette, some repairs may
occur. Includes many better stamps e.g. F. Nos. 5v3C2

(cert. Gummesson, one slightly cut corner perf.) and
8v2C4b (cert. Gummesson) etc. Also 15 fine covers
e.g. two nice ones with 5 kopek. 15 certs included.
The consignor’s list of contents is included and
should be largely correct although the occasional
stamp could be mis-identified. Extremely high cat.
value. ALL SCANNED ON OUR WEBSITE. 3.000

µ1237 � An exceptional collection from Roulettes up to ca
1930 in a small stockbook. Early part specialized
incl. shades, various roulettes, cancellations incl.
foreign, a small section Coat of Arms with figure
canc., specimen, several 5 & 10 mark, Russian Type
with rings more than complete, Zeppelin 1930 etc.
Many notations on specialities. Also a duplicate
stockbook with roulettes in 2nd quality and
hundreds of Coat of Arms. Please inspect! 1.000

€uro

260



€uro
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µ 1239 � Almost complete collection used 1856 - 1891 incl. a beautiful 10
kopek Oval with ink cross and cert., 32 p. Copenhagen printing, 5 &
10 mark 1885 and the Russian Type with rings cpl. Please inspect. 400

1240 Collection in two fine Safe Dual albums, very well filled mostly used
1860 - 1991 except for the most expensive stamps. Also some back of
the book. 200

1241 Well filled collection 1885-1992 mostly used in a Schaubek album incl.
many modern minisheets or booklet blocks nicely canc. 100

1242 ** Clean ** collection in four fine Safe Dual albums seemingly cpl.
1938-2007 incl.minisheets, bus parcel stamps, Eastern Karelia etc. 300

1243 **/ */ � Small carton containing a collection in a Leuchtturm album 1875 -
1990s, mixed unused and used. Quite cpl. except for the most expensi-
ve stamps. Also a thick stack of envelopes with various ** sets,
minisheets, booklets and FDCs from a subscription ca 1982-2001. 200

1244 **/ � Collection of Åland 1984 - 2015 collected as ** singles, ** gutter-pairs as
well as on FDCs on Visir pages in four albums. 100

µ 1245 1-10N REPRINTS ovals & roulettes. Interesting lot of 5 different reprints each
of 5 & 10 kopek ovals, all specified. Further a complete set roulettes +
5 & 10 kopek (2 each) for stationery envelopes. Please inspect. 200

µ 1246 � ROULETTES 40 penni. Very nice lot of ca 50 copies, nicely used
except one unused *. Mostly with full perforations. Incl. many sha-
des, diff. roulettes and papers, at least one type II. Mostly specified
for papers and roulettes. Please inspect! 300

1247 � FIGURE CANC. Lot with ca. 180 Coat of Arms items (mostly single
stamps) with a large variety of figure cancellations, mostly quite
good strikes with many very beautiful ones. 250

1248 � FIELD POST interesting selection of ca 70 covers from WW II in an album.
Also a cover with the provisional military stamp 1983. Please inspect! 100

µ1249 � ÅLAND TRANSIT MAIL. Very interesting remain-
der exhibition collection of 26 stampless, mainly
prephilatelic covers. Many with postage due nota-
tions, good Swedish preph. canc. incl. 3 Stockholm
bandeau + a few straight line canc. and Grislehamn
arc. canc. incl. 3 red ones etc. Please inspect! 1.000

And now it is time for the Gummesson Auction

Öresundshuset, Malmö 22 September 2018 at 14.15

Auction # 223

Malmö
22 September 2018

The Gummesson Collection of Finland

Part 5
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An invitation to consign to the  
Postiljonen Spring Auction

We are looking for better single 
items and collections for our 

International Auction 
29-30 March 2019

Please book a meeting with us: 

Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50 
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00

We look forward  
to your call!
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Facit Sverige 2017
The catalogue featuring all
Swedish stamps in colour.
Also Swedish local post.

Facit Postal IX
The invaluable
catalogue for
collectors of
Swedish town
cancellations and
postal history.

All catalogues with English text!

Facit Special Classic 2018
All Nordic stamps up to 1951
with varieties and specialties.

Facit Norden 2019
All Nordic stamps from 1951
onwards with varieties, the
period before 1951 is
described with issue and
denomination, without varieties.
Also complete list of booklets
from all Nordic countries.

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:

Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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Skandinaviens ledande latelistiska tidskrift
The leading philatelic magazine in Scandinavia

SVERIGES FILATELIST-FÖRBUND
The Swedish Philatelic Federation

Som medlem får du vår tidning
You will receive our magazine free when joining SFF
Möt oss på internet – nyheter varje dag www.sff.nu

Meet us on Internet – news every day: www.sff.nu
Köp och sälj på samlamera.sff.nu 
Buy and sell: samlamera.sff.nu

SFF, Stationsgatan 3, SE 568 30 Skillingaryd
Phone: 0370–705 66 (+46 370 70566)

Kansli@sff.nu

1xxc          1Svensk    Filatelistisk    Tidskrift     #4    -     2018

 

Filatelisten
svensk filatelistisk tidskrift | årgång 119 | nr 4 2018

Vykortsgalleri
– Per Brahe

SFF-dagar
och kongress

FILATELISTISK PARTNER TILL 

All världens frimärks-
länder – Timor

VM i fotboll 1958 – Ej
antaget frimärksmotiv
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Märket för köptrygghet!

Sveriges Frimärkshandlareförbund
www.stampdealers.se
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Main Commercial Partner

Welcome to

A Nordic Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a Stamp and Postcard exhibi on with Nordic status. The exhibi on is organized by a 
number of philatelic clubs together with all the Nordic Philatelic Associa ons. It will take place at 

MalmöMässan conven on center, only 13 minutes by train from Copenhagen Airport!

The exhibi on is supported by:

www.nordia2020.se
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA

above                                         oben                                           foroven                                      ovanför
acceptable copy                                                                            akseptabelt eks.                        godtagbart ex
accumulation                            (grosser) Posten                       (stort) parti                                (stort) parti
average                                      durchschnitt                              gennemsnit                               genomsnitt
beautiful                                    schön                                          smuk                                          vacker
bisect                                          Halbierung                                halvering                                   halvering
below                                         unten                                          forneden                                    nedanför
booklet                                       Heftchen                                    hæfte                                          häfte
bundle                                       Bündel                                       bundt                                         bunt
cachet                                         (Sonder)Stempel                      (sær)stempel                             (special)stämpel
cancellation                               Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel
charity                                        Wohltätigkeit                            velgørenhed                              välgörenhet
chalky paper                             Kreidepapier                             kridtpapir                                  kritpapper
clean                                           sauber                                        ren                                              ren
close cut                                     eng geschnitten                        tæt klippet                                 nära klippt
coat of arms                              Wappen                                     våbentype                                 vapentyp
coil (stamp)                               Automatmarke                         rulle (mærke)                            rulle (bandmärke)
commercial cover                     Gebrauchsbrief                         brugsbrev                                  bruksbrev
comprehensive                         ausgedehnte                             omfattende                                omfattande
corner                                         Ecke                                            hjørne                                         hörn
counted                                     gezählt                                       talt                                              räknat
cover                                          Brief                                            brev                                            brev
crease                                         Bug                                             fold                                             veck
crown & posthorn                    Posthorn                                    posthorn                                    postemblem
cut into                                      beschnitten                                beklippet                                   inklippt
definitives                                 Dauerserie                                 brugsmærker                            bruksmärken
early                                           früh                                            tidlig                                          tidig
entire                                          Brief mit Inhalt                         brev med indhold                    brev med innehåll
error                                           Fehler                                         fejl                                               fel
exception                                   Ausnahme                                 undtagelse                                 undantag
expensive                                  teuer                                           dyr                                              dyr
few                                             einige                                         enkelte, nogle                           fåtal, några
fake                                            Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning
fine copy                                                                                       godt eks                                     gott ex
forgery                                       Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning
frame                                         Rahmen                                     ramme                                       ram
front                                           Vorderseite                               forside                                        framsida
gum disturbance                      Gummifehler                            gummifejl                                  gummit påverkat
hinge                                          Falz                                             hængsel                                     fastsättare
ink                                              Tinte                                           blæk                                           bläck
insured cover                            Wertbrief                                   værdibrev                                 ass brev
inverted                                     kopfstehend                              omvendt                                    omvänt
issue                                           Ausgabe                                    udgave                                       utgåva
item                                            Marke, Los                                mærke, lot                                 märke, objekt
letter                                           Brief                                            brev                                            brev
lot                                               Los                                              lot                                               objekt, parti
margin                                       Rand                                          rand                                           marginal
mini sheet                                  Block                                          miniark                                      miniatyrark (block)
mixed                                         gemischte                                  blandet                                       blandad
normal mounting                     oben eingeklebt                        normal indklæbning               rätvänd infattning
numeral type                            Ringtype                                    ringtype                                     ringtyp
official                                        Dienst                                        tjeneste                                       tjänste
overprint                                   Überdruck                                 overtryk                                     övertryck
perfectly placed canc.                                                                  retvendt stempel                      rätvänd stämpel
perforation                                Zahnung                                    takning                                      tandning
pin hole                                     Nadelstich                                 nålestik                                      nålstick
plate flow                                  Plattenfehler                             pladefejl                                     plåtfel
postage due                              Porto                                          porto                                          lösen
postal stationery                      Ganzsache                                 helsag                                         helsak
postmark                                   Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel
pre-philately                             Vorphilatelie                             førfilateli                                    förfilateli
printing error                            Fehldruck                                  fejltryk                                       feltryck
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rare                                             selten                                          sjælden                                      sällsynt
re-entry                                      Doppeldruck                            dobbelttryk                               dubbeltryck
registered                                  R-Brief                                        anbefalet                                    rek brev
reprint                                        Neudruck                                  nytryk                                        nytryck
repair                                         Reparation                                reparation                                 reparation
reverse                                       Hinterseite                                bagside                                      baksidan
rouletted                                    durchstochen                            gennemstukken                        genomstucken
scarce                                         ungewöhnlich                          usædvanlig                               ovanlig
selection                                    Auswahl                                    udvalg                                       urval
several                                       mehrere                                     flere                                            åtskilliga
sheet                                           Bogen                                         helark                                         helark
short                                           kurz                                            kort                                             kort
size                                             grösse                                         størrelse                                     storlek
slot machine booklet               Automathäft                             automathæfte                           automathäfte
spot                                            Fleck                                           plet                                             fläck
stamp                                         Briefmarke                                frimærke                                    frimärke
strip                                            Streife                                         stribe                                          strip
superb copy                                                                                  pragteks, luxus                         praktex, lyxex
surcharged                                überdruckt                                overtrykt                                   påtryckt
tear                                             Riss                                             rift                                               riss
territorial defence stamps       Landsturmmarken                   Landstormmærker                   Landstormsfrimärken
thin                                             dünn                                          tynd                                            tunn
touched                                     berührt                                       berørt                                         nära klippt
value                                          Wert                                           værdi                                         värde
variety                                       Variant                                       variant                                       variant
very fine copy                                                                              meget godt eks                         mycket gott ex
vendor                                       Einlieferer                                 indleverer                                  inlämnare
weak                                          schwach                                     svag                                            svag
weight                                        Gewicht                                     vægt                                           vikt
wrapper                                     Streifband                                 korsbånd                                   korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)      photo                                   Photo                                 foto                                   foto
µ                    extra internet scans           extra internet scans          extra internet scans        extra internet scans
**                     mint never hinged             postfrisch                          postfrisk                           postfrisk
*                       unused with gum              ungebraucht                     ubrugt                              ostämplat
(*)                    unused no gum                 ohne Gummi                    uden gummi                   utan gummi
�                      used                                     gebraucht                          stemplet                           stämplat
�                      cover                                    Brief                                   brev                                  brev
�                      on piece                               Briefstück                          brevstykke                       brevklipp
cds                  circular date stamp           Rundstempel                    datostempel                    datumstämpel
c.o.d.               cash-on-delivery                Nachnahme                      postopkrævning             postförskott
cto                   cancelled to order              Gefälligkeitstempel         lejlighedsstempel           orderstämplat
cert                  certificate                            Attest                                 attest                                 attest
horiz               horizontal                           wagrecht                           vandret                            vågrätt
imperf            imperforated                      ungezähnt                         utakket                             otandat
inv                   inverted                              kopfstehend                      omvendt                          omvänt
Ms                   mini sheet                           Block                                  miniark                            miniatyrark (block)
optd                overprinted                        überdruckt                        overtryk                           övertryckt
perf                 perforated                           gezähnt                              takket                               tandat
pl                     plate                                     Platte                                  plade                                plåt
pmk                postmark                            Stempel                             stempel                            stämpel
PS                    postal stationery                Ganzsache                         helsag                               helsak
R                      rare                                      selten                                 sjælden                             sällsynt
reg                   registered                            Einschreiben                     anbefalet                          rekommenderat
vert                 vertical                                senkrecht                           lodret                                lodrätt
wmk               watermark                          Wasserzeichen                 vandmærke                     vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F                                                  = Facit
GF                                               = Wowern
Mi                                               = Michel
Sc                                                = Scott
SG                                               = Stanley Gibbons
SpC                                            = Speciale Catalogus
Z                                                 = Zumstein
Y                                                 = Yvert
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Conditions of Sale

1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.

2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T.,  only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T. 

registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,-    Euro 10,-
                                                                     500,-–2000,-              50,-
                                                                    above 2000,-           ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.

3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received 
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is 
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all 
his purchases in the auction.

4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the 
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the 
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two 
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total 
maximum purchase limit.

5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If pay-
ment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expen-
ces. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be re-
auctioned at the expense of the buyer.

6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with 
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + com-
mission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.

7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auc -
tioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the 
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, can -
cellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.

8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare

som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.

2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25% 
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som

uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på 
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om fakture -
ringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
                                              under Euro 500,-  med Euro 10,-
                                              500,- till 2000,-      med           50,-
                                              över 2000,-            med        ca 5%

3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och 
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.

4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra 
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa 
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller 
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.

5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från 
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkost -
nader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.

6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus pro-
vision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.

7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för 
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid 
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat 
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända 
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte 
returneras. En differens på 10–20%  måste kunna accepteras av köparen.

8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovan-
stående villkor.

9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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Next

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com

We feel sure that these events will be great philate-
lic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consign-
ment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning un-
derlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår inter -
nationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION

27–28 September 2019

INTERNATIONAL

SPRING AUCTION

29–3
0 March 

2019



There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!

Consignments accepted now!
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